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A

PATHWAYS TO
THE MIDDLE
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+

Strengthen career pathways to
middle-wage jobs.

B

++

ECONOMIC
GROWTH
Grow the economy with a focus
on middle-wage work.

KEY STATS ABOUT LOWER-WAGE WORKERS

Lower-wage workers are those who earn less than $18 per hour, or $36,000 per year

36%

of Bay Area jobs
(1.1 million total jobs)
pay less than
$18 per hour
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Nearly half are
over 35 years old

72%

of lower-wage
workers have no
degree beyond high
school
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C
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PROSPERITY

Improve conditions for workers
in lower-wage jobs.

INFO ON MIDDLE-WAGE OPPORTUNITIES

There is no industry
where a majority
of the jobs are
middle-wage.

UNDERSTANDING ECONOMIC PROSPERITY IN THE BAY AREA

22%

(or 310,000 of 1.3 million)
of job openings over the
current decade are
middle-wage (pay $18
to $30 per hour)

Most middle-wage
job openings are
in occupations that
only require a high
school diploma.
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PREFACE

Improving Economic
Opportunity
The Challenge We Face as a Region

Home to some of the world’s most prestigious
and forward-thinking businesses and innovators,
the San Francisco Bay Area has long been
an economic powerhouse. While the regional
economy was challenged by the past decade’s
economic downturn, the Bay Area is in the midst of
a strong economic recovery with rising job levels
and declining unemployment.
However, the benefits of prosperity are not
universally shared. The rising tide is not lifting
all boats and not yet affecting all parts of the
Bay Area. The hallmark of a truly prosperous
regional economy is one where the benefits
and opportunities of that prosperity are broadly
available to many of those within it.
In the Bay Area, more than 1.1 million workers,
over one third of the total workforce, earn less
than $18 per hour (or less than $36,000 per year
for full-time work). The majority of these workers
earn less than $12 per hour.1 Further, the number of
jobs that pay wages less than $18 per hour has risen
during the economic recovery, and these low-wage
jobs are expected to increase even more over the
coming years.
To put these earnings into sharper
perspective, a household with two adults and
two children in Alameda County would need to
earn over $65,000 per year (or more than $30
per hour) just to meet the bare minimum required
to cover basic expenses. 2 Using this same selfsufficiency standard, a four-person household
would have to earn close to $60,000 per year in
Solano County and over $75,000 per year in San

8 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY STRATEGY

Francisco. For a large proportion of the region’s
population, earnings are low relative to the region’s
high cost of living. In addition, opportunities for
economic mobility are scarce. There are many
lower-wage jobs relative to middle-wage jobs and
the pathways for upward mobility are limited. As a
result, too many of the region’s workers remain in
lower-wage jobs without clear paths to advance.
This Economic Prosperity Strategy report
brings critically needed focus to the challenge
of improving economic conditions for low- and
moderate-income Bay Area residents and workers.
While the region offers many advantages, there are
also significant opportunities for improvement. The
report identifies strategies aimed at creating a Bay
Area economy with greater economic opportunity
and mobility.
Achieving improved economic opportunity
requires working on three goals simultaneously:
helping lower-wage workers succeed on pathways
into middle-wage employment, focusing on
1 $18 per hour is equivalent to approximately 80 percent of the
region’s median wage. In this report, it represents the bottom
end of the range of middle-wage jobs. This report defines
middle-wage jobs as those that pay between $18 and $30 per
hour. The team selected $30 per hour as the upper end of the
middle-wage job spectrum because it is a natural breakpoint
on the wage scale. For example, there were not many jobs
with median wages between $30 and $35.
2 The earnings are based on the Family Economic SelfSufficiency Standard, which covers expenses for housing, food,
child care, transportation, health care and taxes. See: www.
insightcced.org/calculator.html
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expanding the number of jobs that pay middle wages, and
improving the quality of jobs for current and future lowerwage workers. Working collaboratively, public and private
organizations and key leaders can take steps to create an
environment where the benefits of prosperity are shared
broadly. But making real change requires widespread regional
commitment that involves businesses, nongovernmental
organizations and community-based organizations, elected
officials, city and county staff, workforce development agencies,
labor unions, regional planning agencies and others—all those
who are dedicated to the diverse Bay Area workforce and to the
prosperity of the region’s economy.
The strategies described in this report are set against a
backdrop of rising poverty and growing income inequality
nationally and globally. The widespread interest in Thomas
Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First Century suggests that many
people around the world are becoming more concerned about
the unequal distribution of wealth and limited opportunities for
upward mobility, some of the most significant economic issues of
the day.
Yet many of the tools that most affect poverty and
economic opportunity require action at the state and national
level. National tools include tax and wage policy, immigration
reform, trade agreements, monetary policy and economic
security programs. State tools include minimum wages,
environmental laws, tax policies and overall investments in
education, workforce and infrastructure.
While local and regional governments have fewer tools
to dramatically reduce poverty, they do control policies and
investments that affect overall economic prosperity. These

policies and investments include the decisions about land use
approvals (how much housing, what kinds of jobs), the level of local
taxes and the responsiveness of the regulatory process, the design
of workforce programs, the types of transportation investments,
and the presence of regulations (such as a local minimum wage)
focused on economic conditions for lower-wage workers.
This report focuses on those local and regional policies and
programs and their impact on economic opportunities for lowerwage workers.

Key Findings
The continued success of the Bay Area economy requires growing
middle-wage jobs and offering lower-wage workers more
opportunities to advance. The region faces a number of critical
issues in improving upward mobility for lower-wage workers.
The strategies outlined in this report are grounded in the
following key findings.
• Lower-wage workers face significant barriers to higherwage employment. However, focused attention on
improving basic skills, building partnerships to provide
employer-based training opportunities and helping
workers navigate career paths can make these barriers
surmountable.
• Middle-wage jobs are declining as a share of total
employment, and there are too few jobs into which
lower-wage workers might advance. Even though
the share of middle-wage jobs are declining, there are
middle-wage opportunities in a wide range of industries

BENEFITS OF ECONOMIC MOBILITY

Mobility for low- to moderate-wage workers not only contributes
to a widely shared national value (i.e., the American Dream) but
also provides critical support for a robust economy. 3 Increasing
economic opportunity and mobility means maximizing the
skills of all types of workers and providing pathways to better
employment and higher compensation for those at the lower
end of the income spectrum. When upward mobility depends on
improved skills, the overall economy benefits because workers
become more productive. In a knowledge-based economy, these
increased skills and productivity are integral to maintaining and
strengthening a region’s competitive edge.
The following are some of the many benefits of economic
mobility:
• Increased household wealth for low- to moderate-wage
workers
• Improved quality of life for a broader segment of the Bay
Area population

• Expanded opportunities for future generations, with greater
economic security at home
• Lower rates of intergenerational poverty
• New job opportunities for those entering the labor market
because more experienced workers move up
• The ability to fill skilled jobs vacated by retiring baby
boomers
• Expanded/increased skills for the workforce, which
boosts regional productivity and maintains the Bay Area’s
competitive edge
3 Economic Mobility and the American Dream: Where Do We Stand in the
Wake of the Great Recession. Pew Charitable Trust. Economic Mobility Project.
May 2014. Available at: www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/
reports/2011/05/19/economic-mobility-and-the-american-dream-where-dowe-stand-in-the-wake-of-the-great-recession1
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and occupations. Strategic, targeted, and regionally
coordinated economic development tactics could help grow
the Bay Area economy in a pattern that produces more
middle-wage jobs.
• Jobs at the lower end of the wage scale are likely to grow
over time, and workers typically remain in these jobs
for their entire careers. Most workers cannot afford to
pursue additional education and training without having
economic security. Therefore, improving wages and
working conditions for those in lower-wage jobs helps
workers achieve enough stability to invest in their futures.
Promoting mobility for lower-income workers is an essential
element of this report’s economic opportunity strategy.

Goals and Strategies
The Economic Prosperity Strategy identifies three interrelated
goals to improve upward mobility for lower-wage workers in
the Bay Area. These goals and supporting strategies are based
on technical analysis and research, as well as a synthesis of
challenges and opportunities that emerged during an extensive
outreach process. We introduce the goals and recommended
strategies below and describe them in detail in Chapters 4 to 6.
GOAL A: Pathways to the middle
Strengthen career pathways to middle-wage jobs.
Strategy 1: Expand job-focused basic skills training.
Strategy 2: Establish industry-driven, sector-based regional
training partnerships.
Strategy 3: Improve career navigation systems and support
pathways at the K–12 level and beyond.
GOAL B: Economic growth
Grow the economy with a focus on middle-wage work.
Strategy 4: Focus economic development resources on industries
of opportunity, business expansion and formation and greater
policy coordination among jurisdictions
Strategy 5: Develop land use plans that support transit-oriented
jobs, industrial uses and housing.
Strategy 6: Rebuild and expand infrastructure in a way that
supports economic development and job growth.
Strategy 7: Manage the region’s transportation as an integrated
navigable system.
Goal C: Economic security
Improve conditions for workers in lower-wage jobs.
Strategy 8: Raise the floor by increasing minimum standards for
equal opportunity, working conditions and compensation.
Strategy 9: Organize and professionalize industries to improve
wages, benefits and career ladders.
Strategy 10: Establish standards to ensure that the investment of
public dollars is aligned with the goal of economic opportunity.
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CHAPTER 1

Background
Bay Area Jobs Outlook

Mirroring a troubling nationwide trend, Bay Area
job growth is happening at the top and bottom
of the wage scale while the middle continues to
shrink. Income inequality—the unequal distribution
of wealth across the region—has risen sharply in
the last decade and is now greater in the Bay Area
than in the United States or California as a whole. 4
This is largely due to the decline in middle-wage
jobs and the stagnation of wages for many workers,
coupled with the rapid increase in income and
wealth for workers and households at the top of the
income spectrum. The shortage of middle-wage
opportunities is especially troubling in the Bay Area
because of the high cost of living.
Over a third of Bay Area workers earn less
than $18 per hour, and the majority of these
workers earn less than $12 per hour. The region’s
driving economic sectors are increasingly split
between high-skill, high-wage jobs in industries
such as professional and technical services and
low-skill, low-wage jobs in hospitality, childcare,
retail and others. Middle-wage job growth has
not kept pace, in part due to recent declines in
middle-wage occupations in construction and
manufacturing. In the current decade, overall jobs
in the middle are growing more slowly relative to
the top and bottom of the wage scale.
At the same time, the education system is
increasingly geared towards preparing students
for four-year degrees. There are fewer well-defined
career pathways, such as paid apprenticeships, 5
into middle-wage jobs that do not require a fouryear degree, and there are many barriers limiting
lower-wage workers from having the economic
security necessary to pursue training or get needed
on-the-job experience (like an internship) that is
often required to move into middle-wage work.

BACKGROUND

It is the goal of this report to identify
strategies that will create a Bay Area economy
with greater economic opportunity and mobility.
This includes helping lower-wage workers succeed
on a pathway into middle-wage employment,
ensuring there are sufficient opportunities for
moving up as well as improving the quality of
jobs for all workers who are part of the regional
economy.
Having an economy with social, economic,
and spatial mobility is good for everyone. When
workers move from lower-wage to higher wage
jobs, not only are they increasing their household’s
wealth and meeting the needs of employers facing
a wave of baby boomer retirements, they are also
creating a job opening for someone else coming
into the labor market. If the upward mobility is a
reflection of workers’ improved skills, the overall
economy benefits through rising productivity and
increased competitiveness. Economic mobility
for those at the bottom therefore represents an
economy that makes best use of all workers and
provides a pathway to better employment for those
who seek it. This results in a more competitive
economy and a more productive one. That in turn
leads to improved benefits for all.

4 The Bay Area: A Regional Economic Assessment. Bay Area
Council Economic Institute Report, p. 33. October 2012.
The measure of inequality used in that report is the Gini
Coefficient. Available at: www.bayareaeconomy.org/media/
files/pdf/BAEconAssessment.pdf
5 See: Weber, Lauren. “Apprenticeships Help Close the Skills
Gap. So Why Are They in Decline?”. Wall Street Journal. April
28, 2014. Available at: http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/
SB10001424052702303978304579473501943642612
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DEFINING LOWER-, MIDDLEAND HIGHER-WAGE JOBS IN THE
BAY AREA

The following terms will be used throughout this report to
describe primary segments of the income spectrum:
Lower-wage:6 Less than $18 per hour (or less than about
$36,000 per year)
Low-wage: less than $11.25 per hour
Moderate-wage: $11.25 to $18 per hour
Middle-wage: over $18 per hour and up to $30 per hour
(or between $36,000 and about $62,000 per year)
Higher-wage: over $30 per hour (about $62,000 per year)
Note that both low-wage and moderate-wage jobs are
considered lower-wage jobs.7 Throughout this report, the
term “lower-wage jobs” is used as a proxy for all jobs that
pay less than $18 per hour.

Economic Prosperity Strategy
Background
The Economic Prosperity Strategy is one of three components that
comprise the broader Bay Area Regional Prosperity Plan, a three-year
regional initiative funded by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development’s (HUD’s) Office of Sustainable Communities and
Housing. The Bay Area Regional Prosperity Plan includes the Housing
the Workforce Initiative, the Equity Collaborative and the Economic
Prosperity Strategy, the subject of this report. 8
The Bay Area Regional Prosperity Plan is one of several
dozen Sustainable Communities Regional Planning (SCRP)
Grant programs funded by HUD to support regional planning
in dozens of metropolitan areas throughout the country. The
national program involves a partnership between HUD, the U.S.

6 $18 per hour is approximately 80 percent of the overall median wage for the
Bay Area. This was determined by looking at median wages in the four “metro”
areas of the Bay Area: San Francisco, San Jose/Santa Clara County, Oakland/East
Bay and Santa Rosa/Sonoma County. Median wages are highest in San Jose/
Santa Clara County and San Francisco and lowest in Santa Rosa/Sonoma County.

Throughout this report, the terms “low-wage workers” and “moderate-wage
workers” will be used interchangeably with “lower-wage workers.” In all cases,
the definition of a lower-wage worker is anyone earning $18 per hour or less.
7

For more information, see: Regional Prosperity Plan, available at: www.
onebayarea.org/regional-initiatives/Bay-Area-Prosperity-Plan.html; Economic
Prosperity Strategy, available at: www.onebayarea.org/regional-initiatives/
Bay-Area-Prosperity-Plan/Economic-Prosperity-Strategy.html; Housing the
8
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Department
of Transportation (DOT). 9 The purpose of these initiatives is to
support “locally-led collaborative efforts that bring together
diverse interests from the many municipalities in a region to
determine how best to target housing, economic and workforce
development, and infrastructure investments to create more jobs
and regional economic activity.”10
During 2011, a diverse collaborative of public and private
organizations developed a grant proposal that focused on
some of the major regional barriers for lower-wage workers
and households. In late 2011, HUD awarded the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) and the Association of Bay
Area Governments (ABAG) a Sustainable Communities Grant
to fund efforts to improve Bay Area housing and economic
conditions for low- and moderate-income residents and workers.
The grant provided just under $5 million over three years for
planning and implementation work.
This report—the Economic Prosperity Strategy—is the
framework and strategy for the economic development portion of
the Bay Area’s Sustainable Communities Grant.
There are also 10 pilot projects, funded by the regional grant,
that test the ideas developed in this report.11 These pilot projects
were selected to respond to the findings and recommendations
outlined in the Economic Prosperity Strategy. As part of the Bay
Area Regional Prosperity Plan, HUD provided over $1 million to
support 10 pilot projects in 2014 and 2015.
The strategies outlined in this Economic Prosperity Strategy
Report reflect a comprehensive, three-pronged approach to
economic opportunity. To provide greater opportunities, the
region needs to strengthen career pathways, encourage economic
growth (particularly in middle-wage jobs) and improve the
economic conditions for lower-wage workers. Too often, different
groups are working on each of these goals in isolation. Schools
and agencies that promote workforce development focus on
improving career pathways or ladders. Business organizations and
economic development groups concentrate on economic growth.
And community groups and labor partners emphasize improving
conditions for those at the bottom. To enhance the chances of
success, we must pursue these three approaches simultaneously.
The success of this strategy will require working outside of
existing silos and organizational and jurisdictional boundaries.
It will not be possible to dramatically improve opportunities for
lower-wage workers unless public and private entities, community

Workforce Initiative, available at: www.onebayarea.org/regional-initiatives/
Bay-Area-Prosperity-Plan/Housing-the-Workforce-Initiative.html; and
Equity Collaborative, available at: www.onebayarea.org/regional-initiatives/
Bay-Area-Prosperity-Plan/Equity-Collaborative.html
For more information, see: http://portal.hud.gov/
hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/economic_resilience/
sustainable_communities_regional_planning_grants
9

10

Ibid.

For a list of the funded pilot projects, see: www.spur.org/
blog/2014-01-30/10-pilot-projects-boost-bay-area-economy
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FIGURE 1

Job growth
projections by
wage level
Nearly 36 percent of jobs
pay less than $18 per hour,
and the share of jobs in
the middle is projected
to decline relative to the
proportions of jobs at the top
and bottom of the spectrum.
This limits opportunities for
current lower-wage workers
to move up into higherpaying employment.

Share of jobs

Share of job growth

Share of jobs

(2010)

(2010–2020)

(2020 projection)

35.5%

34.2%

35.3%

26.8%

22.1%

26.0%

37.7%

43.8%

38.6%

Low- and
moderate-wage
(Under $18 per hour)

Middle-wage
($18 to $30 per hour)

Higher-wage
($30 per hour and above)

groups, businesses, labor and other organizations work in
partnership.
Many local and regional leaders are already implementing
strategies and programs to improve economic opportunity for
lower-wage workers. This report aims to build on these efforts
through a comprehensive approach to economic mobility.
The report assesses the region’s labor market, examines
issues and barriers to advancement, identifies industries and
occupations that are solid middle-wage opportunities and
proposes a range of strategies to guide lower-wage workers into
middle-wage jobs.

How to Use This Report
While many of the strategies described in the report are tailored
to local governments, such as cities and counties, there is a
strong role for a range of other parties, including private sector
employers, nonprofit organizations, civic groups, workforce
training providers and transit providers, among others. Regional
agencies such as MTC and ABAG also play a critical role in
investing in infrastructure, setting policy for transit operators
and the region’s highways, providing regional priorities for land
use planning and growth management and convening elected
officials and other regional leaders.
The proposed strategies are not one-size-fits-all. Rather,
the collection of strategies is intended as a toolkit with a range
of tools to choose from. Every strategy may not be appropriate
for every city, industry, business or location. In some areas, for
example, certain recommendations may be out of the question
due to an unfavorable market or challenging political conditions.
But what matters most is that local and regional entities
recognize the crucial need to implement innovative approaches
and models. Fortunately, many great models already exist or are
being tested in the Bay Area.
Many of the major barriers affecting economic
opportunity, mobility and growth are beyond the scope of
local and regional interventions. The emphasis of this report
is on strategies that can be implemented at the regional scale,

BACKGROUND

but many of the major barriers described in this report are
primarily influenced by policies and decisions made at the state
and federal levels. These issues include immigration, trade,
retirement savings and broad income redistribution policies.
For example, immigration policies shape the opportunities for
many lower-wage workers who seek to move up to more secure
jobs in the middle. Similarly, policies like the Earned Income Tax
Credit can redistribute significant income toward lower-wage
workers but are federal (and sometimes state) policies. Further,
the competitiveness of many middle-wage sectors, such as
manufacturing, is closely tied to federal policies affecting global
trade and the national currency, as well as broad state tax and
regulatory policy. Even state-level environmental policies like
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) have a major
impact on what gets built and where.
State and federal actions are necessary to fully address
the barriers identified in this report. Regions alone have limited
tools to reshape markets and opportunities. Yet the tools
described in this report can still have a major impact on economic
opportunities.
This report is intended to inspire a broad range of private
and public organizations to:
• Explore and implement forward-thinking measures.
• Collaborate across diverse sectors and organizational and
jurisdictional boundaries to share best practices, successful
approaches and models.

Report Development Process
The Economic Prosperity Strategy report is the culmination of
more than a year of research, technical analysis and outreach
focused on developing strategies to create a regional economy
with more upward mobility.
The Economic Prosperity Strategy development process was
overseen by a broad-based body called the Economic Prosperity
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FORCES OF CHANGE AFFECTING
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE ECONOMY

The following are some of the many factors affecting future
opportunities for lower-wage workers.

Working Group, one of three topic-focused bodies
formed as part of the Sustainable Communities
Grant governance structure.
The research, outreach and drafting of the
Economic Prosperity Strategy report was carried
out by a team of four core organizations:
• SPUR

• Increasing bifurcation of the labor market. The fastestgrowing jobs are at the top and bottom of the wage scale.

• Center for the Continuing Study of the
California Economy (CCSCE)

• Decline in the share of middle-wage jobs and downward
wage pressure on middle-wage work.

• San Mateo County Union Community Alliance
(SMCUCA)

• Uncertainty around public investment in education and
workforce development, including K-12 and post-secondary.
While funding for K-12 is increasing slightly, districts may
face significant cuts during a future economic downturn. At
the same time, funding for community colleges and other
post-secondary opportunities are not growing in line with
the need.

• Working Partnerships USA (WPUSA)

• Increasing wage gap between those with college degrees
and those without. Even though many students begin
college, too many leave before receiving a degree.
• Growing use of non-full-time employees (temporary contract
workers/contingent workers, part-time employees, and selfemployed workers) across many industries.
• Increasing emphasis on technology and digital literacy in the
hiring process. Many job applications are now online.
• Heightened expectations of workers’ skills across all
industries. In advanced manufacturing in particular,
employers now want workers with greater levels of
training and education, which presents a barrier for
many seeking middle-wage work.
• Dramatic changes to key occupations due to technological
advancement. For example, over time, the growth in online
shopping will lead to the loss of some retail workers’ jobs.
Online shopping will then lead to an increase in jobs driving
delivery trucks (as well as building and maintaining these
trucks). Perhaps one day, the delivery truck driver jobs will
be threatened by the advent of driverless vehicles.
• Uncertainty of future impacts from the aging workforce. In
coming years, it’s likely that significant numbers of skilled
baby boomers will retire, and employers will need to
replace these retirees with well-trained younger workers.
At the same time, though, many older employees may
continue to work longer due to good health or for financial
or other reasons, which would limit opportunities for
younger workers.

In addition, the Bay Area Council Economic Institute
(BACEI) 12 provided economic research and industry
analysis, and Eisen|Letunic provided outreach
assistance and logistical support.13

Research and Technical Analysis
The process to develop a comprehensive range
of economic opportunity strategies involved a
literature and best practices review, a quantitative
analysis of the current and future labor market, and
extensive interdisciplinary collaboration. Through
these mechanisms, the team gathered the following
types of information to inform the report’s goals
and strategies:
• An overview of the challenges low- and
moderate-wage workers face in accessing
career advancement and new job
opportunities in the Bay Area
• Information on existing initiatives and
programs
• Profiles of low- and moderate-wage workers
• An analysis of the structure of the Bay Area
economy
• An analysis of the industries and occupations
with median wages in the middle of the
spectrum

12 Jon Haveman, a Principal at Marin Economic Consulting,
provided the economic research as a consultant to BACEI.
13 50+1 Strategies provided assistance to Working Partnerships
on the outreach in the inner East Bay and North Bay.
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Niko Letunic

Workshops for this project
included a wide range of
participants, from business
organizations, local and
regional government,
labor, community-based
organizations, workforce
training providers,
transportation agencies and
more.

Outreach Process
Beginning in April 2013, the team launched a
rigorous outreach process aimed at identifying
barriers to upward mobility and evaluating existing
initiatives. The outreach process involved a variety
of stakeholder interviews, workshops and focus
groups, as described below.
Over the course of a four-month period, the
team conducted more than 50 interviews with key
stakeholders across the region. The interviewees
included leaders of economic and workforce
development agencies, labor organizations,
community-based groups, private businesses,
educational institutions and local governments.
Input obtained from these interviews helped frame
content for subsequent workshops.
Next, the team facilitated over 21 workshops in
seven sub-regions throughout the Bay Area:
• Central and Eastern Contra Costa and Solano
County (workshops in Concord)
• Inner East Bay (workshops in Oakland)
• North Bay (workshops in Santa Rosa)
• Peninsula/San Mateo County (workshops in
Redwood City)
• San Francisco (workshops in San Francisco)
• South Bay/Santa Clara County (workshops in
San Jose)
• Tri Valley (workshops in Dublin)

BACKGROUND

The workshops drew several hundred participants
representing a wide range of disciplines and sectors
(see sidebar). Feedback gathered during these
workshops allowed the team to gain an in-depth
understanding of diverse stakeholders’ needs and
perspectives related to improving broad-based
regional economic opportunity.
Workshops included presentations of labor
market data and analysis, information about regional
and national best practices, and summaries of
interviews and key findings to date. Three sequential
workshops were held in each sub-region. The first
workshop in each series focused on defining and
assessing the most significant barriers to upward
mobility for low- and moderate-wage workers. The
second workshop was dedicated to exploring how
to allow businesses to grow, particularly in ways
that could expand middle-wage jobs. During the
final workshop, stakeholders discussed potential
solutions and prioritized strategies for upward
mobility and middle-wage job creation.
Participants representing different disciplines
were encouraged to offer forward-thinking strategies
that would benefit lower-wage workers and would
draw on cross-pollination between typically discrete
sectors. For example, workforce development staff
had the opportunity to communicate with transit
planners about transit routes that would benefit
lower-wage workers. In this sense, the workshops
also served to break down barriers across diverse
sectors, which might set the stage for implementing
collaborative strategies in the long term.
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In an effort to connect directly with lower-wage
workers, the team partnered with the following
community-based organizations to conduct
one-on-one interviews and focus groups: A Hand
’n Hand, Asian Pacific Environmental Network,
Communities United for Health and Justice, Marin
Grassroots, Michael Chavez Center and Monument
Community Partnership, Sacred Heart Community
Service and Youth United for Community Action.
Through this process, nearly 700 low- and moderatewage workers provided valuable input to this report
in multiple languages including English, Spanish,
Chinese and Tagalog.

Research and Analysis
Parameters
The topic of economic opportunity is complex
and multifaceted. In order to clarify and guide
the research and analysis, the team identified the
following assumptions and parameters to keep
the project on course and targeted to the most
essential elements.
Project Scope
• This Economic Prosperity Strategy is focused
on local and regional approaches to upward
mobility. Some supporting state and federal
policies (such as those addressing trade,
immigration, wages and benefits) are noted in
this report, but the aim of this endeavor is to
examine what can be achieved through local
and regional channels.
• This project does not address the longterm unemployed or those with significant
barriers to basic employment. These kinds of
barriers are largely beyond the scope of this
report, but some of the proposed strategies
may support the unemployed.
• Housing issues are not covered in depth
in this report. While the affordability of
housing is directly relevant to the well-being
and advancement of lower-wage workers,
this report primarily discusses housing as
it relates to overall economic growth and
worker mobility. As part of the HUD grant,
a concurrent working group is exploring
housing issues facing lower-wage workers.
Definition of “Lower-Wage” Workers
• Low- and moderate-wage workers are
defined as those who earn up to $18 per hour.
This hourly rate is equivalent to 80 percent
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of the median wage for the East Bay and
approximately 80 percent of the median wage
for the entire Bay Area (given that wages
are lower in the North Bay and higher in San
Francisco, the Peninsula and South Bay).
• Employment benefits and/or total annual
hours worked are not included in the
definition of lower-wage workers. The types
of benefits (such as health care and sick
leave) and workplace issues such as schedule
flexibility in schedules and total hours worked
are part of the total employment package and
have a big impact on the quality of a job. Yet
this report focuses only on median wages to
define lower-wage and middle-wage jobs in
order to allow for clearer and more reliable
comparisons across occupations and industries.
The issue of benefits and workplace flexibility
are explored as strategies to both help workers
move up or to improve existing jobs.

During the three-part
workshop process,
participants identified
and prioritized strategies
such as improving the job
search and hiring process
or transportation access as
part of the goal to better
connect lower-wage workers
with to middle-wage job
opportunities.

• Wage levels are based on individual workers,
rather than households. While household
income is a reliable indicator for regional
housing affordability, this study is focused on
the mobility of individual workers.
How Individual Economic Mobility Relates
to the Regional Economy
• A strategy that helps low- and moderatewage workers advance helps the entire
regional economy. Lower-wage workers who
are prepared to meet the region’s changing
workforce needs can give the Bay Area a
competitive advantage.
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• While a growing economy alone cannot improve
conditions for all lower-wage workers, it is more feasible
to expand economic opportunity during times of
economic strength. A strong economy makes it easier
to connect workers with better jobs, while a struggling
economy leads to increased poverty and greater
competition for fewer quality jobs.
Measures of Success
• Moving some workers out of minimum-wage jobs into
higher-paying jobs will be considered a successful
outcome, even if those jobs still pay less than $18 per
hour. It is not possible for everyone to reach 80 percent of
the median wage (since the median will invariably change).
However, when more workers start down a pathway to
higher wages, they not only improve their own economic
security but also create more opportunities for others, since
upward mobility opens up entry-level jobs.
• Establishing more formal connections between workforce
development providers and employers and economic
development professionals will improve the quality of
the region’s workforce. With these connections in place,
workers can receive the appropriate training employers seek
and are more likely to be hired. Employers can reduce their
risk of winding up with unfilled positions due to a skills gap.
• Maintaining a broad approach to economic opportunity
expands the range of supporters for key strategies and
reduces the tensions between competing approaches.
A major goal of this report is to establish a framework
for simultaneously focusing on three areas: pathways
to middle-wage jobs, economic growth and economic
security. In the past, some have seen these aims as mutually
exclusive (e.g., increasing economic security might reduce
economic growth), but this report argues that all three
goals must be pursued simultaneously.

Report Overview
• Chapter 2: The region’s low- and moderate-wage
workers—Describes the region’s lower-wage workers,
particularly their barriers to upward mobility, as well as their
educational backgrounds, geographical distributions and
transportation needs.
• Chapter 3: Job opportunities in the regional economy—
Analyzes the structure of the Bay Area economy and how
if affects economic opportunity. Includes descriptions
of industries and occupations and the importance of
collaboration among stakeholders across the fields of
education, economic development, transportation and land
use planning.
• Chapter 4: Pathways to the Middle—Describes the goal of
strengthening career pathways to middle-wage jobs and
identifies three strategies to achieve the goal: basic skills,
industry partnerships, and career navigation.
• Chapter 5: Economic Growth—Describes the goal of growing
the economy with an emphasis on middle-wage jobs and
identifies four strategies to achieve this goal: industries of
opportunity; balance of housing, jobs and industrial land;
infrastructure investment; and coordinated transportation.
• Chapter 6: Economic Security—Describes the goal of improving
economic and working conditions for lower-wage workers
and identifies three strategies to achieve the goal: minimum
standards for wages and benefits, professionalized and
organized industries, and tying public investment to standards.
• Chapter 7: Conclusion—Describes next steps and
summarizes key ideas.
• Appendix A: Matrix of strategies and actions—Provides
a matrix that summarizes the report’s key strategies and
actions across the three goals, with a list of key partners
and implementers.

BROAD INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION

A range of private and public organizations representing diverse
sectors attended several dozen workshops as part of this project.
Workshops were held in Concord, Dublin, Oakland, Redwood
City, San Francisco, San Jose and Santa Rosa.
The range of participants at the workshops included:
• Advocacy, community and nonprofit organizations: faithbased groups, social service providers, and organizations
focused on social justice, affordable housing, environmental
issues and low-income populations
• Workforce development: Workforce Investment Boards
(WIBs), community colleges and training providers

• Labor: local unions, central labor councils and building and
construction trades councils
• Business: individual firms across a range of industries,
business advocacy organizations, economic development
organizations and business support organizations
• Local government: elected officials and planning, housing,
community and economic development departments
• Transportation: Congestion Management Agencies (CMAs),
transit operators and local transportation departments
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CHAPTER 2

The region’s low- and
moderate-wage workers

Lower-wage workers, those who earn less than $18 per
hour, face significant barriers to move to higher-wage
jobs. For example, they may lack specific skills required
by middle-wage jobs, and they may have a hard time
accessing training opportunities or connecting through
networks to better-paying jobs. Compared with other
workers, lower-wage workers have less formal education
and are slightly younger than the overall population.
Yet in many other ways, lower-wage workers are similar to all
workers. They live everywhere, work everywhere, are employed
in every industry, and largely reflect the region’s diversity.
This chapter explores key findings about low- and
moderate-wage workers in the Bay Area.
14

15

FINDING 1: Lower-wage workers face
multiple barriers in attaining the skills,
social networks and on-the-job experience
that are critical for upward mobility.
Many lower-wage workers do not have the
requisite job skills to compete for higher-wage
jobs in a competitive labor market. Differences in
education between higher-wage and lower-wage
workers account for much of this gap in skills.16 But
often too, what workers learn in a lower-wage job
does not prepare them for the requirements of a
middle-wage job.
Some of the most important skill gaps for
lower-wage workers include the following:
• Basic skills: These include math, basic literacy
and GED completion. Workers need these skills
18 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY STRATEGY

14 While not explored in this chapter, the demographics of
lower-wage workers are not that distinct from the rest of the
workforce. The percent of lower-wage workers who are Asian
or African American is largely the same as the overall workforce.
Latinos are overrepresented among lower-wage workers
(21 percent of lower-wage workers verses 14 percent of the
overall workforce) and whites are underrepresented (33 percent
of lower-wage versus 45 percent of the overall workforce).
15 The data in this chapter is based on demographic research
and interviews.

During interviews, these issues were cited as a major barrier
by every workforce development representative as well as by
a number of community-based organizations. Interestingly,
the employers and business representatives interviewed had a
different viewpoint about skill-related barriers; two-thirds did
not mention skills at all, and those who did cite skills as a barrier
to growth focused on specific technical skills or on the highestlevel soft skills such as creativity and critical thinking.
16
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FIGURE 2

Wage structure of the Bay Area workforce
Lower-wage workers make up over 35 percent of the region’s workforce.
There are about 3.2 million workers in the Bay Area, with 1.1 million of them
earning $18 per hour or less.17

2010

Share of total
workforce

The following skills, for example, can be difficult to train
workers for. They’re useful in middle-wage occupations but are
not typically important in lower-wage occupations:
• Instructing
• Learning strategies
• Management of personnel resources
• Negotiation

Low- and
moderate-wage

1,126,860

35.5%

• Systems analysis

(Under $18 per hour)

Middle-wage
($18 to $30 per hour)

Higher-wage
($30 per hour and
above)

Total

• Persuasion

850,210

26.8%

1,196,090

37.7%

3,173,160

100%

Source: 5-year 2011 US Census, American Community Survey (PUMS data). http://www.census.gov/acs/
www/data_documentation/public_use_microdata_sample/

to gain middle-wage employment and sometimes to enter
training programs that are designed to help them move up.
• English language: One basic skill, English language mastery,
deserves particular mention as the single most widely cited
skill barrier among organizations working with lower-wage
workers. Non-English speakers often get stuck on the bottom
rung of the career ladder, with limited opportunity to advance.
• Soft skills: Employers most often cited a lack of soft skills
(customer service and communication) and job readiness
(attitude, reliability, promptness, etc.) as the critical
impediment for lower-wage workers.
• Technology and digital literacy: Fundamental technology
skills are an increasingly important barrier to employment in
a wide range of industries, from construction to health care.
To complete extensive online job applications, workers need
to be able to access technology and know how to use it.
• Higher-order skills: Skills like critical thinking and analysis,
time management and persuasion are increasingly
important for many pathways into middle-wage work. For
example, a retail sales worker hoping to move into a middlewage sales management role may not need a formal degree,
but the new position would require critical thinking skills.
Many of the skills employers expect for middle-wage jobs don’t
match what is learned in lower-wage jobs. Skill gaps between
lower-wage and middle-wage jobs fall into several categories.
Some skills are harder to train for but are important for middlewage jobs. Other skills are easier to train but are not learned in
lower-wage jobs, and still other skills are expected in nearly all
middle-wage jobs but in a smaller share of lower-wage jobs.
THE REGION’S LOW- AND MODERATE-WAGE WORKERS

In another category are easily trainable skills that very few
lower-wage jobs require but a fairly high percent of middlewage jobs use.
Finally, there are several skills that are critical for nearly
every middle-wage job but for a smaller portion of lower-wage
jobs. These include:
• Reading comprehension: Required by 75 percent of lowerwage jobs and 98 percent of middle-wage jobs.
• Judgment and decision-making: Required by 82 percent of
lower-wage jobs and 97 percent of middle-wage jobs.
• Complex problem solving: Required by 61 percent of lowerwage jobs and 96 percent of middle-wage jobs.

FIGURE 3

Comparison of the share of jobs requiring certain skills,
by wage level
Some of the skills that are almost never used in lower-wage jobs but are
important in some middle-wage jobs are ones that can be taught—such as
equipment maintenance, selection and repair.

% of jobs that use the skill
Lower-wage

Middle-wage

Systems evaluation

5.8%

33.2%

Troubleshooting

2.0%

28.0%

Equipment maintenance

2.6%

24.4%

Equipment repair

2.6%

21.9%

Equipment selection

1.4%

18.2%

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Version 17.0 of the O*NET. http://www.onetonline.org/ Analysis by Marin
Economic Consulting
17 $18 per hour was selected as the upper end of lower-wage work because it
represents approximately 80 percent of the median regional wage. Because
the wage data used in this report is by metropolitan district, the $18 figure is
80 percent of the median wage for the East Bay. East Bay median wages are
lower than in San Francisco and San Jose but higher than in the North Bay.
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• Active learning: Required by 50 percent of lower-wage jobs
and 80 percent of middle-wage jobs.
• Writing: Required by 45 percent of lower-wage jobs and
78 percent of middle-wage jobs.
Combined, these different sets of skills represent the gap
between the skills required in middle-wage occupations and
those expected of workers in lower-wage occupations.
Accessing training and experience is costly, in part due to
time constraints and lost wages. To get better jobs, workers need
skills and experience on the job, but training programs outside
of work can be especially burdensome for lower-wage workers,
who may be working multiple jobs or caring for children or elders.
Many lower-wage jobs, such as those in retail, do not offer regular
work hours that are conducive to scheduling consistent training.
And any earnings that workers forego to attend a class drives up
the actual cost of training. In some industries, extensive full-time,
unpaid training is necessary in order to qualify for an entry-level
job. Without any financial support structure outside of work,
many lower-wage workers simply cannot afford to take the risk of
cutting back their work hours in one job to engage in training or
an internship to attain another. This is a major issue even with the
promise of a higher-paying job at the end.
Paid training opportunities—like paid internships—are
limited. While there are some models that provide paid stipends
for younger students,18 there are fewer paid internships for
adults.19 Unfortunately, these types of programs have limited
capacity to train large numbers of workers. For a variety of
reasons, many employers do not offer on-the-job training (which
is paid). And even when funds exist to pay employers for such
training programs, some employers do not apply for the funds. 20
Apprenticeship programs are increasingly rare and
challenging to enter. State-certified apprenticeship programs
provide an opportunity for lower-wage workers to earn an
income while learning necessary skills for upward mobility. But
apprenticeship is not well understood by the general public or
even by career counselors at schools and workforce agencies.
Those seeking apprenticeship or pre-apprenticeship programs
often face a bewildering labyrinth of courses and programs,
with inadequate counseling or navigational aids. The general
community often has limited information about the prerequisites
and skill requirements for specific apprenticeships and about
which pre-apprenticeship programs provide the necessary
preparation. 21 During the interviews for this project, several
construction industry representatives expressed a desire to

18 In an innovative partnership between Juma Ventures and SFMade,
low-income youth get direct work experience inside small urban
manufacturing businesses. YouthMade interns receive a grant-funded stipend
and are covered by workers’ compensation. Having a nonprofit intermediary
such as SFMade manage workers’ compensation turned out to be key to the
success of the internship program. Another program, Year Up, works with
low-income young adults, ages 18 to 24, in a year-long program that includes
skill development, college credits and corporate internships. It is a national
program that has locations in the Bay Area.

Programs like City Build in San Francisco offer participants paid workforce
training and job placement for a career in the construction industry.
19
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Jody Meacham

In a Working Partnerships USA Apprentice Readiness Program class,
students receive an introduction to proper use of safety harnesses.

build the pipeline for lower-wage workers to enter existing
apprenticeship programs. Other interviewees said many workers
didn’t understand how to obtain the prerequisites needed to
succeed in a training course or certificate program. Wait times or
waiting lists to get into training programs are also a concern.
The job search process increasingly requires digital literacy,
a barrier for some lower-wage workers. Today’s job search takes
place largely online, and lower-wage workers are often at a
disadvantage when it comes to navigating these new systems. Basic
access to the Internet remains a challenge for some workers, putting
them on the wrong side of “the digital divide.” And even workers
with smartphones, email addresses and social network accounts
may not be proficient in filling out online job applications. Data from
the JobScout program—a digital literacy and job search training
platform22 —indicates that more than 20 percent of the millennial
workers have insufficient digital literacy skills to successfully
compete for many emerging jobs.23
While social networks are increasingly important for upward
mobility, many lower-wage workers’ networks are limited.
Opportunities for advancement often arise through informal
personal connections. The personal and professional networks that

This was noted by several by Workforce Investment Board staff in several
Bay Area counties.

20

21 While www.calapprenticeship.org offers information on how to apply for
each apprenticeship, there are many other barriers that may prevent people
from ever considering apprenticeships or may lead them to invest in training
that does not qualify for an apprenticeship later on.
22

“The JobScout Story.” Available at: www.myjobscout.org/our-story

Interview with Christina Gagnier, the CEO of Trail, the parent company of
JobScout. September 25, 2013.
23

24

This issue was cited in numerous interviews conducted for this report.
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FIGURE 4

100%

Education level by
wage level

Bachelor’s degree
or higher

90%

Nearly half of all lower-wage
workers have a high school
diploma or less compared with
under one-fifth of workers
earning over $18 per hour.

80%
Associate’s degree
70%
60%

Some college

50%
40%
High School
diploma

30%
20%

Less than high
school diploma

10%
0%
Above $18 per hour

Below $18 per hour

Source: US Census, 5-year 2011 American Community Survey (PUMS
data). http://www.census.gov/acs/www/data_documentation/
data_main/

high-wage earners enjoy tend to be less accessible
to lower-wage workers. In an increasingly stratified
society, lower-wage workers are more likely to be
plugged into social and professional networks made
up of other low-wage workers. 24
A host of issues not directly related to the job
market also pose barriers to career advancement
for lower-wage workers. Some lower-wage workers
have the requisite skills and experience for upward
mobility but are held back by systemic issues, such
as those below. 25
• Immigration status: Immigrants who do not have
permanent residency status face limits in their
workplace. Depending on their visa category,
they may (for example) not be permitted to
work except as a student intern, be allowed to
work only in certain occupations, or be subject

These issues were cited in numerous interviews conducted
for this report. It is important to note that systemic issues like
racism also pose barriers to career advancement for some
lower-wage workers.
25

26

East Bay Works assists ex-offenders with job searches.

In order to reduce unnecessary barriers to employment
for the one in four adult Californians with arrest or conviction
records, Governor Jerry Brown has signed into law
Assembly Bill 218 to “ban the box,” which will prohibit initial
27
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to deportation if they lose or leave a job and
seek to change employers. Undocumented
immigrants are subject to even greater
limitations, since they can only work in either the
informal economy or using false documentation.
Undocumented immigrants also face barriers
accessing services and resources from banking
and credit, to apartment rentals, to statesupported health insurance, to One-Stop training
and career services.
• Criminal background: Minor convictions can
remain on someone’s record for decades
and can immediately disqualify applicants
from jobs. In some cases, those with
convictions can clear their records, but
it is a time-consuming process that’s not
always successful. Innovative efforts to help
ex-offenders secure employment do exist and
could be expanded more broadly. 26
Effectively addressing these issues requires action
at the state or federal level, as there are few local
and regional tools. 27
FINDING 2: Low- and moderate-wage
workers have reached lower educational
levels, on average, than the overall
workforce.
Compared to the total regional workforce, lowerwage workers are much less likely to be college
graduates and significantly more likely not to
have a high school diploma. About half of lowerwage workers hold no degree beyond a high
school diploma. Another quarter have attended
college, while only 28 percent have completed a
degree program, such as an Associated degree or
Bachelor’s degree after high school. In contrast,
two-thirds of middle- and higher-wage workers
(with wages over $18 per hour) earned a degree
after high school, with nearly 57 percent having a
college degree.
Educational attainment is also significantly
correlated with unemployment. Workers with lower
levels of education are more likely to have been
unemployed in the past five years than workers with
college degrees.

employment applications for local and state government
jobs from requesting criminal record information. Governor
Brown also signed Assembly Bill 60, which will require the
California Department of Motor Vehicles to issue driver’s
licenses to undocumented immigrants who can prove their
identities, who have established California residency and who
pass driving exams. The law will go into effect no later than
January 1, 2015. See Strategy 8 for more information.
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FIGURE 5

Where lower-wage
workers live
Lower-wage workers live in
every part of the Bay Area
and are not concentrated
in certain neighborhoods.
The density of lower-wage
workers in areas like San
Francisco mirrors the overall
greater population density in
those parts of the region.
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Source: SPUR analysis, U.S. Census, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD, 2011). http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/

FINDING 3: Because lower-wage workers
live and work everywhere, increasing their
economic opportunity is a region-wide
priority—not a concern only for a select
group of neighborhoods or communities.
Lower-wage workers live and work in every
corner of the Bay Area. In every city or town, at
least 25 percent of residents are lower-wage
workers. 28 The majority of such workers do not
22 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY STRATEGY

live in “high-need” communities (places with high
poverty rates, toxic air contaminants and a large
percentage of English language learners). 29 For
example, while a third of lower-wage workers live
and work in high-need neighborhoods, far more—
two-thirds of all lower-wage workers—live outside
of these neighborhoods. In fact, 34 percent of
lower-wage workers call the wealthiest 40 percent
of communities home. 30
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FIGURE 6

Where lower-wage
workers work
SONOMA
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Jobs that pay low wages
are located throughout
the region and are closely
correlated with where higherwage jobs are located.
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Source: SPUR analysis, U.S. Census, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD, 2011). http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/

SPUR analysis, U.S. Census, Longitudinal EmployerHousehold Dynamics (LEHD, 2011). Available at: http://lehd.
ces.census.gov/data/ The data is based on analyzing the share
of lower-wage residents and/or workers in each censusdesignated place.
28

29 The definition of “high need” for this report is the
combination of the areas defined by the Bay Area Air Quality
Manager District as a Community Air Risk Evaluation (or
CARE) community and the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission’s (MTC) Community of Concern. For more
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information on the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District’s CARE communities, see: www.baaqmd.gov/~/
media/Files/Planning%20and%20Research/CARE%20
Program/Documents/ImpactedCommunitiesMethodsMemo.
ashx. For more information, on MTC’s Communities of
Concern, see: www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/snapshot
SPUR analysis, U.S. Census, Longitudinal EmployerHousehold Dynamics (LEHD, 2011). http://lehd.ces.census.gov/
data/
30
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FIGURE 7

FIGURE 8

Commute times, by wage level

Commute modes, by wage level

Lower-wage workers typically have short commutes, with 56 percent
commuting less than 20 minutes each day and only one in five having a
commute longer than 40 minutes.

While lower-wage workers are slightly more likely to take transit, walk or bike
to work than other workers, the large majority of workers at all wage levels
drive to work.

100%

100%

90%

90%

Over 40 min

80%

Bicycle

80%

70%

20 to 40 min

60%

50%

50%
11 to 20 min

30%

20%

20%
Up to 10 min

0%

Drive
(including taxi,
motorcycle)

40%

30%

10%

All transit

70%

60%

40%

10%
0%

Above $18 per hour

Below $18 per hour

Source: SPUR analysis, U.S. Census, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics
(LEHD, 2011). http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/

The same holds true for workplaces. Lower-wage jobs are
also located throughout the region and are not disproportionately
concentrated in any one area or in high-need communities. In fact,
61 percent of low-wage jobs are located outside of high-need
communities. 31
In short, where there are high-wage jobs, there are
low-wage jobs. This suggests that an overall improvement in
the region’s transportation system can help lower-wage workers
access job opportunities.
FINDING 4: While most lower-wage workers drive to
work, they tend to have shorter commutes and to work
in the county where they reside. They’re more likely to
walk to work than middle- and higher-wage workers.
Lower-wage workers tend to have shorter commutes than the
regional average. Fifty-six percent of lower-wage workers have
commutes of less than 20 minutes, compared with 43 percent of
workers with wages over $18 per hour.
There are several reasons for this. First, lower-wage jobs and
workers are located throughout the region, which means that
there’s no need to travel a great distance to access a lower-wage

31

Other*
Walk

Ibid.
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Above $18

Below $18

Below $11.25

* (including work at home)
Source: SPUR analysis, U.S. Census, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics
(LEHD, 2011). http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/

job. Second, workers may be more willing to commute a longer
distance to access a higher-paying job.
While most lower-wage workers drive to work, they do so
at slightly lower rates than all workers and they are a little more
likely to walk and take transit. Because of the scattered nature
of living and working in the Bay Area, most lower-wage workers
(76 percent) drive to work. This compares with 82 percent of
higher-wage workers. The proportion of those taking any kind
of transit is only slightly higher for lower-wage workers than
higher-wage workers (11.2 versus 9.8 percent). Several notable
differences include the following: Nearly 6 percent of all lowerwage workers (and 7 percent of the lowest-wage workers) walk
to work compared with less than 2.5 percent of higher-wage
workers. Additionally, nearly 10 percent of the lowest-wage
workers (those earning $11.25 or less) take the bus to work
compared with 4 percent of the entire workforce.
Lower-wage workers overwhelmingly work in the same
county they live in. Between 67 percent and 90 percent of
lower-wage workers hold jobs in the same county they live in. In
contrast, higher-wage workers (those earning over $30 per hour)
are more likely to leave the county they live in for a job. This
reinforces the notion that lower-wage residents and lower-wage
jobs are an integral part of every community, not a phenomenon
isolated in certain lower-income communities. This finding
holds true even for the costliest places in the Bay Area—like
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San Francisco and San Mateo counties—where
two-thirds of all those working in the lower-wage
jobs live in the county.
This finding suggests that improved regional
transit service can better connect lower-wage
workers with middle-wage opportunities.
FINDING 5: Transportation is the single
largest barrier to economic opportunity for
workers without cars, and transit is often
inadequate, even in parts of the region with
good transit coverage.
Among lower-wage workers who lack cars,
transportation is the single largest barrier to
middle-wage work. The cost of car ownership can
be prohibitive for some lower-wage workers, which
prevents them from accessing a car and thereby
limits their future employment opportunities.
For others, there are barriers beyond the
cost. For example, undocumented immigrants in
California currently cannot legally obtain a driver’s
license, although a 2013 state statute change is
now being implemented that will enable them to
do so. Young adults are another population likely
to lack cars. One interviewee reported that drivers’
education is no longer offered at many high schools.
Larger numbers of high school students are
delaying getting their driver’s license.

FIGURE 9

60%

Share of a county’s
working residents
whose job is in
another county, by
wage level

50%

32

Supra note 30.
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30%

0%
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Above middle wage

20%

Low- and Moderate Wage

As wages increase, workers
in every Bay Area county are
more likely to commute to
another county for their job.
The vast majority of lowerwage workers work in the
same county they live in.

Workers without a car in areas with limited
transit service face significant hurdles in accessing
good jobs. The three North Bay counties—Napa,
Solano and Sonoma—have the highest percentages
of both lower-wage residents and lower-wage
jobs (over 50 percent of employed residents are
lower-wage, and over 54 percent of jobs in these
counties pay lower-wages). 32 These counties are
also the least connected to the rest of the region
by transit, and commuters within these counties
are more dependent on cars than those in other
subregions. The lower density land use patterns in
these counties (and outlying portions of other Bay
Area counties) means that fixed-route transit can be
a costly challenge for the public sector. Alternatives
to regular transit could include carpools,
ridesharing and employer shuttles.
Even in place with existing transit service,
there are key last- and first-mile gaps, as well
as limited fare or schedule coordination, that
make it difficult to reach workplaces on transit.
The “last-mile” challenge was a frequent concern
cited in interviews and workshops for this report.
For example, a worker who lives in Alameda or
Contra Costa County can access many employment

San Mateo

Solano

Contra Costa

Alameda

Marin

San Francisco

Napa

Sonoma

Santa Clara

Source: SPUR analysis, U.S. Census, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD, 2011). http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/
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opportunities with BART. However, there may be
few or no connections between the station and
the workplace or the home of a lower-wage worker.
Where buses make these connections, they often
don’t run frequently enough. And workers with
off-hours jobs may have no transit options. In
addition, the lack of fare and schedule coordination
among regional transit agencies means that
workers often have to purchase multiple tickets
and risk being late for work if one leg of their trip
is delayed. For many lower-wage workers, there is
significant financial risk to arriving late at work. As
a result, some workers drive who may otherwise be
inclined to take transit.
FINDING 6: While lower-wage workers
are younger on average than the overall
workforce, many people work at lowerwage jobs throughout their entire careers.
Higher-wage workers are slightly older on
average. About 80 percent of higher-wage workers,
two-thirds of middle-wage workers and a little
over half of lower-wage workers are older than
35. In addition, the vast majority of the youngest
workers—the 2.3 percent of the workforce aged
16 to 18—work in lower-wage jobs. This is not
surprising, since wages tend to increase with age
and experience.
Yet a majority of lower-wage workers are not
young, and many are supporting families. Over
half of lower-wage workers are 35 or older. This
suggests that lower-wage workers may be in lowerwage jobs throughout their working lives.
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Percentage of
Bay Area workers
at different wage
levels, by age
cohort, 2010
For many workers, lowerwage jobs are not a stepping
stone to higher-paying work,
as workers often stay in such
jobs throughout their entire
working lives. Over half of
lower-wage workers are 35
or older.
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Source: 5-year 2011 US Census, American Community Survey (PUMS
data). http://www.census.gov/acs/www/data_documentation/
public_use_microdata_sample/
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CHAPTER 3

Job opportunities in the
regional economy

The region continues to see most job openings at the
high-wage and low-wage ends of the labor market. But
middle-wage job opportunities do exist across many
industries. According to projections, 310,000 middle-wage
job openings will occur between 2010 and 2020. Nearly
half of these job openings will require limited educational
experience and skills.
While these openings present significant opportunities
for upward mobility, there are not nearly enough middlewage jobs to move everyone up. The economic structure
of the Bay Area poses both challenges and opportunities
for lower-wage workers who want to move up, which this
chapter explores.
Snapshot
The Bay Area is in the midst of a strong
economic recovery. Job levels have exceeded the
prerecession peak. The region’s unemployment
rate has declined from 11 percent at the height of
the recession to 5.3 percent in June 2014. Both
the pace of job and wage growth and the decline
in unemployment have outpaced the national
economic recovery. Venture capital funding in the
first quarter of 2014 reached the highest level since
2001, and the region captured over 50 percent of
the total venture capital funding in the nation. 33
Growth in high-skill, high-paying export
sectors (like information and communication
technology) tends to monopolize the headlines. But
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that should not obscure the fact that job growth is
occurring across all major economic sectors.
Projections show that jobs at the bottom of the
wage scale will grow at a faster rate than jobs in the
middle, and many lower-wage jobs will continue to
lack clear pathways into higher-wage work. Given
all these challenges, successfully getting workers
on a pathway to higher-wage jobs requires close
collaboration between the workforce, economic
development agencies and employers.

PricewaterhouseCoopers. “Venture capital dollars invested
in Q1 2014 reaches highest quarterly total since Q2 2001,
according to the MoneyTree report.” Available at: www.pwc.
com/us/en/press-releases/2014/1q2014-moneytree.jhtml
33
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FIGURE 12

Middle-wage job openings 2010–2020,
by largest industries
While job growth is expected in all industry sectors,
nearly half of middle-wage jobs are found in just
a few sectors, such as professional services and
health care.
Professional, scientific and
technical services

26,350

Specialty trade contractors

23,660

Ambulatory health care services

21,470

Government

17,080

Educational services

16,650

Administration and support

13,040

Hospitals

9,980

Total

128,230

Source: California Employment development Department (EDD), Labor Market
Information. http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/
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At the local and regional level, regulations
and political pressures that limit development and
infrastructure investments make it hard for businesses
to grow and even harder for lower-wage and middlewage workers to live in the region. Investments in the
production of housing, office space and upgraded
infrastructure provide significant growth in middlewage jobs, lay the foundations for economic growth
and reduce the housing and transportation burdens
on lower-wage workers’ budgets.

While cranes and growing
congestion are visible signs
of the economic recovery,
not all parts of the region are
yet experiencing significant
economic growth.

FINDING 1: Middle-wage jobs are spread
throughout the economy, though are a
declining share of regional employment.
Key occupations of opportunity with many
middle-wage openings (such as sales, office work
and computer support) are spread across many
industries. This means pathways from lower-wage
sales jobs to higher-paying ones often require
shifting from one industry to another. For example,
a sales person who succeeds in retail but lacks
upward mobility in their particular company might
have to shift to a totally different industry, such
as telecommunications or even health care. While
many of the personal skills learned in sales (e.g.,
management or persuasion) are transferable across
industries, it is simply harder to get a new job in a
OCTOBER 2014

totally new industry even with the right skills and
experience. The experience and sector knowledge
expected at higher-paying jobs creates a barrier for
lower-wage sales workers.
While job growth is expected in all industry
sectors, nearly half of middle-wage jobs (128,000
out of 310,000) are found in just a few sectors
spread throughout the entire economy. The sectors
that account for nearly half of all middle-wage job
openings are professional services, construction,
health care, government and education.
Middle-wage jobs are a declining share of
regional employment. Middle-wage occupations
comprise the smallest share of jobs in the region,
and these occupations are projected to grow more
slowly than occupations in the top and bottom. Of
the Bay Area’s current jobs, 36 percent pay median
wages below $18 and 38 percent pay over $30 an
hour. About 27 percent of the current jobs pay
middle wages, and only 22 percent of job growth
will occur in the middle. Projections to 2020
indicate that the strongest growth will occur at the

A larger share of job
openings are coming from
replacement jobs (such as
when someone retires) than
from new job growth.

FINDING 2: There will be 310,000 middlewage job openings in this decade, with the
majority of the opportunities coming from
replacement jobs, not job growth.
Projections show that between 2010 and 2020, about
310,000 middle-wage job openings will occur. This is
less than one quarter of all projected job openings.
Most of job openings that pay middle wages
will come from “replacement jobs” (i.e., the
replacement of workers who retire or change
occupations), not from job growth. As more workers
retire, the share of replacement job openings will
grow over time. Replacement jobs are projected to
account for 56 percent of the job openings between
2010 and 2020 and approximately two-thirds of the
job openings between 2013 and 2020.

New openings

Replacement openings

Total

Under $18

199,530

305,210

504,740

$18 to $30

134,590

174,900

309,490

$30 or more

254,670

253,030

507,700

Total

588,790

733,140

1,321,930

FIGURE 13

Job openings by
median wage,
2010–2020

top and the bottom: The share of high-wage jobs
is expected to rise to 39 percent, and the share of
middle-wage jobs will drop from 27 to 26 percent.

Source: California Employment development Department (EDD), Labor Market Information. http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/

DEFINING OCCUPATIONS AND INDUSTRIES OF OPPORTUNITIES

This project defines middle-wage jobs as those that pay
between $18 and $30 per hour. It also identifies “occupations of
opportunity” and “industries of opportunity,” which workforce
and economic development programs should focus on.
“Occupations of opportunity” meet the following criteria:
• Median wages in the middle ($18 to $30 per hour)
• Significant job openings
• Minimal barriers in the form of formal education, skill and
experience requirements that would limit the availability of
these jobs to current lower-wage workers

Similarly, “industries of opportunity” are those that meet the
following criteria:
• Significant projected job openings, whether through job
growth or turnover
• High shares of middle-wage hours worked
• Potential pathways upward for workers in the industry
The team also looked to whether or not the industry is a target
or focus of one or more of the region’s Workforce Investment
Boards (WIBs). Nearly all industries are a focus for one or more of
the WIBs.

• Opportunities to learn skills on the job or through widely
available job training programs
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FINDING 3: Most of the major middlewage occupations are available to workers
without significant experience or postsecondary training.
Many middle-wage jobs provide opportunities for
lower-wage workers to move up without college
degrees, and in theory, the jobs do not require
significant prior experience.
Half of the 155 occupations with median wages
between $18 and $30 per hour do not require a
four-year degree. 34 Among those occupations with
the most job openings, only one (graphic design)
requires more than a high school diploma, and only
four require more than a year of previous experience.
On the other hand, most of the top 21 occupations
require some form of on-the-job training.
Additionally, many jobs provide opportunities
to move from a lower-wage to a middle- or higherwage job. Of the workers in the 155 middle-wage
occupations of opportunity, three in four workers
have opportunities to move from a low-wage to a
middle-wage job in the same industry, such as going
from waiting tables to managing a restaurant. 35
While this upward pathway is not possible for all
workers, it is available in many lower-wage jobs.
Some occupations and industries have a long
tradition of on-the-job training that allows for lowerwage workers to receive promotions to higher-wage
jobs. Distribution jobs in airports or for logistics
firms like United Parcel Service are examples of
occupations in which workers may start with limited
experience and formal education and move up to
higher-wage jobs.
The occupations of opportunity, which offer
the greatest share of middle-wage job openings
and the lowest barriers to employment, are:
• Office and administrative support (office
supervisors, administrative assistants,
secretaries, bookkeepers and accounting
clerks)
• Sales (customer service representatives, sales
representatives and retail supervisors)
• Construction (carpenters, laborers and
painters)
• Distribution and repair (maintenance workers
and light and heavy truck and tractor-trailer
drivers)
• Health-care support (medical secretaries,
medical assistants and licensed and practical
vocational nurses)
• Information communications technology
(computer support)
• Retail
30 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY STRATEGY
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Many workers who turn to entrepreneurship as a
pathway to the middle face major barriers, from
financing to market knowledge to regulatory
challenges. Many businesses also fail, often causing
significant economic harm to the people who
took the risk to start the business. Providing more
up-front information or assistance to would-be
entrepreneurs could mitigate some of these risks.

Repair and maintenance
occupations are good
examples of middle-wage
jobs that provide upward
mobility and are available
to workers without college
degrees.

FINDING 4: Training, education and
pathway programs require close
connection with employers and economic
development efforts to be most effective.
To address skill gaps and to provide effective
training, it is essential to forge a close collaboration
between employers and training providers.
Partnerships are important for establishing initial
curricula and for keeping up to date with changes
in employer needs, organizational structures
and broader industries. These changes make it
extremely difficult for workforce development
providers or educational systems to train workers
for the specific technical skills that are in demand
34 This project identified the occupations with the most
middle-wage job openings, including both job openings
that result from employee turnover and those that result
from growth. The analysis then filtered the list by education
requirements. Since this project is oriented toward solutions
for the current lower-wage workforce, jobs requiring four-year
degrees or extensive experience are less viable pathways
into better-wage work than jobs with skill and experience
requirements that mirror the skills and experiences lowerwage workers cultivate while working.
35 This is based on an analysis done for this report. The
analysis showed that 82 of the 155 occupations (representing
more than 75 percent of total jobs) had significant
opportunities for advancement within the occupation.
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FIGURE 14

Middle-wage occupations with more than 4,000 job
openings, 2010–2020
Many of the best middle-wage opportunities are in occupations (such as sales)
that are found in numerous industries (from retail to health care). This means
that a typical worker will have to jump between industries to forge a career
path that connects from low wages (such as in retail sales) to middle wages
(such as in health-care sales).

Occupational group

Office

Sales

Construction

Distribution and repair

Health care

Job openings
(2010–2020)

47,470

36,440

Specific occupations

Job openings
by occupation

Median Wage

1st-Line Supervisors of Office and
Admin. Workers

14,100

$28.77

Executive Secretaries & Admin. Assistants

10,490

$26.06

Bookkeeping, Accounting, and
Auditing Clerks

10,160

$21.31

Secretaries and Administrative Assistants

7,650

$19.73

Graphic Designers

5,070

$23.84

Customer Service Representatives

17,470

$18.91

Sales Reps, Wholesale and Manufacturing

11,340

$30.37

Sales Representatives, Services, All Other

7,630

$30.89

Carpenters

9,210

$31.01

Construction Laborers

6,360

$23.98

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers

6,130

$19.69

Painters, Construction and Maintenance

4,330

$23.03

Maintenance and Repair Workers, General

7,120

$20.53

Automotive Technicians and Mechanics

5,950

$23.56

Light Truck or Delivery Service Drivers

5,390

$16.16

Medical Secretaries

5,050

$19.61

Medical Assistants

4,510

$17.55

Licensed Practical and Vocational Nurses

4,270

$27.94

26,030

18,460

13,830

ICT

10,890

Computer Support Specialists

10,890

$30.37

Retail

10,460

First-Line Supervisors of Retail
Sales Workers

10,460

$21.18

Source: California Employment Development Department (EDD), Labor Market Information. Analysis by the Center for Continuing Study of the California Economy.
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at any given moment. Successful training programs therefore rely
on ongoing input from employers and industry partners in order
to ensure that workers come back to the workforce with the skills
they need the most. 36
In the Bay Area, many institutions involved in workforce and
economic development do not sufficiently coordinate with each
other or with employers. There are dozens of workforce programs
throughout the Bay Area covering leading industries, from biotech
to energy to database administration. Many programs lack close
connection to employers, and many workers lack information on
workforce programs and opportunities throughout the region.
While groups like the Bay Area Community College Consortium
are coordinating activities across the region’s community colleges,
information does not always flow to current students or job
seekers, and many workforce programs lie outside of the purview
of the community colleges. Because not all programs have strong
partnerships with employers, a job seeker may be able to identify
where to get training, but may not know how effective that training
will be or whether it is likely to lead to employment in that field. 37
Funding barriers can impede collaborations between
training programs and employers. Education and workforce
training systems at all levels, from K-12 to community colleges to
ESL training, are overstretched and underfunded and therefore
unable to meet demand. Community colleges, for example, face
an increasing need to provide the basic education (particularly
English and math) previously delivered by the K-12 system, which
means that they have fewer resources for workforce training.
For the K-12 system, there has been a shift over the past few
decades away from vocational and career-based training toward
preparing all students for higher education. While it is important
to equip all students to succeed, the reality is that many students
do not finish high school and/or finish without the skills they
need to succeed in the workplace. The increasing number of
requirements for high school graduation imposes financial and
time demands on the K-12 system and diverts resources from
vocational training.
While many more high school graduates are going to college,
too many are not finishing college or are taking a long time to
complete their studies. One study noted that only about 40
percent of students have earned a college or associate’s degree
by age 27. 38 One in five students begin but do not complete
college. For those who never attend college or start college but
don’t finish, it is important to identify other career pathways.
FINDING 5: Local and regional actions that most affect
middle-wage job growth include decisions about land
use and development as well as infrastructure and
transportation.
Housing costs are high and a burden for most workers. The Bay
Area’s economic strength is contingent on finding housing for a
projected influx of more than 2 million over the next 30 years (as
projected in Plan Bay Area). 39 Employers will likely find the Bay
Area less attractive than nearby regions if many employees are
unable to afford living here. Housing cost pressures are becoming
untenable for the middle-wage workforce everywhere in the
region. This leads some employers to shift middle-wage and other
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jobs to regions where housing is cheaper and therefore labor
costs are lower. For example, when Charles Schwab reduced its
total employees in San Francisco, it did not shift the jobs to the
East Bay suburbs and office parks like Bishop Ranch (as Chevron
and Pacific Bell had done in prior decades and PG&E has done in
recent years). Instead, the company shifted jobs entirely out of
California to lower-cost regions elsewhere in the United States.
Local decisions about housing production affect the overall
cost and location of housing as well as travel patterns to and from
work. Decisions about housing, transportation and land use are
closely linked. When local communities do not approve housing
to match nearby job growth, many commuters have to travel
to work from farther away. At the same time, the overall lack of
housing production is one of the main drivers behind the region’s
chronic high housing costs. The high cost of housing could trap
lower-wage workers in their current job, forcing them to prioritize
their housing and transportation costs over education or training.
Cities do not always accept their fair share of responsibility
to build housing (as determined through the Regional Housing
Needs Allocation process) and often don’t approve new housing.
This is a major burden for lower-wage workers as well as a drag
on regional job creation because housing scarcity contributes to
price increases.
There are few tools to compel any jurisdiction to change
their zoning or local approval process to meet regional goals.
Land use decisions in the Bay Area are local. If one community
does not desire a particular type of development—for example,
the approval of significant new housing or the preservation
of warehousing—they do not have to allow that use in their
community. At the same time, the local jurisdiction does not have
any direct responsibility to the regional transportation system for
local decisions. For example, if a community encourages a major
office complex in an area far from transit and/or does not allow
for new housing construction to match the pace of job growth,
the impacts of the commuters’ travel patterns are borne largely
by the region and the housing costs by the individual workers.
Many families who move to find less expensive housing
do not calculate travel into their monthly budgets and are now
absorbing major increases in transportation costs. The same
holds true for workers who move to find better employment
and then have to increase their transportation spending by
commuting greater distances. Transportation expenses can also
make it difficult to access training opportunities.

36 The Hamilton Project. Building America’s Job Skills with Effective Workforce
Programs: A Training Strategy to Raise Wages and Increase Work Opportunities.
The Brookings Institute. 2011. Available at: www.brookings.edu/~/media/
research/files/papers/2011/11/training%20greenstone%20looney/11_training_
greenstone_looney.pdf
37 The Hamilton Project discusses the need to expand evidence-based training
programs, with standardized metrics for measuring success.
38 Pathways to Prosperity. Harvard Graduate School of Education. February
2011. Available at: www.gse.harvard.edu/news_events/features/2011/
Pathways_to_Prosperity_Feb2011.pdf
39

See: http://onebayarea.org/file10044.html
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Given regulatory and
political constraints in towns
and cities around the San
Francisco Bay, housing
construction in the past
few decades has shifted to
places like Eastern Contra
Costa County. While that
area suffered during the
foreclosure crisis and
currently has less economic
activity than other areas,
investment in the industrial
infrastructure along the
Carquinez Strait could result
in new job growth.

The lack of affordable housing in many parts
of the region may mean that higher-paying jobs
are far away from where workers can afford to
live. Parts of the Bay Area are well served by
transit, but the region as a whole suffers from poor
mobility. As mentioned elsewhere in this report,
lower-wage workers tend to have shorter commutes
than higher-wage earners and typically live and
work within the same county. On one hand, this is
a positive indication that huge numbers of lowerwage workers are not commuting dozens of miles
between the central Bay Area cities and outlying
regions. This is also an indication, however, that
there are very limited options for mobility between
the job-rich core and more affordable residential
areas on the metropolitan edges. Many jobs are not
located near transit, forcing workers to drive to and
from work, and transit connectivity to the rest of
the region and within the sub-region is particularly
poor in the three North Bay counties. In the absence
of good regional mobility, workers may have to
select jobs closest to where they can afford to live.
In addition to housing, local economic
development often focuses too much on enhancing
local revenues. Many cities focus their economic
development efforts on activities that bring in the
greatest revenue to the city. This approach—often
called the “fiscalization of land use”—emphasizes
investments that generate sales tax revenue. For
example, cities try to attract retail stores because
the sales taxes these stores generate can finance
services provided by local governments. Retailers

predominantly employ low-wage workers. The
emphasis on planning for retail could crowd out
employers in industries that are more likely to
include middle-wage jobs, such as manufacturing
and warehousing. Also, as shopping habits change,
the amount of retail needed will also shift and cities
should be prepared for this transition.
Cities often do not pay enough attention to
business retention. In particular, cities may fail to
appreciate long-standing industrial businesses
that may be small yet provide significant middlewage opportunities. The fiscalization of land
use (discussed above) can underemphasize
the importance of lower-density industries like
distribution and warehousing, which provide
middle-wage jobs and play an important role in the
local and regional economy. These industries tend
to generate less money in tax revenues. 40
There is also too little incentive for
collaboration or coordination around economic
and workforce development. The systems for
economic and workforce development have both
fiscal and political barriers that limit coordination
across jurisdictional boundaries as well as between
programs focused on job creation or training.
Economic development is often organized at the
city level where elected officials and staff seek

The Bay Area: A Regional Economic Assessment. Bay Area
Council Economic Institute. 2012. Available at: www.bcdc.
ca.gov/meetings/commission/2012/BAEconAssessment.pdf
40
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revenue and political concerns. Workforce is often
organized at the county level. But industries and
companies operate across all these jurisdictions and
benefit from the offerings in the broader geography.
Within a region not every industry is going to
locate in every city and expanding companies
move from one city to another all the time. Some
cities are great for industrial work, some for major
hospitals, others for educational hubs, others for
biotech manufacturing and others for software
start-ups. Regional economic development groups
understand this dynamic and are working to better
coordinate across cities.
Permits and regulatory processes are
sometimes lengthy and often vary between
cities. Permitting processes in many cities add to
increased costs and delays. This dissuades some
firms from expanding. In addition, policies and
regulations vary considerably by city, which makes
operating in multiple cities a challenge, particularly
for smaller firms. 41
There is also insufficient regional coordination
around planning for major facilities, such as
corporate campuses or office parks, hospitals,
higher education or government centers to make
sure they’re located in transit-accessible places.
When jobs are scattered and not reachable by
transit, the regional economy loses productivity due
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to delays caused by increased car congestion. In
addition, cities too often try to lure companies and
jobs from each other and compete for fiscal winners
like big-box retail.
Another result of limited coordination is that
the region’s industrial lands face pressure for
redevelopment, particularly to housing or other
uses that generate more local revenues. Uncertainty
about land use harms the long-term viability of the
manufacturing, fabrication, assembly, wholesale
and logistics sector and plays a role in losing
such jobs at a regional scale. Additionally, when
each community plans for its own industrial lands,
changes occur one parcel at a time, and the region
as a whole remains unaware of the collective impact
of such smaller shifts.
Industries with strong clusters of middlewage jobs, such as manufacturing, need updated
infrastructure that few cities in the region are
positioned to provide on their own. Better regional
coordination can help preserve a diversity of land

When NUMMI shut down in
2010, the Bay Area retained
auto manufacturing when
Tesla took over a portion of
the site for their factory. The
surrounding 850 acres is
planned as an employment
center with up to 20,000
jobs and 4,000 housing units
around the Warm Springs
BART station. 42

41 Building on Our Assets: Economic Development & Job
Creation in the East Bay. East Bay EDA. 2011. Available at:
http://eastbayeda.org/ebeda-assets/reports/2013/Econ%20
Report_Building_on_Our_Assets_Report_2011.pdf

For highlights of the plan and a map of the area, see: http://
www.fremont.gov/DocumentCenter/View/18691

42
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In part due to lack of
industrial protections, some
of the warehousing and
distribution functions of the
Bay Area have shifted to San
Joaquin County, particularly
near the intersection of
Interstates 580 and 205 just
outside Tracy.

uses in accessible parts of the region. An absence
of this coordination is partially responsible for the
fact that many industrial employers have moved to
places like the San Joaquin Valley (outside of the
nine-county Bay Area), where land is cheap and
the building process is easier. The current system,
which results in small-scale and piecemeal planning
decisions, does not sufficiently consider the benefits
of preserving large parcels of contiguous land for
industrial or agricultural uses. 43
Some buildings and overall infrastructure are
obsolete for newer uses. To attract new companies
and middle-wage jobs to older areas, local
governments need additional investment in their
infrastructure and building stock. Often the needs
are quite specific. For example, the City of Fremont
found that ceiling heights are too low and power
distribution capabilities are outdated for certain
businesses in the Warm Springs/South Fremont
area. The absence of redevelopment agencies and
funds only makes it more difficult for small cities to
find resources to upgrade industrial areas and/or
fund other infrastructure needs.
Fast-growing or land-intensive firms often
find it hard to acquire adequate space to expand,
particularly in the central part of the region. The
Bay Area lacks large contiguous undeveloped
parcels in the center of the region. This means that
major land development often requires assembling
parcels—a difficult task now that the state has
eliminated redevelopment agencies. In the Bay Area
today, many parcels are often fragmented and/or
owned by multiple parties, which compounds the
challenge. As a result, some land-intensive firms are
relocating from more expensive urban core locations
to outlying areas (such as the San Joaquin Valley).44
There is a limit to the scope and power of
local and regional actors. For example, investing
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This photo shows the construction of the Central Subway in
San Francisco along Stockton Street near Union Square. Over
60 percent of the funding for the $1.6 billion transportation
project comes from the federal government.45 In the future,
regional transportation projects may have to rely more on local
and regional sources of funding.

in and developing infrastructure is necessary to
support economic growth (and particularly the
growth of middle-wage jobs, given the importance
of middle-wage jobs in developing and maintaining
infrastructure). But local and regional actors lack
funding sources to make such investments on their
own. The decimation of the redevelopment system
is frequently cited as an impediment to ongoing
targeted investment in Bay Area communities.
For many cities, redevelopment was their main
tool to provide funds for development projects in
places where the market was not ready to invest.
The loss of redevelopment affected dozens of
individual development projects—often affordable
housing—as well as larger-scale downtown or
district revitalization. Plan Bay Area (discussed
below) attempts to identify the funding needs for
transportation infrastructure region-wide. But the
needs exceed the proposed expenditures, and
the barriers to securing new funding sources are
real. Additional important areas of infrastructure
investment, such as energy and broadband, are not
coordinated with other regional planning efforts.

ABAG’s Priority Conservation Areas are an attempt to
identify and establish a policy framework for important open
space.

43

Hausrath Economics Group. Jobs and Other Economic
Benefits Associated With Goods Movement Industries.
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 2008. Available at:
www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/rgm/final/Task_3C_Report.pdf

44

For a full list of funding sources for the Central
Subway, see: http://www.centralsubwaysf.com/content/
project-fundingbudget

45
Egon Terplan
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HOW DOES THE BAY AREA COMPARE TO OTHER REGIONS IN UPWARD MOBILITY?

Research at UC Berkeley and Harvard offers some evidence of a
correlation between places with significant spatial segregation
and reduced opportunity for upward mobility.
These studies reveal that the Bay Area has more upward
mobility than other peer regions on three key measures. First, in
the nation as a whole, someone born into a low-income family
(the bottom fifth of income) has only an 8 percent chance of
becoming high-income as an adult (the top fifth of income).
But the odds improve to 13 percent in San Jose (first place
in the country) and 12 percent in San Francisco (which tied
for second). 46 The second measure assesses how narrow the
earnings gap is between someone born into the top 1 percent

of households (measured by income) versus someone born into
the bottom 1 percent. San Jose, Santa Rosa and San Francisco
rank sixth, eighth and ninth, respectively. 47 On a third measure, a
child born into parents at the 25th percentile of national income
is likely to reach the 45th percentile of income in San Jose and
San Francisco (which rank 10th and 13th nationally). In all three
measures studied, few other major cities in the nation come close
to the Bay Area’s rankings. 48
While the barriers for lower-wage workers are significant here,
the Bay Area outperforms other parts of the country in some
measures of upward mobility.

FIGURE 15

While Plan Bay Area (PBA) presents a huge step forward,
its success is based on the participation of local governments
and their support for a regional growth pattern that puts more
jobs and homes in places that are accessible to more workers.
PBA looks at the entire region and provides a framework for
infrastructure investments that make sense for the whole Bay
Area. Implementing this plan requires moving past fractious
governance and putting policies into place that will foster more
sustainable growth, including middle-wage jobs. For example,
PBA identifies opportunities for growth in denser job centers that
are served by transit, which would make jobs more accessible
to a wider range of workers. Dense job centers beget more
development, which can provide a robust tax base while reducing
the need for cities to strain their finances by growing outward.

Occupations with median wages below $18 per hour
in the East Bay
Many of the occupations that pay low wages will likely grow over
time and are not likely to go away as the economy evolves.

$15 to $18

Office clerks, medical assistants, nursing aides,
delivery truck drivers, receptionists and
shipping clerks

$12 to $15

Preschool teachers, janitors, security guards,
laborers, groundskeepers and cooks

$9 to $12

Stock clerks, retail salespersons, home health
aides, cashiers, maids, child-care workers,
bartenders, food prep workers, dishwashers,
counter attendants, fast food cooks and
waiters/waitresses

Source: California Employment Development Department (EDD), Labor Market Information. Analysis by
Center for Continuing Study of the California Economy.

These findings are consistent with a 2009 Brookings Institution report on
middle-wage jobs nationally across metropolitan areas. That report determined
that middle-wage jobs made up 20 and 21 percent of all jobs in the San Jose
and San Francisco metro areas, respectively, with 51 percent of the workforce
lacking a bachelor’s degree. Interestingly, although the Santa Rosa metro area
had a higher share of middle-wage jobs (34 percent), the higher share of workers
without a bachelor’s degree (66 percent) there still meant that middle-wage jobs
were difficult to access for most workers seeking them. For more information,
see: www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/reports/2009/6/10%20
employment%20sommers%20osborne/0610_employment_report.pdf
46

47 See: http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/index.php/city-rankings/
city-rankings-100
48 See: http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/index.php/faq-s for an
explanation of this measure.

Washington D.C. and Seattle ranked near San Jose and San Francisco on
the first measure, Los Angeles on the second, and Honolulu, Boston, and
Minneapolis on the third measure.

49
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Finding 6: The structure of the economy limits
opportunities for upward mobility, and a large share of
the workforce will continue to work at the bottom of
the wage scale.
There are not enough middle-wage job opportunities to
accommodate all lower-wage workers moving up. According to
projections, approximately 30,000 middle-wage jobs will open
in the region per year, for a total of 310,000 between 2010 and
2020. This number equals roughly one-third of the current lowerwage workforce, which means that the share of regional jobs
paying middle wages is expected to shrink.
Occupations that pay less than $18 per hour are likely to
remain a part of the Bay Area economy. Job growth by 2020 will
be concentrated in the top and bottom thirds of the wage scale.
The number of jobs paying less than $18 per hour will increase
by about 500,000. These include janitorial, housekeeping and
child-care work. Some lower-wage occupations, such as retail
salespersons and cashiers, may decline in the coming years as
consumers increase online purchasing, which may in turn create
more jobs for delivery truck drivers.
There are overwhelming numbers of applicants for an
insufficient number of middle-wage jobs. 49 The Bay Area’s
OCTOBER 2014
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economy primarily includes industries with a majority of high-wage
work and industries with a majority of low-wage work. Business
models for many of the low-wage industries, such as retail, rely on
high-employee turnover. This proliferation of short-term low-wage
jobs impedes advancement because such jobs don’t provide
training or better opportunities. Also, if employers continue to
gravitate toward a low-wage model, today’s middle-wage job could
become a low- or moderate-wage job of the future.
Many lower-wage jobs tend to be part-time, requiring
workers to hold multiple jobs to in order to piece together fulltime work. This is a time-consuming endeavor that could involve
multiple commutes and a constantly fluctuating schedule, making
it extremely difficult for such workers to attend training.
Other structural challenges affecting middle-wage job
opportunities include outsourcing. Many support jobs are
outsourced, which prevents those jobs from providing a ladder
or entryway into the driving industry. Jobs in manufacturing,
groundskeeping and security are often outsourced to either
another region or another employer. For instance, a prominent
IT company interviewed for this report hires all administrative
support workers through a temp agency and contracts with other
agencies for janitorial and mail services, as well as numerous
other functions. Although these support workers are employed in
a prosperous and growing industry, they are largely disconnected
from any mid- or higher-level position in that industry.
There are fewer clear career pathways for upward mobility
within industries and occupations, particularly for those who
start in lower-wage jobs. Many industries with high concentrations
of lower-wage and entry-level jobs (such as hospitality and retail
sales) lack middle-wage positions and clear pathways into higherwage positions. Other industries (health care, in particular) do offer
both low-wage and middle-wage positions but don’t offer defined
career paths for workers to move up. For instance, interviewees
noted that home health-care workers and nursing aides often
move between jobs or clients, but these moves are horizontal; the
workers have no means of leveraging their work experience to
move into more skilled positions or higher-paying nursing jobs.
At the same time, some employers in lower-wage industries
offer opportunities for entry-level workers to build their skills
and advance in their careers. Companies like Target provide
JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE REGIONAL ECONOMY

Groundskeepers, like janitors and security guards, are examples of lower-wage
jobs that are likely to remain and grow over time. These are also jobs that require
the worker to be on site and thus not likely to be shifted to another region.

specific feedback on skill development to each of their sales
associates and also offer some limited opportunities to move up
into management positions if employees meet the goals their
supervisors identified.

Summary
The findings of this report reveal several key conclusions:
• Lower-wage workers need improved skills, stronger social
and professional networks, and training programs with
close connections to employers in order to move up.
• There are not enough jobs in the middle for all lower-wage
workers to move to middle-wage jobs.
• Middle-wage jobs exist in industries and occupations
throughout the entire economy.
• Many workers stay in lower-wage jobs throughout their
entire working careers, and the number of lower-wage jobs
is likely to grow over time.
As a result, to expand economic opportunity for lower-wage
workers, the proposed strategy framework involves three
interrelated goals:
• GOAL A: Strengthen career pathways into middle-wage jobs.
• GOAL B: Expand the economy with a focus on middlewage work.
• GOAL C: Improve the conditions for workers in lowerwage jobs.
The following chapters describe each of these three goals, as well
as 10 strategies and numerous actions to achieve them.
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CHAPTER 4 | PATHWAYS TO THE MIDDLE

Goal A: Strengthen career
pathways to middle-wage
jobs.
Successfully getting into middle-wage jobs often requires
moving from a lower-paying job to a higher-paying one.
Some refer to this as a career pathway; others call it a
career ladder. The gist is that upward mobility tends to
happen in stages as workers overcome barriers to secure
better jobs.
A successful career pathway strategy focuses on
three key components. First, it is necessary to address
barriers that limit employment options and also make
it harder to access additional training or education. This
includes expanding access to training in basic skills,
English language and digital literacy. Second, the quality
of training must be improved through engaging industry
partners and forming sector-based partnerships. This
ensures that workers get training that reflects the actual
needs and skill expectations of employers. Third, there
must be a concerted effort to help workers navigate
between jobs throughout their careers. Training is helpful,
but many lower-wage workers and students also need
stronger professional networks to connect them to good
jobs as well as help them navigate through a constantly
evolving process of finding and applying for jobs.
50

50 Digital literacy is defined as “the ability to find, evaluate, utilize, share, and create content using information technologies
and the Internet.” See: digitalliteracy.cornell.edu. A less common term, “digital functionality” refers to the use of technologies to
strengthen economic participation. See: digitalequality.net/digital-destitution/digital-competency
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Key findings
• Lower-wage workers need improved skills, stronger social
and professional networks, and training programs with
close connections to employers in order to move up.
• Lower-wage workers need basic skills, from English
language to digital literacy to soft skills in order to climb
the career ladder.
• At the same time, firms are reporting difficulties in finding
skilled workers across a wide range of industries and
occupations. These hiring challenges will intensify as
increasing numbers of previously unemployed workers find
jobs, the economy continues to grow and the coming tidal
wave of baby boomer retirements hits full force.

Ferron Salniker

Workers with a strong command of basic skills such as digital literacy can best
take advantage of industry-driven training partnerships (such as to learn about
prototype machining) and navigate the trajectory of their career as they move
up into middle-wage jobs and beyond.

Background and context
Both the job market and the ways people find and apply for jobs
are changing. Most job openings in the next decade will be to
replace retiring workers. A larger percentage of job openings will be
in fields that involve direct contact with customers and in service
industries. And the Internet has revolutionized the ways jobs are
found and applied for.
Due to these changes, the workforce preparation system in
California and the nation is undergoing substantial transformation
in how people need to prepare for and find jobs, even in an era
where there have been significant cuts in funding for workforce
training and education.
One important structural change that can and is occurring
even without new resources is better coordination among existing
programs and priorities. For example, the California Workforce
Investment Board (CWIB) has adopted a sectoral approach to training;
this means that programs target opportunities in specific occupations
and industries. The CWIB is also developing an initiative called
SlingShot to provide grant funding to regional collaborations among
workforce partners that will improve the alignment of resources in
order to achieve better outcomes for California job seekers.
Additionally, local Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) are
beginning to develop memoranda of understanding (MOUs) that
divide responsibilities so they can avoid duplicating each other’s
efforts and enhance their strategic impact. The Bay Area Community
College Consortium (CCC) is now approving all new training
programs in each community college. The CCC Chancellor’s Office is
also promoting regional coordination and has implemented a “Salary
Surfer” program in which students can learn about projected future
earnings for those who have completed specific programs.51
Finally, at the state and federal level, policymakers and other
leaders are beginning to recognize that not everyone needs to
attend a four-year college, that career vocational training doesn’t
conflict with high academic standards and that such training can
motivate students who might otherwise drop out and not reach
their potential.
GOAL A: STRENGTHEN CAREER PATHWAYS TO MIDDLE-WAGE JOBS.

Proposed strategies
This chapter includes three strategies to improve career
pathways and help low- and moderate-wage workers move into
middle-wage jobs.
• Strategy 1: Expand job-focused basic skills training. The
first strategy focuses on providing what workers need in
order for training to be successful—for example, by helping
them improve their basic skills such as English as a second
language (ESL) and digital literacy.
• Strategy 2: Establish industry-driven, sector-based
regional training partnerships. The second strategy
focuses on making sure that the training results in actual
job placements—for example, by establishing ongoing
partnerships with employers to develop training curricula.
• Strategy 3: Improve career navigation systems and
support pathways, at the K-12 level and beyond. The third
strategy focuses on improving job-search and careernavigation counseling so that workers who get the proper
training are then able to secure the middle-wage job. This
is particularly important to help workers and students stay
connected to a professional and work network as they
move through careers that have frequent job changes.
Preparing low- and moderate-wage workers for better jobs will
require building on these beginning steps in transforming education
and training efforts. One way to do so is to replicate successful
programs at a much larger scale, which will require additional
funding. Industry partners must be identified and persuaded to take
an active role in developing training that leads to jobs.

51

For more information, see: http://salarysurfer.cccco.edu/SalarySurfer.aspx
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STRATEGY 1: EXPAND JOB-FOCUSED BASIC
SKILLS TRAINING

Improving basic skills helps low- and moderate-wage workers
advance in their current jobs and more readily access middlewage work. The best practice models for delivering basic skills
training for adults in the workforce involve contextualized
learning. 52 The means that basic skills—like English, math or
digital literacy—are taught in a job-based context where learners
can apply their skills immediately and where the subject material
is related to real-life situations. This approach has been most
effective for working adults, particularly those with difficulty
accessing other training or education.
The three components of this strategy are:
• Increased English language acquisition for workers with
limited English skills
• Improved digital literacy training
• Expansion of other basic skills such as reading and
math remediation, GED preparation and soft skills/work
readiness skills

Partners
The key partners for improving basic skills training include
Workforce Investment Boards and the training providers they
fund, K-12 and community college systems, labor unions in
partnership with their members and other nongovernmental
and community-based organizations working with lower-wage
workers to improve their skills.

Actions
1.1: Increase English language acquisition programs
focused on a workplace context.
Overcoming deficiencies in English language proficiency helps
low- and moderate-wage workers advance in their current jobs
as well as access most middle-wage job opportunities. The Bay
Area has a comparatively large number of foreign-born workers,
and some have limited English skills, which may make it harder
for them to perform jobs that require contact with customers and
coworkers and to undertake job searches.
The key to addressing these deficiencies is to expand English
language acquisition programs that teach English in a workplace
context, such as the Building Skills Partnership and the Alliance
for Language Learners’ Integration, Education and Success
(ALLIES) project.
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The Building Skills Partnership in Silicon Valley provides
English language and other job-related training to janitors. The
Service Employees International Union—United Service Workers
West (SEIU-USWW) partners with companies and building
maintenance contractors to provide education and training
on-site, with space donated by companies that allow workers to
take classes at convenient times and often with pay.
One of the Building Skills Partnership’s contextualized
learning programs is called ADVANCE Workplace ESL & Job Skills.
This six-month program blends Vocational English as a Second
Language (VESL) curriculum with job skills instruction. Classes
are held at more than 30 large corporate worksites on work
(paid) time, ensuring high attendance and graduation rates of
over 80 percent. Janitors who graduate from the 50- to 100-hour
intensive courses are often promoted to higher-paid day shifts
and supervisory positions. 53
ALLIES is a new collaboration. The San Mateo and the two
Santa Clara County workforce boards have teamed up with
educators and labor, business and community partners to build
the workforce competencies of adult immigrants. The project
targets industrial sectors with high needs for English language
and other work-readiness skills and provides training in a
workplace context.
Among its current projects, ALLIES has collaborated with
the Palo Alto Adult Education program. It has also forged a
partnership between SEIU and Kaiser in Santa Clara that utilizes
the Building Skills Partnership model. And in a third project, the
work2future WIB and Evergreen Valley College, both in San Jose,
are joining forces. 54
1.2: Expand digital literacy training.
Lack of broadband access and digital literacy skills prevents
lower-wage workers from accessing training and middle-wage
jobs for two reasons. First, more jobs today (and particularly
middle-wage jobs) require basic digital literacy skills. Second,
many of today’s job searches happen online.
Many entities are involved in providing digital literacy
training, from the K-12 system to community colleges to adult
education training programs.

52 A review of contextualized learning practices and initiatives was developed
by the California Community College system. See: www.cccbsi.org/Websites/
basicskills/Images/CTL.pdf
53

See: www.buildingskills.org/programs/advance

54

See: http://www.allies4innovation.org/esl-providers-network.html
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Showing workers how to search for jobs online
is another example of a contextualized learning
approach. JobScout, a partnership of the California
state library system and the LINK AMERICAS
Foundation, is an innovative, game-driven online
tool that teaches the digital skills workers will need
to conduct a job search online. 55
The mission of the California Emerging
Technology Fund (CETF) is to close the “digital
divide” by expanding broadband service and
support to unserved and underserved communities
and populations. 56 For example, it has funded
Oakland Technology Exchange West, which provides
computer training and technical support to 2,000
families and individuals. 57 The CETF efforts are not
exclusively targeted at job-related use of the Internet.
But by expanding broadband coverage, the initiative
allows new users to develop digital literacy skills.
Joint partnerships with business can also
expand digital literacy instruction. Building Skills
Partnership is working with the company that
provides janitors to Google, training workers to use
email and the Internet to receive work orders and
report problems on tablets.

“COMPANIES MAKE APPLICATIONS EXTREMELY HARD FOR ONE
TO GAIN A JOB. THERE ARE A LOT OF APTITUDE TESTS THAT ONE
NEEDS TO TAKE. MAJORITY OF APPLICATIONS ARE ONLINE WHICH
MAKES IT REALLY DIFFICULT SINCE MOST OF US LACK COMPUTER
SKILLS.”
Lower-wage worker in the South Bay, interviewed for this project

1.3: Improve programs focused on soft skills
and work readiness, as well as other basic
skills.
Many organizations and educational providers
throughout the Bay Area focus on work readiness
training. While many of these skills were once
taught in high school, today many employers note
that some workers lack basic math and reading
skills as well as “soft skills” that affect performance
in the workplace.

55

See: http://myjobscout.org

56

See: www.cetfund.org

57

See: www.otxwest.org

58

See: www.jvs.org

See: www.sbctc.ctc.edu/college/e_
integratedbasiceducationandskillstraining.aspx
59
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The key strategy is to continue expanding
training programs in these areas, particularly in high
schools and the overall education system.
One organization working on basic skills training
is Jewish Vocational Services in San Francisco. 58
There are many other programs that help low- and
moderate-wage workers throughout the region.
On a national level, one of the first success
stories is the I-BEST (Integrated Basic Education and
Skills Training) program in the state of Washington.
This nationally recognized model quickly boosts
students’ literacy and work skills so that students
can earn credentials, get living-wage jobs and put
their talents to work for employers. I-BEST pairs two
instructors in the classroom so students can move
through school and into jobs faster. One instructor
teaches professional and technical content, and the
other teaches basic skills in reading, math, writing or
English language proficiency. As students progress
through the program, they learn basic skills in realworld scenarios offered by the job-training part of
the curriculum. 59

Challenges
• Having a strong education system from
preschool through high school is the critical
foundation for moving lower-wage workers to
most middle-wage jobs. Funding challenges
have weakened the K-12 system, and now more
adults are requiring training in basic skills.
• English language instruction is already in very
high demand throughout the Bay Area, and
improving services will be difficult without
significant additional resources, including the
ability to offer instruction at convenient times
and in convenient locations.
• English language instruction programs are
highly decentralized and lack common goals,
assessment standards, student tracking
and the coordination needed to gauge
the effectiveness of specific programs or
approaches.
• Much English language instruction is done
in the adult education system, with no
connection to the workforce.
• While individual initiatives connect digital
literacy training to job searches, there is no
systematic response to the rapid changes in
how job seekers find and apply for jobs in the
Internet age.
• The overall sources of funding for basic skill
programs are limited.
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STRATEGY 2: ESTABLISH INDUSTRY-DRIVEN,
SECTOR-BASED REGIONAL TRAINING
PARTNERSHIPS
Lower-wage workers will most likely secure middle-wage work if
the training they receive responds directly to employers’ needs.
This means that training programs should provide lower-wage
workers with the specific skills required for current and future
middle-wage jobs. Industry-driven, sector-based training
partnerships offer the best opportunities for low- and moderatewage workers to prepare for middle-wage jobs because these
programs target the particular skills the industry needs.
This approach has several benefits. It allows employers
to find skilled workers more easily. Additionally, increasing the
supply of skilled workers supports economic growth in the
region—growth that might otherwise falter as baby boomers with
advanced skills retire. Finally, helping low- and moderate-wage
workers advance to better jobs reduces the need for safety net
programs directed at low-income individuals and households.
The presence of an industry partner is the critical factor that
differentiates this strategy from other skills training, because it
increases the chances that the training will lead to actual jobs.
The three components of a successful industry-driven
regional training partnership are:

Actions
2.1 Identify industry partners to develop curriculum
and provide financial support.
Many workforce boards and community colleges have developed
training for individual companies. While many of these programs
are successful, they usually are not able to reach a large number
of students or existing workers seeking career advancement. Only
in rare cases do these programs receive financial support from
the industry partner.
Programs such as BACWWE and PTTC (see sidebar)—which
have multiple industry partners, cover multiple county areas and
provide substantial financial support—are rare but offer excellent
models for other stakeholders seeking to replicate this approach.
Identifying interested industry partners who are able to design
programs that lead to actual jobs or internships/apprenticeships
and who can provide financial support is not an easy task. However,
the following approaches have the best chance for success:
1. Find industries where there will be either large job growth
or, more likely, a large wave of upcoming retirements. As
the economic recovery proceeds, the number of industries
facing a wave of retirements of skilled workers will grow.
Training replacement workers is critical for a growing
number of industries in the region, state and nation.

• Identifying industry partners to develop curriculum and
provide financial support.
• Coordinating training regionally.
• Including additional career pathways tools.

2. Think regionally. This means that workforce boards and
community colleges should work together to find industry
partners. Most industries have a regional scope within the
Bay Area, and finding multiple partners within a region will
likely be easier than finding them within local college or
workforce board service areas.

Partners
The key allies for establishing an industry-driven, sector-based
partnership include:

3. Work to find multiple industry partners. The successful
initiatives described above all had several industry partners
whether or not they were regional in scope. Finding
multiple partners with the same needs is important for
designing programs that are large enough to make a
difference. This strategy will also provide a wider choice of
job opportunities for people completing the training,

• A group of industry partners representing a range of
businesses within the targeted industry who can advise on
curriculum that will lead to job placements
• A training provider, such as a community college or
apprenticeship program
• A lead agency to put the partnership together, such as a
WIB or community college
• A funder or group of funders, which could include industry
partners, the federal or state government, and the local
WIB
For the basic skills and career navigation strategies,
additional partners include high schools and community-based
organizations.
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The SolarTech Workforce Innovations Collaborative (SWIC)
was a partnership of SolarTech, Foothill-DeAnza Community
College District and the NOVA Workforce Board. The goal of the
partnership was to expand workforce training programs and to
provide highly skilled workers for California businesses that are
moving toward emerging green economies. 60
60

See: www.novaworks.org/SpecialProjects/GreenInnovations.aspx
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TWO EXAMPLES OF INDUSTRY-DRIVEN, SECTOR-BASED PARTNERSHIPS

In the Bay Area, several ongoing programs include the three
key components and provide direct access to jobs, internships
and apprenticeships. Two excellent examples are the Bay Area
Consortium for Water and Wastewater Education (BACWWE)
and the Loyd E. Williams Pipe Trades Training Center (PTTC) in
San Jose.
Solano Community College is the lead agency for the
BACWWE. 61 The industry partners include water and wastewater
organizations in Solano, Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin and
San Mateo counties, giving the project both scale and regional
breadth. The Contra Costa Water District initiated the program
when it approached the college and expressed concern about
how to replace the wave of skilled baby boomers nearing
retirement age. BACWWE courses are taught at industry partner
sites throughout the region. Most of the instructors hold highlevel positions in the partner organizations.
The partners work to make the courses available at times
convenient for students. The program also includes the ability
to accumulate “stackable certificates”—meaning that a student
or worker can gain one skill level, work for a while, and go back
for additional training that leads to more certifications and a
chance for higher-paying jobs. Industry partners pay for students’
training costs and provide program funds.
The BACWWE program features the main ingredients for a
successful partnership:
• An industry partner
• Industry help in designing curriculum, teaching the courses
and providing financial support
• A regional approach that increases both the number of
students and the number of available internships and jobs
• A program that works toward actual jobs and access to
training that’s convenient for students
Founded in 1941, the PTTC currently has 275 enrolled apprentices
and over 970 journey-level training seats annually. The center is

SolarTech, an initiative of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group,
provided industry input on curriculum and helped program
participants find jobs. The Foothill-DeAnza district coordinated
training across three community colleges, and NOVA was the
lead partner in administering the program.
The SWIC initiative reported high levels of placement
for participants who completed the training. It also identified
a number of sales job openings. This initiative depended on
substantial one-time government funding, which ended in 2012.
Community-based organizations can lead these efforts
as well. The Stride Center in Oakland has had success with
preparing low- and moderate-wage workers for entry-level
positions in the information and communication technologies
(ICT) sector. The program sets out to understand industry
GOAL A: STRENGTHEN CAREER PATHWAYS TO MIDDLE-WAGE JOBS.

industry-funded via a joint labor-management trust, providing a
permanent, predictable stream of funding. A joint committee of
union and industry representatives oversees the center’s work
and ensures that the training it provides is directly responsive to
employers’ needs.
The instructor roster includes 70 trained instructors who work
in the field and bring their hands-on experience into the classroom.
Instructors receive training from Foothill College on the basics
of teaching apprentices. Then they attend a special instructortraining program let by Local 393 of the United Association of
Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting
Industry of the United States, Canada and Australia (UA).
The PTTC is continually refining its curriculum and course
offerings to meet employer needs. The 70-plus pipe-trades
contractors who employ the apprentices and journey-level
workers inform the curriculum; a number of them sit on the
governing board of the PTTC. The training approach is the
product of a comprehensive strategy to create a workforce
pipeline for the industry through clearly defined and articulated
career pathways that lead from the entry level up to the highestskilled trades.
Apprentices who begin the five-year program have a
greater than 85 percent chance of graduating, according to past
performance. The program’s partner employers hire registered
apprenticeship participants as they begin their classroom training.
The employers also provide on-the-job training along with the
classroom and lab instruction. Field coordinators offer personal
mentorship for each apprentice, which facilitates job placement
and retention. 62
A recent example that illustrates the importance of industry
partnerships is the advanced manufacturing workforce analysis
developed for the Workforce Development Board of Contra Costa
County. Companies identified middle-wage job openings, many
of which have resulted from baby boomer retirements. 63 These
openings do not require advanced education but do require
specialized training to meet industry needs.

requirements for entry-level jobs and to design training to meet
these requirements. Funding comes from a mixture of private and
foundation donations and industry support. 64
The Stride Center is a central partner in one of the HUD
Grant pilot projects led by NOVA and funded through the HUD
Regional Prosperity Plan. The project proposed to increase access
to sustainable ICT careers for low- and moderate-income workers

61

See: www.bacwwe.org

62

See: www.pipetradestraining.org

See: www.wdbccc.com/docs/default-source/boarddocuments/advancingm
anufacturinginccc(final).pdf?sfvrsn=2
63

64

See: www.stridecenter.org
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in the Bay Area. It created and delivered curriculum
that focuses on career navigation skills, including
professional networking, personal marketing and the
ability to access relevant information on the labor
market. Working with industry partners, the project
created internship and employment opportunities
for students and shared the curriculum and
outcomes with regional workforce stakeholders in
the fast-growing ICT industry. A networking group
of program alumni provided advice to current and
future program participants.
In some industry-driven, sector-based training
partnerships, a company or industry makes direct
financial investments. For example, in PG&E’s
PowerPathway program, the company donates
equipment as well as advice on the training needed
to fill their current or anticipated vacancies.
PowerPathway is partnering with Laney
College in Oakland to help train welders who could
end up working for the utility. The partnership is an
ideal arrangement: PG&E needs skilled welders and
Laney College has a welding lab that dates to World
War II. PG&E has donated an additional $45,000
worth of new equipment to the college. Students
must be working welders or have advanced welding
skills to enroll in the free class. Of the 100 who
applied, only 15 were invited to take part.
Other PowerPathway programs are open to
residents with math and English proficiency at an
8th- to 10th-grade level. Applicants are screened by
workforce boards and use federal individual training
account funds to pay for programs. Starting wages
in 2013 were $24.41 an hour. 65
2.2 Coordinate training regionally.
The Bay Area has a regional labor market. Many
residents commute across county lines for work,
and employers hire people from around the region.
As discussed above, taking a regional approach to
workforce training increases the odds of finding
industry partners with the largest training needs.
Funding for workforce training programs
currently falls short of demand and, in many cases,
has been reduced in recent years, particularly for
those programs sponsored by workforce boards
and community colleges. This also argues for a
regional approach, which can draw on a wide range
of industry partners to fill funding gaps.
In practice, a regional approach means that
not every workforce board, community college,
labor union or nonprofit training provider should
target each occupation or industry of opportunity.
It means that specialization and memoranda of
understanding delineating areas of responsibility
are the best ways to make efficient use of limited
funding for sector-based training.
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Jody Meacham

Regional coordination will require new ways
of thinking and doing business for many workforce
boards and community colleges. They and their
industry partners should remember that the
workers they’re training are willing to travel across
service area boundaries to get good jobs and that
businesses do not look for workers only in their
immediate geographical area.
Bay Area workforce boards and community
colleges are currently trying to work out
arrangements that prevent them from duplicating
each other’s efforts.
SlingShot, a new initiative from the California
Workforce Board, provides direction and financial
incentives to create regional partnerships that
better prepare the workforce. The Bay Area
will be one of the eligible regions for grant
funding. Workforce boards, community colleges
and potential industry and community-based
organization partners can follow the development
of this initiative and propose their own regional
partnership initiative to present to the state. This is
a great opportunity to develop additional models of
industry-driven regional training partnerships.

The Mechanic Career
Ladder Training Program
is a joint effort of the Santa
Clara Valley Transportation
Authority (VTA) and the
Amalgamated Transit
Union Local 265. The photo
shows one graduate of the
Maintenance Career Ladder
Program demonstrating her
skills as a bus mechanic. She
was able to advance from
cleaning and maintenance to
a mechanic job.

2.3 Include additional career pathway tools.
Offering training at convenient times and places
would help lower one of the barriers that prevent
lower-wage workers from learning higher-paying
skills. For example, the BACWWE (discussed earlier)
holds classes in the evening at sites around the region.

65

See: www.pge.com/powerpathway
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Programs that include stackable certificates
allow students to increase their skills while working.
They also enable student workers to advance by
moving from one employer to another, and they
create networks of employers that need similar skills.
A cluster of employers in a single sector can provide
more career ladders than any single employer.

“WE ARE TALKING ABOUT JOBS THAT ARE PAYING OVER $18 AN
HOUR. IF YOU DON’T HAVE A TECHNICAL SKILL IT’S DIFFICULT FOR
YOU TO GET THAT JOB. WE NEED A CERTAIN TRADE SKILL TO GET
THOSE JOBS. EDUCATION IS THE KEY.”
Lower-wage worker in the South Bay, interviewed for this project

Programs with free tuition, such as the PTTC
classes, relieve students of some of the financial
burden that training can present. Paid internships
or on-the-job training also make advancement
opportunities easier to afford.

Challenges
• It is difficult to implement these programs at
a large enough scale to help everyone who
could benefit.
• Identifying opportunities to create many more
programs that follow these successful models
can be hard. Workforce boards, colleges

and other training providers must strive
to find willing industry partners and must
make good use of limited funding resources.
The Chancellor’s Office of the California
Community College system and the California
Workforce Investment Board are working to
develop such partnerships.
• Even with industry advice, designing training
programs that effectively link graduates to
middle-wage employment isn’t easy. Most of
the model programs described above have
achieved high placement rates for graduates.
However, there are many well-intentioned
efforts in which workers complete training
only to find that the anticipated employment
opportunities are not available.
• Timing is an enduring challenge in workforce
preparation. Employer needs and industry
trends change so fast that trainees may
graduate before the demand for their new
skills arises or long after it has passed.
• There is not enough funding to expand these
efforts. Many of the industry-driven, sectortraining partnerships described above have
been funded by federal and state grants,
foundation funds and private/corporate
donations. But all of these funding sources are
limited and overmatched by the number of
low- and moderate-wage workers and by the
current and future skills gaps in the industry.

INDUSTRY-DRIVEN PARTNERSHIP MODELS IN OTHER STATES

The Professional Automotive Training Center (PACT) at Shoreline
Community College near Seattle is the premier automotive
technician program in the U.S. The PATC and its industry
partners created an innovative model that integrates education
with hands-on workplace experience. The average salary for
automotive technicians in the region ranges from $50,000 to
$52,000. Because the PATC program is so closely tied to the
industry, the job placement rate for PATC graduates is high,
approaching 100 percent. 66
Anticipating the imminent retirement of skilled welders (the
average age of welders is 55), the Hobart Institute of Welding
Technology in Troy, Ohio, offers a nine-month training program
that includes 1,000 hours of actual practice. 67 The average
starting hourly salary is $17, which rises for those who master
the trigonometry classes at the institute. The American Welding
Society estimates there will be a shortage of 290,000 welding
professionals by 2020. 68

States are using industry-driven training programs as an
incentive for companies to locate plants there. Mississippi offered
to train residents in basic manufacturing at a community college
($4 million) and build a skills center ($7.5 million) for a new
Yokohama Tire Corporation factory. Florida announced a $20
million program in January 2014 to train employees for jobs in
science and technology, while Wisconsin has pledged $35 million
to provide customized training for companies. In Georgia, a new
Caterpillar training center mimics the factory floor.

66

See: www.shoreline.edu/auto

67

See: www.welding.org

68 Philips, Matthew. “Welders, America Needs You.” Businessweek.
March 20, 2014. See: www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-03-20/
skilled-welder-shortage-looms-in-u-dot-s-dot-with-many-near-retirement
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STRATEGY 3: IMPROVE CAREER NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS AND SUPPORT PATHWAYS, AT THE
K-12 LEVEL AND BEYOND
Improving career navigation is essential to ensuring that lowerwage workers can find middle-wage jobs using the basic skills
and training they acquire. Making better connections between
learning and getting a good job can play a critical role in
convincing at-risk youth to stay in high school.
The basic components of this career navigation strategy are:
• Programs that provide experience and connections to
higher-paying jobs such as Linked Learning, apprenticeships
and paid internships
• Programs that help workers navigate the new world of
online job searches
• Programs that help workers network as part of their job
search, such as ProMatch, a Santa Clara County program
that helps dislocated workers network
This strategy addresses the difficulties that students and
low-wage workers have in several areas: seeing a connection
between high school and the working world, doing online job
searches, gaining experience to qualify for better jobs and giving
up paid work to make time for training.

Partners
The key partners in career navigation strategies include:
• High schools and middle schools
• Community-based organizations
• Nonprofit training providers
• Industry representatives to help design curriculum or
participate in career technical education and Linked
Learning programs
• WIB staff and boards

Actions
3.1: Expand Linked Learning programs.
Linked Learning is an approach to K-12 education (mainly in
high school) that seeks to make a stronger connection between
school and work and help students, often from disadvantaged
backgrounds, find pathways to higher education and/or work. 69
School districts with Linked Learning programs show students
how what they’re studying relates to the skills they’ll need in
the workplace in order to better prepare the students for job
46 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY STRATEGY

opportunities and success at work.70 The program also aims to
excite students about the subjects they’re learning and has been
shown to reduce dropout rates in some districts.
The James Irvine Foundation has sponsored and organized a
major Linked Learning initiative with 16 California high schools.71
One of the Irvine sites, the Antioch Unified School District has
developed a very successful program.72
California is committed to expanding these effective
programs. Legislation passed in the 2013-14 state budget sets
up the California Career Pathways Trust, with $250 million to
be awarded in competitive grants to support career pathways
programs, strengthen K-14 alignment and build scalable workbased learning infrastructure. The state hopes to foster a variety
of successful initiatives and, if that happens, will increase overall
funding in future years.73
3.2: Help workers navigate the new world of online job
searches and applications.
Searching and applying for middle-wage jobs is now done
primarily online. Interviews and any personal contact happen at
the end of the process, not at the beginning. Now more than ever,
applicants need to understand how companies review résumés
online and what these companies are looking for besides skills
and experience. In addition, more and more job listings are only
posted online, requiring job seekers to have some basic technical
skills in order to find the jobs and apply.
The NOVA Workforce Board has developed an online tool
called MyPlan to help workers find jobs, apply and prepare for
interviews.74 Experienced and inexperienced Internet users can
use the step-by-step process alike. MyPlan enables job seekers to
learn lessons at their own pace, and allows many users to access
the job search and preparation tools at the same time. It also
helps job seekers prepare for personal visits to the NOVA job
center when needed.

69

See: www.connectedcalifornia.org/linked_learning

Similar programs for workers highlight linkages between work experience
and future opportunities.
70

71 For an overview of the program, see: http://irvine.org/linkedlearning2013/
overview. SRI International is conducting an evaluation of the program, and
early results are positive; see: www.sri.com/sites/default/files/publications/
llyr3execsumm-2013june20.pdf
72 See:

www.antioch.k12.ca.us/LL

See: http://linkedlearning.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/CaliforniaCareer-Pathways-Trust.pdf
73

74

The new online tool is available at: http://myplan.novaworks.org
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This model can be adapted and used in different
settings throughout the region. It can also be integrated
with digital literacy training when appropriate.
3.3: Create networking opportunities for
low- and moderate-wage workers.
At every income level, many people get jobs through
initial contacts with people they know—for example,
workers are more likely to be hired for a new job when
referred by an existing employee. Networks are both
virtual (like LinkedIn) and physical (social clubs or
Meetup groups). But the value of networks depends
on who is in the network and on how someone utilizes
the network to achieve their specific goals.

“A LOT OF THE PEOPLE I WORK WITH NEED HELP FINDING JOBS,
AND IF THEY HAVE GAPS IN THEIR EMPLOYMENT OR HAVEN’T
WORKED FOR A LONG TIME THEY HAVE TO START AT MORE ENTRY
LEVEL POSITIONS WHICH PAY POORLY. PEOPLE HAVE TO BE
TRAINED TO ‘PLAY THE JOB SEARCH GAME’, THEY NEED THE TRICKS
AND TOOLS TO BE ABLE TO MANEUVER THE ONLINE APPLICATION
PROCESS, HOW TO BREAK INTO THE HR DEPARTMENTS, HOW TO
INTERVIEW, HOW TO FOLLOW UP.”
Lower-wage worker in the North Bay, interviewed for this project

Some WIBs have set up specific programs to
teach workers how to establish and utilize networks
to find jobs. For example, NOVA’s MyPlan includes
a module to help workers strengthen their use

of networks. It teaches workers that networking
means looking for and learning about opportunities,
not simply asking contacts to get you a job, and
encourages workers to ask specific questions
of those in their network. The key questions are
summarized as “AIR”:
• Advice: “Can you tell me the best way to apply
for a position at your company?”
• Information: “From your perspective, what are
the skills most in demand for someone in your
field?”
• Referrals: “Do you know someone working in
the field of (insert industry) whom I might be
able to connect with for more information?”
In addition, NOVA outlines a five-step process for
networking that can prompt workers to make a list
of the people they know, develop a short statement
about themselves, make contacts and ask the
questions noted above.
NOVA has also developed a networking
program called ProMatch for dislocated professionals,
who can build their skills and volunteer to mentor
others. Quite intensive, the program has been very
successful in helping its members find jobs.75
Creating networking programs and
opportunities for low- and moderate-wage
workers will require new approaches. Wardrobe for
Opportunity in the East Bay offers interview clinics
that give people a chance to practice interview
skills, get feedback from different professionals
and learn about the importance of networks in
supporting their careers.76
The NOVA/Stride Center pilot project,
described earlier, aims to follow the ProMatch

INNOVATIVE PAID APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

South Carolina, with its robust manufacturing base, has started
Apprenticeship Carolina, offering tax credits to firms that work with
the state’s education facilities to offer apprenticeship programs.77
The Foundation for California Community Colleges is
promoting paid internships as part of its Career Pathway program.
The initiative pairs students with employers and serves as the
employer of record, assuming responsibility for recordkeeping
and liability. The foundation has received a $1.2 million grant from
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. to fund a paid internships pilot program
within the Linked Learning initiative for high school students.78
The pilot will place high school and community college students
in fields like health care, engineering and law as well as create
a database of students who seek internships and employers
looking to hire. The foundation and its partners will also provide

administrative and human resource support for the employers
and interns. A best practice in paid internships is for a third party
to provide services such as payroll, health and liability insurance
(as well as basic training in workplace soft skills) for the interns.
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See: http://promatch.org

76

See: www.wardrobe.org/programs/default.aspx

See: www.elpadvisors.com/2014/01/18/
european-style-apprenticeships-on-u-s-shores
77

78 For information on the foundation program, see: http://www.foundationccc.
org/WhatWeDo/StudentJobs/tabid/356/Default.aspx For information on the
J.P. Morgan grant, see: www.foundationccc.org/WhatWeDo/StudentJobs/
LaunchPathProject/tabid/959/Default.aspx.
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model and use alumni of the Stride Center to
form a networking group for current enrollees.
This model can be adopted by other workforce
training organizations, especially those with good
alumni records. The organizations can invite
program alumni who have successfully entered the
workforce to form a network and mentorship group
to help current workers who are receiving training.
The Contra Costa Community College
District is developing a pilot project that includes
training on job searches and hiring practices. A
pilot project led by Success Concord in the City
of Concord is developing an intensive, culturally
competent case management model by creating
individualized employment action plans for
at least 40 low- and moderate-wage workers,
primarily immigrant workers.
3.4: Encourage apprenticeship programs
and paid internships.
A key model for helping workers move into the
middle is to pay them to learn on the job. This can
take the form of an apprenticeship program or a
paid internship.
While many occupations of opportunity do
not require formal education, many applicants may
not qualify for jobs because they lack experience.
On-the-job training through a paid internship
or an apprenticeship program gives workers an
important leg up in their job search, even when the
internship does not involve specific technical skills.

Kali Nine LLC

Certain industries that demand more specialized
technical skills could offer paid apprenticeship
programs to allow workers to learn those skills in a
structured setting.
The construction industry offers the largest
example of successful apprenticeship programs.
For instance, the PTTC program described earlier
incorporates apprenticeships.79 We’re now seeing
some efforts to expand the concept to other
sectors. President Obama’s budget includes $2
billion for registered apprenticeships, which include
many industries beyond construction. 80

Contextual learning helps
apply classroom principles
in the workplace. This is
equally appropriate for jobs
in industries like health care
and information technology,
or for basic skill training
in English as a Second
Language.

“NOT HAVING ENOUGH EXPERIENCE IS ONE OF THE MAIN ROAD
BLOCKS I HIT WHEN APPLYING AND LOOKING FOR A QUALITY JOB.
I HAVE NOT APPLIED FOR A JOB PAYING OVER $18/HOUR BECAUSE
OF THE AMOUNT OF EXPERIENCE AND/OR DEGREE NEEDED.”
Lower-wage worker in the North Bay, interviewed for this project

Pre-apprenticeship training programs, like this one shown in
Santa Clara County, offer an overview of the skills needed for
construction trades jobs and can be part of a pathway to a
middle-wage construction job.

79 For a more complete description of construction
apprenticeship programs in California, see: http://
constructionacademy.org/wp-content/uploads/
downloads/2012/03/Construction_Apprenticeship_
Programs_report-copy.pdf

Working Partnerships USA
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80 See: https://21stcenturyapprenticeship.workforce3one.
org. For more information on the Registered Apprenticeship
system, see: www.doleta.gov/OA/apprenticeship.cfm
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Challenges
• It’s difficult to bring these programs to
a sufficient scale to help many workers.
Most of the successful initiatives have
been single programs in a single
location. Moreover, they’ve been largely
funded with one-time grant monies,
with no long-term funding source.
• The Linked Learning, paid internship
and apprenticeship strategies require
identifying and recruiting industry
partners. There is a new state initiative
to fund the development of more
model programs. However, the initiative
acknowledges that major additional
funding will be required to bring
successful models to scale.
• Low- and moderate-wage workers may
not have access to the networks for
desired middle-wage careers. Creating
models to effectively broaden and forge
intersections between disconnected
networks may require a considerable
commitment of time and energy by
mentors and advisors, who tend to be
middle-wage workers facing their own
life stresses and challenges.
• Improving networks for low- and
moderate-wage workers means
developing programs that do not
currently exist and that may be difficult
to implement given the time and
financial pressures these workers face
in daily life.

THE STATE AND FEDERAL ROLE IN
HELPING WORKERS ON PATHWAYS TO
THE MIDDLE

While local and regional stakeholders have significant
responsibility for delivering workforce programs, federal and
state governments play a critical role in ensuring significant and
stable funding. In fact, most of the funds for workforce training—
whether K-12 education or targeted workforce training—come
from federal or state sources.
Two key sources of funding for workforce preparation are
the federal Workforce Investment Act (WIA) and state funding
for K-12 and community colleges. These sources have been cut in
recent years even as the challenge of preparing people for and
helping them get jobs has intensified in response to the very slow
economic recovery for much of the country and many parts of
California.
At the federal level, funding for workforce preparation has
fallen in the last decade and is not likely to grow over time. For
example, total federal funding through the Workforce Investment
Act dropped from $4.7 billion in 2002 to $2.9 billion in 2013. 81
Funding for K-12 education is the largest single investment
in the state budget. The 2014-2015 budget includes nearly $62
billion for K-12 in California, an increase of $6 billion from 2013.
The state budget also provides more money for higher education
and new funding for Linked Learning model programs. In addition,
state legislators have designated a portion of K-12 funding to
provide additional resources for districts with a large number
of at-risk students. Despite these increases, funding for K-12
education and adult education has also been reduced relative to
inflation and the growth in students.
The California Workforce Investment Board is starting a
project to promote regional coordination among the dozens
of county and city WIBs throughout the state. The State WIB’s
ability to support coordination among these WIBs is directly tied
to its ability to fund innovative workforce program programs at
appropriate levels as well as to encourage adoption of promising
practices at other WIBs.
While money is not the only challenge to implementing
the three strategies discussed in this chapter, it is a significant
challenge and one that cannot be overcome without additional
state and federal funding.

81 See: http://nycfuture.org/research/publications/
the-federal-workforce-overhaul-good-news-for-new-york-city
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CHAPTER 5 | ECONOMIC GROWTH

Goal B: Grow the
economy with a focus on
middle-wage work.
Goal B focuses on expanding the number of jobs in the
middle for lower-wage workers to move into. This means
identifying strategies that both strengthen the economic
competitiveness of the Bay Area economy and also grow
the number of middle-wage jobs.
Expanding middle-wage employment will require
many of the same policies and investments that are
part of a standard regional economic development
strategy: supporting the region’s portfolio of competitive
industries, ensuring there’s sufficient land and political
support for a significant amount of new housing and
jobs, investing in infrastructure and maintaining an
efficient transportation system. Goal B is about targeting
economic growth strategies towards expanding middlewage jobs.
Background and context
High-growth firms, along with their suppliers and
business customers, often develop as clusters
concentrated in specific geographic regions. Clusters
are groups of interrelated firms that share suppliers
and rely on specialized local resources like skilled
labor or infrastructure. For example, the information
technology cluster in Silicon Valley includes mature
software development firms, start-ups, sources of
venture capital, specialists in legal issues associated
with firm creation and capitalization, temporary
employment agencies that focus on software skills,
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and an educated workforce. Other geographically
distinct clusters in the Bay Area include the
transportation and logistics firms near the Port of
Oakland; the hotel, restaurant and entertainment
establishments in San Francisco and near the San
Francisco International Airport; and wineries and
agriculture in the North Bay. Another regionwide
cluster is biotech, which is concentrated in South San
Francisco, San Francisco and Emeryville/Berkeley
with locations throughout the region.
Research suggests that economic development
efforts that target broad industry sectors or
clusters are an effective approach to maintaining
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be key to expanding middle-wage jobs, not every
strategy will start at the scale of the nine counties.
Some of the more successful approaches will
invariably begin with a few cities, or a city and the
neighboring county, and might be best described as
tactical, subregional interventions. 84

Key findings

Sergio Ruiz

Construction and new
development is one of
the best ways to expand
middle-wage employment.
And building housing and/
or jobs adjacent to transit,
such as this development
in the South Bay, improves
access to opportunity for the
region’s workforce.

economic competitiveness over the long run. 82 In
particular, the most effective strategies focus on
the competiveness of the resources the cluster
relies on (such as skilled labor, land or specialized
infrastructure, including transportation). 83
For example, efforts to strengthen the
competitiveness of an industry cluster will be most
successful if they cover a region—or at least a labor
or commute shed (the geographic area from which
a company draws its workforce). Many approaches
to economic growth tend to have an overly narrow
focus, with insufficient scale. The firms within a
cluster compete for and benefit from talent, ideas
and specialized resources at a regional, not local,
scale. Similarly, efforts to maintain industrial land
or improve transportation systems are also most
effective at a regional or multi-jurisdictional scale.
Land use, travel patterns and infrastructure systems
affect multiple cities at once.
The Bay Area’s integrated regional land use and
transportation plan—Plan Bay Area —is an important
step toward better coordinating these needs across a
broader scale. While effective implementation of this
plan (such as building sufficient housing and locating
employment in transit-accessible places to reduce
demands on the existing highway system) may

82 ICMA International, “Cluster-Based Economic Development
Strategies.” November 2009. Available at: http://icma.
org/en/international/resources/insights/Article/101968/
ClusterBased_Economic_Development_Strategies; Rosenfeld,
Stuart. “A Governor’s Guide to Cluster-Based Economic
Development.” National Governor’s Association. 2002.
Available at: www.nga.org/files/live/sites/NGA/files/pdf/
AM02CLUSTER.pdf
83 The sector-based job training programs highlighted in
Strategies 2 and 9 are examples of how efficient multi-employer
groupings contribute to the competitiveness of the cluster
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• The economy is not producing enough
middle-wage jobs. Most job openings are at
the top and bottom of the pay scale. Current
projections show 310,000 openings for
middle-wage jobs (i.e., $18 to $30 per hour)
over the current decade, far less than the more
than 1,000,000 openings for both higher- and
lower-wage work combined. 85 That growth
will be dispersed across industries in the entire
economy. Industries of opportunity—those
with the highest numbers of middle-wage job
openings, many of which don’t require much
education or training—range from professional
services to construction.
• Middle-wage work is not concentrated in any
one industry. There are no industries with a
majority of middle-wage jobs (though there
are some with a higher share of jobs paying
middle wages).
• Many industries of opportunity will grow in
tandem with the entire economy. This means
that overall economic growth is critical to
middle-wage job growth.
• Fiscal decisions too often drive economic
development and land use decisions. As a
result, there is too little coordination between
jurisdictions or even between economic and
workforce development. Not enough attention
is paid to business retention, particularly
the retention of firms that some cities see as
replaceable or not essential for their future.
• Better regional coordination of economic
development and planning will support
broad-based economic growth. The Bay
overall, as compared to individualized job training, which costs
more for each employer. Individualized approaches create
competition within a sector or cluster rather than raising the
workforce skill levels for all employers in the cluster.
84 Schafran, Alex. “Rethinking Mega-Regions: Sub-Regional
Politics in a Fragmented Metropolis.” Regional Studies.
Volume 48, Issue 4, 2014. See: http://www.tandfonline.com/
doi/full/10.1080/00343404.2013.834043#.U-aUyYBdU70
85 “Job openings” combines net new job growth with
“replacement jobs” (i.e., job openings that occur when a worker
retires or leaves the job).
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Area is more likely to be able to create sufficient housing
and jobs when local jurisdictions make planning decisions
in coordination with regional needs and goals. Different
parts of the region are suited for different industries. Local
jurisdictions waste resources competing with each other
when the total amount of employment in the Bay Area
depends on the region’s overall competiveness.
• Local barriers to development raise the costs of housing
and work spaces and make it more difficult to expand
middle-wage employment regionally. Housing costs
are high and a burden for most workers. The Bay Area’s
ongoing economic success, particularly for middle-wage
workers, is contingent on finding housing for the 2 million
additional residents who are expected to arrive over
the next 30 years. More coordination in the planning
process could reduce some of the region’s high costs of
development, since some of those costs stem from the
uncertainty involved in land use decisions and the limits
that local jurisdictions have placed on expanding housing.
• The region is underinvesting in its industrial lands and
infrastructure needs, which threatens middle-wage jobs.
The region’s industrial lands face pressure for redevelopment,
particularly for conversion to housing. Industrial land uses
that produce a relatively high share of middle-wage jobs are
land-intensive and more likely to stay in the region if there
are coordinated policies for preserving those land uses.
• Policy decisions and priorities do not sufficiently promote a
link between transportation and employment. Intensifying
land uses along transit corridors that cross multiple
jurisdictions will put more jobs in transit-accessible places
and reduce overall costs for workers, who can then rely on
transit (as opposed to driving, which costs more). Currently,
too many jobs are located far from high-quality transit,
and regional policy does not sufficiently encourage major
facilities and employers to locate near regional transit.
• The many transportation options do not function like a
single system, which fragments the transit experience.
Workers are increasingly traveling across county boundaries
to access better opportunities for work. Providing them
with a more unified transportation system would improve
their commuting experience. Currently, those who learn
how to ride one transit system (like BART or the Valley
Transportation Authority) may shy away from another
system because it has a different and unfamiliar set of
practices. Like public transit, private employer shuttles often
operate in a way that limits their usefulness; for example,
some may serve a job center with multiple employers but
only offer transportation to workers at one company.
• When most workers use cars, those who do not have a
reliable car face a major barrier to accessing a better job.
For many workers, home, work, training and child-care and
health-care providers are often far apart. Compounding
the problem, the region’s disjointed transit system is often
slow and requires transfers and additional fares between
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operators, which puts a burden on lower-wage workers. 86
Improving transit service and establishing more rational
fares can decrease the need to own a vehicle or can reduce
the number of trips by car, thereby saving individual and
household income (and greenhouse gas emissions).
• Congestion, which happens when travel demand exceeds
overall capacity, drags down productivity. Shifting travel
from single-occupant cars to alternative modes (transit,
carpool, shuttle) during peak periods will ensure that more of
the region’s systems operate at optimum levels. Comparable
and competitor regions to the Bay Area (such as Singapore,
Shanghai, London, New York and Los Angeles) have far less
fragmented regional transportation systems, which better
facilitate mobility across their respective metropolitan areas.

Proposed strategies
The following are four key strategies to support economic growth
with an emphasis on middle-wage job creation:
• Strategy 4: Focus economic development resources on
industries of opportunity, business expansion and formation
and greater policy coordination among jurisdictions. Local
economic development efforts should move toward growing
broad sectors with middle-wage jobs. This approach will be
successful as communities coordinate and plan economic
development efforts across jurisdictional boundaries.
• Strategy 5: Support regional growth by balancing housing,
transit-oriented jobs and industrial uses. The production of
new housing and smart land use planning for jobs are key
to expanding middle-wage employment.
• Strategy 6: Rebuild and expand infrastructure in a way
that supports economic development and job growth.
Infrastructure lays a foundation for long-term economic
growth and supports middle-wage jobs in both building and
maintenance. Identifying new local and regional sources to
finance needed infrastructure investment is critical.
• Strategy 7: Manage the region’s transportation as an
integrated navigable system. Workers should be able to
access good jobs throughout the region no matter where
they live. This strategy includes making the region’s public
transit look and feel unified, as well as expanding and
coordinating non-transit options, such as car sharing and
shuttles in both urban and rural environments.

86 It is important to recognize that reducing transit fares on its own will not
directly improve the quality of the transit. To make transit a more viable
strategy for more workers, the quality of transit must be improved. The quality
of transit is based on factors like frequency of service, hours of operation,
travel time and reliability.
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WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OVERALL JOB GROWTH AND THE
GROWTH OF MIDDLE-WAGE EMPLOYMENT?

Middle-wage jobs exist in every industry. A strong economy
is thus a prerequisite to grow middle-wage jobs. But the
distribution of wages varies significantly across industries, so the
actual number of middle-wage jobs will depend on the types of
industries that expand in the region. The chart below shows the
different distribution of wages among Bay Area industries with
the largest number of middle-wage jobs.

For example, the following are key industries with different
wage distributions:
• Relatively even wage distribution across low-, middleand high-wage: education services, construction,
transportation, warehousing and health care
• Primarily higher-wage: professional, scientific and
technical services and computer/electronic manufacturing
• Primarily lower-wage: administrative support, food
services and eating/drinking establishments

FIGURE 16

Wage distribution among select Bay Area industries with the largest number of middle-wage jobs
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Source: Marin Economic Consulting, SPUR analysis.
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STRATEGY 4: FOCUS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
RESOURCES ON INDUSTRIES OF OPPORTUNITY,
BUSINESS FORMATION AND EXPANSION, AND
POLICY COORDINATION AMONG JURISDICTIONS.

Industries of opportunity have a greater share of middle-wage
jobs than other industries and are likely to grow over time.
Expanding industries of opportunity requires a competitive
business environment for companies at various stages of their
development—including initial formation, early survival, growth
and expansion, and retention over time. The strategies described
below seek to enable local and regional economic development
actors to support the growth of these industries of opportunity
through a variety of tactics and mechanisms.
Some economic development officials will note that
their community may not be well suited to one or more of the
industries of opportunity or that emphasizing industries with a
larger share of middle-wage jobs is a constraint on capturing
opportunities that emerge. Those concerns are valid; the
strategies described below are not intended to restrict other
efforts. Instead, they’re meant to provoke a discussion about
the ways in which Bay Area cities and economic development
agencies can collaborate to achieve greater economic strength
for industries with a healthy share of middle-wage jobs. And
most of the strategies described dovetail with general economic
development efforts that promote any industry or community.
Economic development efforts should focus on expanding
existing employers and helping to start new businesses, not on
attracting firms that are located elsewhere. Between 1995 and
2009, just 2.3 percent of total employment in the Bay Area came
from businesses that moved into the region from elsewhere, while
55 percent resulted from new business and 43 percent from
existing firms that added employees. 87

Partners
The actors involved in this strategy include economic and
workforce development staff, business organizations, anchor
employers, small business support organizations in the public
and private sector, local Chambers of Commerce, Small Business
Development Centers, industry associations, unions, colleges/
universities and local and regional government staff. 88
These strategies must be coordinated with the workforce
development strategies noted in Goal A. Without robust
cross-sector planning, economic development and workforce
development will not align and local lower-wage workers will be
left behind, even if policy changes accelerate significant new job
growth in the middle-wage occupations.
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Actions
4.1: Analyze and support the local and regional
industries and clusters of opportunity.
The best economic development strategy begins with a
deep understanding of the structure of the local and regional
economy. Economic development actors should continually
analyze the structure of their economies as an important input to
policy-making.
The following are a few of the steps to achieve this objective:
• Identify the industries of opportunity in the local economy
to determine how they align with the region’s primary
clusters. 89 Compare the list of clusters identified in this
analysis with the primary sectors that are the focus of local
workforce investment boards (WIBs). It will be important to
align economic development with workforce development
priorities to make sure the pipeline of workers to fill the
positions is consistent with the job openings projected in
those industries. 90
• Conduct additional analysis of the structure of the clusters.
This includes identifying the income composition of the
local and regional industry sectors and understanding

87 See: The Bay Area: A Regional Economic Assessment. Bay Area Council
Economic Institute. October 2012. Available at: www.bayareaeconomy.org/
media/files/pdf/BAEconAssessment.pdf
88 Actors may include Small Business Development Centers (http://norcalsbdc.
org) and nonprofits that provide business advisory services and start-up capital,
such as Inner City Advisors (www.innercityadvisors.org/index) and Pacific
Community Ventures (www.pacificcommunityventures.org/about). Industryspecific organizations, such as SFMade (www.sfmade.org) and the Golden Gate
Restaurant Association (http://ggra.org), play a valuable role as well.
89 It may not be clear to local decision-makers which clusters exist, which
ones are driving industries with high growth potential and which ones could
benefit from assistance. For example, the City of San Jose’s economic
development department now identifies the high tech cluster as a critical
driving industry warranting government support. But this recognition came
after significant resources were spent on a smaller hospitality and restaurant
cluster, which has much lower growth potential and generates a much smaller
number of middle-wage jobs.
90 Osborne, Drew and Paul Sommers. Middle-Wage Jobs in Metropolitan
America. Brookings Institution. June 2009. Available at: www.brookings.edu/~/
media/research/files/reports/2009/6/10%20employment%20sommers%20
osborne/0610_employment_report.pdf
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the industry’s value chain (from hotels to
restaurants to tour operators to caterers),
the convention and visitors bureau can make
the best cost/benefit analysis about which
conventions to book.
4.2: Strengthen evidence-based business
retention and expansion programs.

Alyson Greenlee

Cluster working groups, like
this August 2014 meeting
of the East Bay Advanced
Manufacturing Partnership
bring together a range of
employers and support
organizations from local
governments to education
and workforce systems
to address manufacturers’
needs.

which sectors have high projected job growth
as well as the capacity to induce growth in
supplier firms.
• Convene the cluster to identify and tackle
challenges. From networking sessions to
ongoing working groups, collaboration
is critical to economic success. Consider
convening an entire cluster into a series
of working groups that will bring together
industry leaders, suppliers, policy makers
and workforce development providers,
among others. The working groups should
identify critical challenges to job growth in
the cluster and should develop collective
strategies to overcome them. Some clusters
may need help with coordinating training,
others with transportation and others with
regulatory issues. Projects like the Prosperity
Partnership of the Puget Sound Regional
Council have taken a cluster-based approach
to regional economic development. 91 The
East Bay’s Design It, Build It, Ship It initiative
is an example of a multi-sector, employer-led
economic and workforce development
strategy that includes cluster working
groups. 92
• Facilitate connections between supplier firms
and export firms in the same cluster. This is
often referred to as “enhancing the local value
chain.”93 For example, convention and visitors
bureaus are typically public/private entities
that work to promote tourism and hospitality
in a given location. They are also involved
in booking the local convention center. By
taking a broad view of the many parts of
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Retaining and growing the businesses and
companies that exist already, particularly industries
with a strong share of middle-wage work, is a less
expensive, more certain way to keep middle-wage
jobs than gambling on attracting a big employer
from outside the region—or, even worse for the
region, from the town next door. 94
Because most cities have small numbers of
economic development staff (sometimes less than
one full-time employee), they can make the most
of limited resources by focusing on the needs of
existing employers and entrepreneurs, not on
companies that are looking to relocate. This is
particularly important across the region given that
most relocations within the Bay Area are moves
from one city to another (such as a manufacturing
facility relocating from Sunnyvale to San Jose).
While such a move might be hailed as a success in
one city and a loss to another, it’s only a positive
outcome for the region as a whole if the relocation
allows the firm to expand more than it otherwise
would have.
Older existing firms are often major providers
of middle-wage jobs. If such companies leave
the Bay Area, the region loses the middle-wage
jobs they provide. For example, much of the
warehousing that was once in the East Bay has
shifted to the Central Valley. Although warehousing
remains vital to the Bay Area’s economy, many of
the jobs are based elsewhere and trucks must travel
back and forth between local ports and warehouses
outside the region.

91 Puget Sound Regional Council. “Prosperity Partnership.”
2012. Available at: www.psrc.org/econdev/prosperity

See: www.4cd.edu/taagrant/docs/Design%20it-Build%20
it-Ship%20it%20Project%20Summary.pdf

92

93 International Labour Organization. Value Chain
Development. November 2011. Available at: www.ilo.org/
wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---emp_ent/---ifp_seed/
documents/publication/wcms_182600.pdf
94 For a discussion of the harmful economic impact of intrametro competition in the New York City, Kansas City, and
Memphis areas, see: Good Jobs First. “The Job-Creation Shell
Game.” January 2013. Available at: www.goodjobsfirst.org/
sites/default/files/docs/pdf/shellgame.pdf
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Noah Christman

The following are a few of the steps that can be
taken to increase business retention:
• Use customer relationship management
systems to manage and track all contacts
with businesses in the jurisdiction. Retention
programs require ongoing communication
with the leaders of local firms, and software
helps track the contacts and organize the
firms’ issues and needs. This evidence-based
approach allows economic development
officials to focus efforts on the most effective
strategies to retain important firms. Some
cities (such as San Jose) note that business
retention and outreach programs require
significant staff resources. In order to best
balance staff time between outreach and
other economic development efforts, it is
important to have a single point of contact
who can receive requests and assign the
outreach work to others as necessary. 95
• Identify areas with the economic potential
for start-ups to come to scale and provide
information on opportunities for growth
within or across cities. Keeping growing
firms is particularly important for middlewage jobs. When a start-up becomes a
fast-growing firm, a company begins to fill
out its organizational chart with a broader
range of occupations. If a company is trying
to grow to scale and cannot meet its land
use needs within its original jurisdiction, it is
56 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY STRATEGY

important for economic development staff
to try to keep the company in the region.
For example, Tesla started in Menlo Park but
located its initial manufacturing in Fremont
at the former NUMMI factory. Although local
economic development officials are not
typically rewarded for helping a firm move to
other communities, subregional organizations
such as the East Bay Economic Development
Alliance and the Silicon Valley Economic
Development Alliance, are increasingly
coordinating their efforts and providing
information that promotes job growth more
broadly.

For some workers,
entrepreneurship through
establishing a stall at a local
outdoor festival or market
(like the Berryessa Flea
Market in San Jose shown
above) is part of moving up
the ladder to middle-wage
employment and greater
economic security.

• Offer some marketing assistance for firms that
are export-ready. Exporting is, by definition, a
business expansion strategy. Although new
or small firms may be able to successfully
market their products throughout the
United States, they may find international
commerce more challenging, given language
differences, licensing and legal issues, a lack
of business connections and the mysteries
of foreign business practices. Rather than
leaving each firm to learn the ropes by itself,

95 Klein, Nanci. Memo to City of San Jose Community &
Economic Development Committee, Re: Business Outreach
and Development Strategy. September 7, 2012. Available
at: www3.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/CommitteeAgenda/
CED/20120924/CED20120924_d5.pdf
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government agencies and business support
organizations can help an entire cluster or
multiple clusters solve problems that prevent
the expansion of exports. The Bay Area has
several industries of opportunity that are
also export-oriented, such as information
and communications technology (ICT)
and advanced manufacturing. Supporting
these industries will drive economic growth
throughout the region and will grow middlewage opportunities in these industries, as
well as in ancillary roles such as sales and
administration.

“IN MY COMMUNITY I OBSERVED [THAT THE] ONLY WAY TO ACCESS
A GOOD JOB [IS] IF YOU ARE SELF EMPLOYED OR HAVE YOUR OWN
BUSINESS.”
Lower-wage worker in the North Bay

• Provide an ongoing economic analysis of local
policies and regulations. To maintain and grow
a set of clusters, it is essential to have a clear
understanding of the impact of local decisions
on the competitiveness of the community’s
industries. Local tax measures, land use
regulations and new permit processes all have
an economic impact that should be evaluated
before they’re enacted. For example, the
City of San Francisco provides a cost/
benefit analysis of the impacts of proposed
legislation on the overall city economy as well
as on specific industries. 96
4.3: Expand entrepreneurship and
ownership opportunities, particularly
for lower-wage workers forming new
businesses.
Maintaining the dynamic system that supports
entrepreneurship in the Bay Area is essential for the
region’s long-term economic health. Supporting
the formation of new businesses will help some
lower-wage workers create their own companies
and thereby move up into higher-wage work. Selfemployment, ownership and profit sharing are
also key strategies to help lower-wage workers
access middle-wage levels. Since there are not
enough middle-wage opportunities for all to move
up, helping these new companies thrive provides
an alternative pathway for workers to rise to the
middle. This is particularly true in lower-wage fields
like janitorial, housecleaning and food service.
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The strategy must focus on helping lower-wage
workers leverage skills and expertise gained at
work (e.g., by working for a landscaping company)
to break out and start their own business. These
workers will need business education and financial
literacy training, as well as help with strategic
planning, accessing capital and understanding the
regulatory environment.
While there are always significant risks when
anyone starts his or her own firm, one way to
mitigate against such risks is to encourage heavy
participation in entrepreneurship training programs.
Some key actions include the following:
• Tailor existing small business or
entrepreneurship programs to lower-wage
workers looking to form their own companies
or become self-employed.
• Expand the range of ownership and
entrepreneurship paths taught in training
programs to include profit sharing, employee
stock ownership programs (ESOPs) and
worker-owned cooperatives.
• Provide information on existing resources.
WIBs and other workforce development
programs should maintain connections with
small business entrepreneurship programs so
they can inform area workers about potential
opportunities.
• Consider waving or reducing the city’s
business license fee if the business owner has
taken an entrepreneurship training course
or workshop. Entrepreneurs who take such
courses are more fully informed of the risks
and the necessary steps (from permits to
taxes to overall business management) and
are more likely to survive.
4.4 Develop consistent permitting and
regulatory processes among jurisdictions in
the region.
The importance of aligning and coordinating
local permits and regulations at the subregional
or regional level is a consistent theme across
numerous economic development reports—and
was also raised as a significant concern in the
outreach workshops and interviews for this project.
Coordination among economic development
providers and cities on local tax policy and/or

96 City & County of San Francisco. Office of Economic Analysis.
Available at: http://openbook.sfgov.org/oea
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ESTABLISHING EMPLOYEE-OWNED
COOPERATIVES

• Consider regional differences and industry dynamics when
harmonizing permits. Harmonization makes the most
sense for a business like solar installation, which happens
everywhere, with little or no significant differences in
how it is done from place to place. As a result, there
was a successful push to harmonize basic rules for solar
interconnection for residential solar power. But sometimes
there are cost-of-living differences between cities, and
policies that acknowledge these differences (such as
prevailing wage laws) are worthwhile to maintain.

A viable strategy for some companies is to shift to employee
ownership of the firm. In the case of the New Belgium
Brewery in Fort Collins, Colorado, the original owner
recognized long before she retired that she wanted to sell
the company to the current employees. By planning ahead,
she was able to make a transition in ownership that allowed
the company to maintain its workforce and transform the
employees to owners—and therefore move them into higherwage work. 97
Another approach is to form a worker co-op. Co-ops
have long existed in the food industry. Bakeries like
Arizmendi and Alvarado Street, as well as stores like
Rainbow Grocery, are examples of worker-owned co-ops.
One pilot project funded through the Regional Prosperity
Plan and led by the East Bay Community Law Center
focuses on expanding co-ops. “A Blueprint for Creating
Pathways to Ownership for Low and Moderate Income
Workers in the SF Bay Area: The Inner East Bay as a Case
Study” will focus on pathways into higher-wage work
through training workers to form cooperative businesses. 98

• Set up a non-compete clause among jurisdictions within
a subregion. Eastern Contra Costa County has created a
Memorandum of Understanding among some cities to
ensure that they do not attempt to lure companies away
from each other. The economic development departments
in Silicon Valley belong to the Silicon Valley Economic
Development Alliance (SVEDA) and adopted a similar
non-compete clause in 2006. Their “Recruiting Across
Jurisdictions: A Statement of Principles” states that
members will not “actively recruit a business from another
SVEDA member jurisdiction.” It also stipulates how cities
should respond when approached by a company in a
nearby city.
• Share information among cities about the most
effective tools to promote and grow business. Now that
redevelopment agencies have been eliminated and the
state’s Enterprise Zone program has ended, many cities
lack a strong set of tools to support local businesses, as
well as sufficient information on what other programs could
be developed.102 Sharing information about economic
development tools and incentives is more important than
ever.103 Judicious use of local incentives (such as expedited
permitting, workforce development assistance or very
targeted tax rebates) can assist firms in expanding where
they are. Yet such tools should never be used to lure a
company from one Bay Area city to another because that is
a zero sum game regionally.

permitting makes it easier and potentially less costly for
companies to locate in the region and grow. 99
The following are some of the key steps for this strategy:
• Coordinate permits and fees within a subregion in order
to make the overall area more attractive and to reduce
competition between cities for firms. For example,
Innovation Tri-Valley streamlines approval and permitting
processes among the various jurisdictions in the Tri-Valley
area.100 The organization has also created a business-facing
portal that consolidates information on all the jurisdictions’
permitting processes and incentives. Along these lines, the
Silicon Valley Economic Development Alliance is working
to create a “one-stop shop” for businesses navigating
permitting processes in San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz,
and southern Alameda counties.101

97 See: www.newbelgium.com/community/Blog/13-01-16/We-are-100Employee-Owned.aspx
98 Sustainable Economies Law Center. “Worker Cooperative Academy.”
Available at: www.theselc.org/worker-cooperative-academy

Employers consistently raise regulatory inconsistencies as a barrier. See:
Bay Area Council Economic Institute. The Bay Area: A Regional Economic
Assessment, p. 66. October 2012. Available at: www.bayareaeconomy.org/
media/files/pdf/BAEconAssessment.pdf
99

101 Joint Venture Silicon Valley. “Silicon Valley Economic Development Alliance.”
Available at: www.jointventure.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=arti
cle&id=18&Itemid=37
102

See: www.hcd.ca.gov/fa/ez/EZoverview.html

See: AB 93, SB 90, Advanced Manufacturing tax credit program at
California Alternative Energy and Advanced Transportation Financing
Authority, and any other available economic development tools to promote
business growth and hiring in middle-wage occupations.
103

100 Innovation Tri-Valley. “Business Permitting Streamlining Process.” Available
at: www.innovationtrivalley.org/initiatives/permitting.aspx
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Challenges
• It is difficult to target economic development efforts
to produce a dramatic growth of middle-wage jobs in
particular. There are few differences between policies
that support industries with a large share of middle-wage
jobs and those that bolster industries with a small share
of middle-wage jobs. But local and regional economic
development officials should make a concerted effort to
consider the wage structure of their industries and explore
what strategies might work to grow firms that provide
many middle-wage jobs.
• Structural and political barriers enforce parochialism
in economic development. Currently, cities only gain
fiscally if economic development occurs within their own
jurisdiction, and elected officials do not win votes by
touting job growth in a neighboring town. In this context,
it’s difficult to motivate city leaders to prioritize projects in
other parts of the region.
• The large size of the region makes it difficult to coordinate
permits and regulations across jurisdictions.
• The absence of redevelopment limits the tools available
for cities, particularly financing and investment tools.
• Property taxes are limited to only 1 percent of assessed
valuation, and cities generally receive a smaller share of
the proceeds than school districts or counties. Similarly,
the basic state sales tax only distributes 1 percent to the
local jurisdiction in which the sale took place, although
local tax increases above the base may provide additional
revenue. When budgets are tight, spending on economic
development must compete for public dollars with
departments that provide essential services.
• Some argue that it is risky to encourage lower-wage
workers to start new businesses. Often these workers
do not have the resources necessary to undertake a new
business and face a devastating financial impact if their
business fails.

MOVING TOWARD TAX SHARING ON
A REGIONAL SCALE

The current local tax revenue is winner-takes-all. That is,
when a shopping center locates in one jurisdiction, that
community typically receives all the tax benefits from the
increased shopping. Additionally, if one community accepts
much of the housing while their neighbors restrict housing
yet promote job growth, the housing-rich community will
often have lower tax receipts relative to their population
and higher tax demands (since residents command more in
local services than workers do). This mismatch explains why
there are sometimes calls for implementing tax sharing at a
regional or subregional level.104
Tax sharing can be an effective way to reduce
competition between jurisdictions and can lead to joint
economic development efforts by allowing communities
to share in tax-base growth even when job growth is
concentrated in one area. It also complements regional
land use planning efforts by spreading the tax benefits of
regional planning decisions across the whole region.
The best large-scale example of this is tax base
sharing in the Minneapolis-St. Paul region. In this
scheme, each city pays a percentage of the growth of
their commercial and industrial tax base into a regional
pool. This money is then distributed to cities based on
population and property tax values.105
In the Bay Area, such a mechanism could allow the
region or even just a county to share sales taxes or property
taxes. But it’s likely that any sharing would only include the
increment of growth and would not be a redistribution of
the current tax receipts.

104 Terplan, Egon. Strengthening the Bay Area’s Regional Governance.
Special Analysis for the State of Silicon Valley 2013. Joint Venture Silicon
Valley. Available at: www.siliconvalleyindex.org/index.php/component/
content/article?id=27
105 Metropolitan Council. “Fiscal Disparities: Tax-Base Sharing in the
Twin Cities Metropolitan Area.” Available at: www.metrocouncil.org/
Data-Maps/Fiscal-Disparities.aspx
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STRATEGY 5: DEVELOP LAND USE PLANS THAT
SUPPORT TRANSIT-ORIENTED JOBS, INDUSTRIAL
USES, AND HOUSING.

In a region with strong demand for space in many places, different
land uses often compete with each other. Housing developers
and advocates want to convert industrial lands for new housing or
commercial offices. Those who believe in locating jobs near transit
may push to restrict housing around some regional rail stations in
order to make room for commercial development. Supporters of
industrial businesses may push for zoning that restricts any form
of non-industrial use in industrial areas.
All three perspectives are understandable. But the current
Bay Area model, in which land use decisions are made at the local
level with limited regional coordination, results in suboptimal
outcomes. Many cities simply do not approve enough housing,
particularly in places with strong demand. Job centers are
often located far from transit or are not designed to welcome
pedestrians, which discourages workers from arriving on transit.
And it is not possible for an individual city to determine the
region’s overall need for industrial land.
Middle-wage job growth suffers because it costs more to
build facilities and offices in the Bay Area than in virtually any
other metropolitan area in the country. The high cost of housing
here makes it increasingly difficult to sustain a local middlewage workforce. While the Bay Area cannot completely escape
the pressures on the cost of land (which include geographic
constraints and steady demand), the region can take action to
create more opportunity for growth within existing communities.
Plan Bay Area is an important step toward planning for the
region’s collective needs. But nothing in Plan Bay Area compels
any jurisdiction to approve development in line with the plan’s
goals, and there are still too few tools to tie transportation
funding to growth. Further, it doesn’t sufficiently address many
crucial issues discussed in this report—such as middle-wage jobs,
local taxes and fiscal incentives, and the limited availability of
land adjacent to regional transit.
This strategy seeks to ensure that the Bay Area keeps
attracting industries that produce middle-wage jobs—for example,
by producing enough housing near jobs, encouraging facilities
to locate in transit-accessible places and preserving sufficient
industrial land. To accomplish these goals, land use planners
and local jurisdictions must recognize how their zoning policies
impact job creation.
In short, maintaining and growing middle-wage industries
requires a regional approach to land use planning, with a clear
regional policy and planning framework. Coordinated planning at
a regional or subregional level creates conditions for broad-based
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economic growth, which will boost many industries that have
significant shares of middle-wage employment.
This strategy will be successful if it achieves the following goals:
• Affordable housing for workers at all income levels
• Transit-accessible job facilities (such as major office
complexes or hospitals), education and training
opportunities (such as new satellite campuses for existing
colleges) and services like retail and child care
• Increased security for industries of opportunity, particularly
land-intensive industries, such as production, distribution
and repair businesses

Partners
Implementation of this strategy relies on coordination among the
following actors:
• Regional planning agencies (primarily MTC and ABAG)
• Local cities and county government agencies, including
elected officials
• Local community-based organizations, civic groups and
business organizations
• Local residents whose support or opposition to
development shapes local growth politics

Actions
5.1: Develop strategies to promote a sufficient amount
and variety of housing to meet future housing needs.
Housing is the biggest cost in a household budget and the single
biggest factor making the Bay Area inhospitable for many lowerwage and even middle-wage workers.106 It is arguably also the

106 Housing and transportation cost-shares have been steadily increasing
for lower-wage and middle-wage workers in the Bay Area. See: Urban Land
Institute. Bay Area Burden. 2009. Available at: www.cnt.org/repository/
Bay-Area-Burden_FINAL_lowres.pdf. More recent data confirm the ongoing,
region-wide affordability crisis. See: Economic Policy Institute. “Family Budget
Calculator.” Available at: www.epi.org/resources/budget
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rejecting housing—both market-rate and affordable
housing—or erecting significant barriers (such
as voter approval) that make sufficient housing
production more difficult and less likely.
Many other reports and projects focus in great
detail on how to modify housing policy at the local
and regional scale (including projects from the
Housing Working Group, which is associated with the
Regional Prosperity Plan). The following are select
strategies that would benefit economic growth
generally, help industries of opportunity expand
middle-wage employment in the Bay Area and ease
the financial burden for lower-wage workers so that
they can access middle-wage opportunities.

Egon Terplan

San Francisco’s Trinity
Plaza is an example of a
development adjacent to
transit that replaced several
hundred units with 1,900
units on the same parcel and
was able to provide prior
residents with 360 rentcontrolled units in the new
building as well as several
hundred additional belowmarket rent units.

single biggest factor limiting overall job growth,
and area businesses have ranked the high cost of
workforce housing as their top concern.107 Ensuring
a sufficient supply of housing that’s affordable
to the region’s workforce makes it easier for
lower-wage workers to relocate to access training
programs or middle-wage job opportunities. This in
turn improves an employer’s ability to recruit and
retain workers and keeps employers from moving
jobs to less expensive areas such as Atlanta, Austin,
Raleigh and California’s Central Valley. When
workers spend less on housing, they have more
money to pay for education, to invest in their own
entrepreneurial activity and to contribute to civic
life. In short, increasing the region’s housing supply
is critical to improving the economic conditions in
the region and to expanding middle-wage work.
Housing affordability has long been one of the
greatest challenges for the Bay Area. Some would
argue that the housing issues are a chronic, not
a temporary, challenge. The underproduction of
housing, particularly housing that’s affordable to
a large share of the region’s workforce, has taken
place over many decades and will require concerted
action over a long time to change. An increasing
number of cities and communities are either

107 This issue has been among the top concerns for business
leaders for many years. See: Silicon Valley Leadership Group.
CEO Business Climate Survey.2014. Available at: http://svlg.
org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/CEO_Survey_2014.pdf
108 Mountain View hopes to bring more intense land uses
to an area dominated by auto-oriented office parks. See:
“North Bayshore Change Area.” Available at: http://content.
mindmixer.com/Live/Projects/NorthBayshore/files/87784/
NorthBayshoreChangeArea.pdf?63513840402120000.
Another archetypal Bay Area office park, Bishop Ranch, is
moving forward with plans to add a walkable, mixed-use city
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• Change zoning, particularly on or near transit
corridors, to expand the amount of housing
that can be built. Cities control the amount of
development within their boundaries. In strong
market environments, simply increasing the
amount of housing that can be built (such as
by allowing an extra story or two) can make
a significant difference in the housing supply.
Other ways to expand supply include rezoning
single-use office space and job centers into
mixed-use places that permit housing. The
office park areas throughout the Peninsula and
South Bay offer a particular opportunity to
incorporate housing; this strategy was proposed
for the North Bayshore area in Mountain View
during the General Plan process and is currently
happening in North San Jose.108 Cities could
also encourage universities to build housing for
their students and faculty.
• Provide regional incentives for local
communities to adopt plans that include
significant housing. The Priority Development
Area planning processes, supported by the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC) and the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG) as well as countywide Congestion Management Agencies,
encourage local planning that increases the
zoned capacity for housing and other uses.109
Models for strategic zoning in high-mobility

center on its property; see: www.bishopranch.com/about-br/
location. There are sites like North Bayshore throughout the
region that hold great potential for redevelopment. See: SPUR.
The Urban Future of Work. January 2012. Available at: www.
spur.org/urbanwork
109 For an overview of how MTC uses grants to encourage infill
development near transit, as well as a list of local planning in
line with these goals, see: MTC. “Priority Development Area
(PDA) Planning Program.” Available at: www.mtc.ca.gov/
planning/smart_growth/stations
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areas include San Francisco’s Neighborhood
Planning Processes.110 San Jose’s Urban
Village planning process is another example
of local planning at a comprehensive scale to
accommodate a significant amount of both
jobs and housing.111
• Establish additional sources of funding for
subsidized affordable housing. An example
of an initial regional investment in affordable
housing, the $50 million Bay Area TransitOriented Affordable Housing (TOAH) fund
was seeded with a $10 million investment
from the MTC.112 But because there are simply
too few units of housing that are affordable
for workers who make less than the median
wage, additional funding will be needed. For
example, San Francisco has fewer than 40
rental units available for each 100 renters
earning 30 percent or less of the metropolitan
median wage, and that number dips below
30 units per 100 renters in Santa Clara and
Alameda counties.113
• Advocate for local policies that lead to
the production of permanently affordable
housing (such as inclusionary zoning policies
and impact fees). Inclusionary zoning policies
that mandate a certain percent of affordable
housing to be located within a new marketrate development can be powerful tools for
ensuring a diverse housing stock. But their
future is currently in limbo as a result of
legal cases and pending legislation.114 Local
entities should pressure state lawmakers
to keep considering inclusionary zoning. In
the meantime, local impact fees are one
option that can provide funding to produce
affordable housing. Impact fees are charged

110 The Market & Octavia Area Plan is a particularly good
model for how to increase zoned capacity while respecting the
community context. See: San Francisco Planning Department.
“Market & Octavia Area Plan.” Available at: www.sf-planning.
org/index.aspx?page=1713#adopted_materials
111 San Jose’s Urban Village planning process is an example of
the local city working to accommodate additional growth. In
fact, San Jose is planning for more housing and population
growth than any other city in the region. But there are fiscal
complexities in San Jose—namely, the small job base relative
to the size of the population, as well as the correspondingly
high fiscal needs—that make the approval of housing more
complicated in the Urban Village plans. This is one reason why
it is important to address fiscal differences between cities to
ensure that there is not overall underproduction of housing.
112

See: http://bayareatod.com

California Housing Partnership Corporation. How
California’s Housing Market Is Failing to Meet the Needs of
113
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MTC

to developers of market-rate housing based
on the projected demand for affordable
housing based on spending patterns
of residents in the market-rate housing.
But if set too high, such impact fees can
inadvertently reduce the overall construction
of housing. A better long-term option is for
cities to seek new funding sources that don’t
tie affordable housing to new development
alone but distribute the cost more broadly,
to many property owners or taxpayers. Local
General Obligation bonds or parcel taxes
are two options that distribute costs more
broadly.

Hayward’s City Hall and
surrounding housing is an
example of a transit-oriented
town center that includes
both jobs and housing
adjacent to a BART station.

• Remove local policy impediments that
increase the cost of housing.115 This includes
eliminating parking minimums and other
parking requirements and ending the

Low-Income Families. February 2014. Available at: www.chpc.
net/dnld/CHPCHousingNeedReport020814FINAL.pdf
114 Ever since a 2009 decision found that state law
guaranteeing landlords the right to set initial rents preempts
local inclusionary zoning requirements, these policies have
been frustrated. See: Palmer/Sixth Street Properties L.P. v.
City of Los Angeles, 175 Cal. App. 4th. 1396 (2009). A case
considering the legality of inclusionary zoning restrictions on
for-sale housing is currently before the California Supreme
Court. See: California Building Industry Association v. City of
San Jose (S212072). Last year’s AB 1229 was supposed to give
cities and counties the power to enact inclusionary zoning
ordinances, but the governor vetoed it.
115 For more details on specific policy changes to bring down
the cost of housing production, see: SPUR. 8 Ways to Make
San Francisco More Affordable. January 2014. Available at:
www.spur.org/sites/default/files/publications_pdfs/SPUR_8_
Ways_to_Make_San_Francisco_More_Affordable.pdf
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prohibition on secondary units.116 Parking is a major
cost factor in construction, and many cities require a
minimum number of parking spaces per unit, which can
exceed market demand. Allowing in-law units in many
neighborhoods would provide a near-term increase in
affordable housing options.
• Encourage communities to experiment with housing
prototypes that produce middle-income housing or housing
that is affordable by design.117 These are units that have less
space and fewer amenities than some of the higher-end
housing currently in the pipeline. They might be less costly
to produce, and cities can provide zoning and density
bonuses to incentivize the production of housing affordable
to middle-income residents. Zoning and density bonuses
allow a developer to build a taller building or one with more
housing units than local rules otherwise would allow in
exchange for providing something of public value, such as
middle-income housing. While these models will not work
in every city, there are certainly places that can experiment
with smaller, but exceptionally well-designed, housing
units. For example, some developers in San Francisco are
proposing floorplans in which individual units (with small
kitchens) are grouped into “suites” clustered around a
co-living space with kitchen, dining, living room, laundry
and a balcony.118
• Expand tenant protections to more communities
throughout the region. While some communities have
strong protections for renters, many do not. Protections
could include relocation payments for no-fault evictions
and tighter requirements to prove cause in just-cause
evictions.119 Local jurisdictions could explore more
comprehensive rent stabilization ordinances that include,
among other things, some control over the percentage
increase in annual rents.
• Reinvest in the public housing stock.120 Throughout the
region, public housing remains an important source of
affordable housing for many residents. San Francisco has
6,300 units of public housing and Oakland has around
3,000 units. While the federal government provides most

of the funding for public housing, local communities are
making efforts (such as San Francisco’s HOPE SF program)
to fund the rebuilding of public housing.
• Ensure that land is available and attractive for housing
development. Regional and local investment in
infrastructure and public amenities (such as schools,
parks, neighborhoods centers and pedestrian-friendly
streetscapes) can make areas more appealing to potential
residents—and therefore to those in the business of
building housing.
5.2: Encourage major employers and institutions to
locate jobs in transit-accessible centers.
Major employers and institutions should collaborate with local
and regional planners to identify transit-accessible places
where they can expand. In particular, employers in industries
of opportunity such as health care (e.g., hospitals), educational
services (particularly higher education) and government (at all
levels) should be encouraged to locate new or expanded facilities
in areas around BART and Caltrain stations. Transit agencies
should also be involved in the planning process, to make sure
transit service aligns with hours of work at the facilities.
A regional approach would make it easier to identify where
different industries of opportunity are clustered and to make
investments in improving the accessibility of transit in those areas.
The Bay Area already has several different types of transitaccessible job and activity centers. Downtown business districts
in San Francisco, Oakland, San Jose, Berkeley and Palo Alto
are the largest and most transit-oriented of these areas. Contra
Costa Centre is a newer example of a small transit-oriented job
center built around BART in the East Bay. The approved plan
for Fremont’s Warm Springs BART station demonstrates how
to incorporate jobs and housing into a Priority Development
Area around transit.121 The neighborhood around the West
Oakland BART station could greatly benefit from commercial
development, both to provide high-quality jobs for local residents
and to take advantage of the area’s proximity to downtown
San Francisco and downtown Oakland (and their respective
BART stations). Innovative and flexible office and updated and

116 The San Francisco Board of Supervisors approved an ordinance in April
2014 setting out a process for legalizing in-law rentals; see: https://sfgov.
legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=1526884&GUID=43366AC3-ED24401D-9D60-90DCB561D6FB. Also see: SPUR. Secondary Units, A Painless Way
to Increase the Supply of Housing. June 2006. Available at: www.spur.org/
publications/spur-report/2006-06-01/secondary-units

legislation is a modification of the Ellis Act, a state law that gives landlords
the unconditional right to evict tenants to “go out of business.” One proposal
would discourage the practice of buying rent-controlled units for the purpose
of converting to tenancy-in-common units (TICs) or condos by requiring
landlords to actually have been in the landlord business for a period of time
before using the Ellis Act to leave the business.

117 SPUR. Affordable by Design. November 2007. Available at: www.spur.org/
publications/spur-report/2007-11-20/affordable-design

120 For more on plans to reinvest in public housing, see: SPUR, Re-envisioning
the San Francisco Housing Authority. June 2013. Available at: www.spur.org/
publications/spur-memorandum/2013-06-24/re-envisioning-san-franciscohousing-authority. See also: SFHA. Re-Envisioning: Recommendations to
Mayor Lee on How to Transform the San Francisco Housing Authority. July 2013.
Available at: www.sfgsa.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=10842

118 A proposed project at 1532 Harrison Street rethinks conventional multifamily floorplans with a proposal for 235 double-occupancy “suites,” which
would be grouped into 28 individual group “houses.” See: “SoMa Development
Would Put New Twist on Commune Living.” San Francisco Business Times.
December 9, 2013. Available at: www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/
blog/2013/12/soma-development-would-put-new-twist.html?page=2
119 For cities with rent control, it is important to protect the existing rentcontrolled housing stock. One policy change that would require statewide
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121 To learn about Fremont’s vision for employment-focused development
around the planned BART station, see: City of Fremont. “Warm Springs/South
Fremont Community Plan.” January 2014. Available at: www.fremont.gov/
DocumentCenter/View/21154.
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Downtown San Jose is an
example of a transit-oriented
center that is appropriate
for additional job growth.
Diridon Station (shown at
left) with Caltrain service
and planned BART and highspeed rail service provides
significant opportunity for
transit-oriented jobs while
the rest of the downtown
core has ample opportunities
to also capture more jobs
and housing near transit.
Egon Terplan

new manufacturing space could provide new
opportunities for West Oakland.
The Grand Boulevard Initiative, designed to
revitalize the El Camino Real corridor in San Mateo
and Santa Clara counties, involves subregional
coordination around land use (jobs, housing,
retail) and transportation.122 This process could be
expanded to address the location of education and
workforce development services along the corridor
and could be applied to other corridors, such as
San Pablo Avenue in the East Bay. Yet to be most
effective, corridor strategies may need to move
toward tangible outcomes beyond collaboration;
jurisdictions could work together to arrive at
common approvals of development projects and to
provide consistent support for transit projects (such
as bus rapid transit, or BRT).123
Other subregional strategies could also spur
the development of job centers in existing transit
hubs. For those hubs with strong job markets
(such as Walnut Creek, San Francisco and Palo
Alto), zoning that encourages dense employment
will allow for additional job growth. For hubs with
weaker job markets (such as downtown Oakland,
downtown San Jose and Fremont), promoting
growth may involve additional regional investment
and tax incentives.

122 Grand Boulevard Initiative. “About Us.” Available at: www.
grandboulevard.net/about-us/grand-boulevard-initiative.html
123 During the planning for the Valley Transportation
Authority’s El Camino BRT project in Santa Clara County,
some cities supported dedicated lanes for transit and others
did not. See: Wilson, Alia. “Sunnyvale City Council Does Not
Recommend Bus Rapid Transit on El Camino Real.” San Jose
Mercury News. May 23, 2012. Available at: www.mercurynews.
com/sunnyvale/ci_20692461/sunnyvale-city-council-doesnot-recommend-bus-rapid. This same situation took place
when AC Transit planned BRT on International Boulevard. See:
Cabanatuan, Michael. “Why Bus Rapid Transit Has Stalled in
the Bay Area.” SFGate. May 9, 2014. Available at: www.sfgate.
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5.3: Develop a regional strategy to preserve
and invest in industrial land.
In many cities in the Bay Area, land that’s devoted
to industrial use supports successful manufacturing,
warehousing, repair and distribution businesses
that employ middle-wage workers. But these jobs
are at risk because jobs tied to the production and
movement of goods or to equipment repair require
special infrastructure and land. Since some industrial
areas have high vacancy rates and declining
employment (in part due to aging infrastructure and
the relative affordability of land in outlying regions)
and generally have lower population densities, they
often become the focus of rezoning efforts, when
developers eye them for housing, office or other
non-industrial uses. This pattern hurts middle-wage
job growth in production, distribution and repairrelated industries. It also hurts other businesses that
rely on these goods and services, which will become
more costly if the providers must move out of the
Bay Area and transport their goods (or offer their
services) from farther away. The increased expense
for other industries will then pose another threat to
job growth.124
Distribution and warehousing require
a significant amount of land—often in large
contiguous parcels—and good access to the region’s
transportation network.125 These sectors also play
com/bayarea/article/Why-bus-rapid-transit-has-stalledin-Bay-Area-5461409.php. Since these BRT routes connect
through several cities, the differing support for dedicated
lanes means the fully built project will not be as successful
(and fast) as it would have been had there been uniform
support along the corridor.
124 Hausrath Economics Group. Goods Movement/Land
Use Project for the San Francisco Bay Area. September 2011.
Available at: www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/rgm/final/Final_
Summary_Report.pdf
125 Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors. Revitalizing
Contra Costa’s Northern Waterfront, p. 42. January 2014.
Available at: www.cccounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/28228
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The Port of Oakland
is directly or indirectly
responsible for thousands
of middle-wage jobs in
the transportation and
logistics sector. The future
viability of the Port and
related economic activities
is contingent on multijurisdictional collaboration
around land use planning and
economic development.

an important role for the Bay Area’s export economy,
driving growth along ancillary supply chains.126
Since they are “typically lower-density uses that
cannot pay to compete with higher-density, more
intensive residential and commercial uses,”127 these
industries and their middle-wage jobs will be lost,
and the export economy slowed down, if housing
and office space continue to supplant industrial uses
in many parts of the urban core.128
While many industrial businesses can mix
well with newer uses, some require buffer zones
or greater protection from new uses. This is
particularly true for heavy industry, which often
involves noise, large vehicle traffic and discharges
into the air or water. For example, a company like
Schnitzer Steel, a major metal recycling and salvage
facility with hundreds of jobs, is located adjacent
to the Port of Oakland and the Oakland inner
harbor, but also near to Jack London Square, where
housing, restaurants and recreational facilities
have been built. Additional entertainment-oriented
development in the area closest to the Schnitzer
Steel site such as a ballpark could threaten the
company’s survival.
Preserving key industrial lands and improving
the infrastructure within them is a strategy to retain

middle-wage jobs in accessible parts of the region.
But planning for industrial lands takes place at the
local level, not the regional level. Individual cities
should not be expected to determine the region’s
overall need for industrial land when making local
zoning decisions. In places with strong industrial
legacies and existing infrastructure, such as Contra
Costa County’s northern waterfront and the I-880
corridor in Alameda County, cities have enacted
different zoning rules and protections for industrial
businesses. In the case of the I-880 corridor, there

126 Hausrath Economics Group. “A Land Use Strategy to
Support Regional Goods Movement in the Bay Area,” Section
II. MTC Goods Movement Study. Available at: http://mtc.
ca.gov/planning/rgm/Task11.pdf
127

Ibid.

An analysis conducted in 2008 for MTC posits that the
East Bay and North Peninsula will lose “large numbers of
industrial goods movement businesses and jobs…because of
shortages of industrial land.” The report estimates that a little
less than half of the forecast demand for these jobs—around
87,000 jobs—will have to locate outside the area by 2035.
See: Hausrath Economics Group. “Goods Movement Land
Use Scenarios for Central Area Study Corridors.” MTC Goods
Movement Study. Available at: www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/
rgm/final/Task_4A_Report.pdf
128

Sergio Ruiz
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are half a dozen cities between the Port of Oakland
and Fremont. Planning for industrial lands in this
area and other such corridors is best done at a
subregional level.
Developing and preserving industrial land in the
most effective way might include the following steps:
• Adopt zoning language that provides greater
certainty to existing industrial businesses and
also discourages incursions of housing and
other incompatible uses into viable industrial
areas. For example, the City of San Francisco
developed zoning language for its eastern
neighborhoods that simultaneously allowed
some areas to shift toward housing, other
areas to become increasingly mixed-use
and other areas to entirely prevent housing
and focus on production, distribution and
repair uses.129 From 2002 to 2005, the City
of Oakland developed several new industrial
zoning districts with differing regulatory
requirements. These include Commercial
Light Industrial (which allows office and retail
as well as industrial uses but no housing),
General Industrial (which prohibits standalone office and retail development) and
Office Industrial Business Park. The City of
San Jose is exploring an ordinance to protect
“manufacturing rights of existing industrial land
uses from encroaching incompatible uses.”130
• Share consistent zoning language among the
region’s cities. While larger cities may have
sufficient staff to develop policies protecting
industrial zoning, they can save some
resources by sharing their best practices
with each other. A common zoning language
would clarify which types of industries could
locate in certain areas, thereby reducing
confusion for businesses. While cities
could collaborate to develop such zoning
language, coordinating this effort might be
an appropriate role for ABAG or subregional
economic development organizations and
partnerships like the East Bay Economic
Development Alliance (EDA) and Silicon
Valley Economic Development Alliance.
• Establish a stronger role for regional actors in
setting industrial land policy. MTC would be
the appropriate regional entity to manage
an ongoing analysis of the quality and
availability of industrial land in the region.131
This analysis would show which locations
have abundant square footage and the
capacity to support additional job growth, as
well as which places would best suit different
types of industries. Subregional groups, like
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Nora Lalle, Courtesy of SFMade

the East Bay EDA, could play a more robust
role cataloging and monitoring industrial
lands in subregions and facilitating planning
processes across jurisdictions.
• Explore a “Priority Industrial Areas”
program that’s modeled on the region’s
Priority Development Area program. This
subregional effort could be led by the
local Congestion Management Agency in
coordination with local jurisdictions and
MTC to focus on the integration of economic
development, transportation investments
and land use planning along a corridor. By
working collaboratively across multiple
jurisdictions, the process could support
regional goals such as goods movement
and protection of industrial land while
also preparing the various stakeholders to
apply for regional funding in a subsequent
iteration of Plan Bay Area.

Founded in 1899, McRoskey
Mattress Company retains
all their production and
several dozen middle-wage
jobs in San Francisco. Their
factory, located in the
Dogpatch district of the city,
takes advantage of zoning
implemented to protect
industrial businesses in
2010.

• Catalog available land for industrial
development. The East Bay Green Corridor is
cataloging specific parcels that are suitable
for clean technologies such as solar panel
assembly and other industrial uses.132

129 San Francisco Planning Department. “Eastern
Neighborhoods Community Planning.” Available at: www.
sf-planning.org/index.aspx?page=1677#3
130 City of San Jose. “Economic Strategy 18-Month
Implementation Workplan.” May 2013-December 2014.
Available at: www.sanjoseca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/15825
131 MTC. Regional Goods Movement Study for the San Francisco
Bay Area. Available at: www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/rgm/
132 East Bay Green Corridor. “Opportunity Sites.” Available at:
www.ebgreencorridor.org/opportunity_sites.php
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Initiatives like this can help convince local jurisdictions to
preserve industrial lands that are at risk of rezoning.133
• Target public and private investment in areas with a potential
for industrial development. Contra Costa County has strong
local support for industrial land preservation but wants to
attract greater economic development opportunities with its
Northern Waterfront Initiative, which focuses on the 50-mile
area from Hercules to Oakley.134 The area includes a deep
ship channel, marine terminals and two railroad lines (Pacific
Railroad and Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad).
As important as it may be to preserve land for industry, this must
be done in tandem with planning that identifies sufficient land for
housing and other jobs. Chicago’s southern suburban areas have
been involved in a planning process that successfully focuses on
both industrial development and housing (see sidebar).
5.4 Establish new regional programs with a focus
on employment in the Priority Development Areas
planning processes.
The regional framework for growth is Plan Bay Area, approved
in 2013. The Priority Development Area (PDA) is the main local
tool for implementing the regional plan’s land use vision. Plan Bay
Area calls for over 75 percent of future housing and two-thirds of
jobs to be located in PDAs. Achieving significant growth in the
PDAs is core to the success of Plan Bay Area. To establish a PDA,
a local community must elect to designate an area for PDA status
if it meets minimum criteria, such as:
• The local community is willing to support growth, namely
housing.
• The area contains some form of public transit that runs at
least every 20 minutes during peak periods.
While not explicitly limiting job growth, the PDA framework has
long emphasized housing production. During the interviews and
outreach for this project, some jurisdictions noted their concerns
about the emphasis on housing. They claimed that, because local
planning for jobs in PDAs did not match any regional criteria,
there was no incentive to promote jobs in PDAs.
The following are several key steps to strengthen the
importance of job growth in PDA planning processes:
• Make job growth a more explicit focus in the PDA planning
process. In addition to the requirements and incentives for
housing, the PDA plans should set requirements to zone for

133 An analysis of 2006-2007 General Plan updates in legacy industrial areas
(I-80 between Emeryville and Richmond, I-880 between Oakland and San Jose,
and the northern Peninsula) showed that 41 percent of industrial acreage is
at risk of being rezoned, even as demand for industrial lands—particularly for
businesses related to goods movement—is projected to grow. See: Hausrath
Economics Group. “Importance of Industrial Land in the Central Bay Area.”
MTC Goods Movement/Land Use Project. September 2011 Available at: www.
mtc.ca.gov/planning/rgm/final/Final_Summary_Report.pdf
134 See: www.contracosta.ca.gov/4437/
Northern-Waterfront-Economic-Development
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PLANNING FOR HOUSING AND
JOBS IN TANDEM: CHICAGOLAND’S
GREEN TIME (TRANSIT,
INTERMODAL, MANUFACTURING,
ENVIRONMENT) ZONE 135

Chicago’s south-central suburbs share characteristics
with the East Bay’s I-880 corridor: a concentration of
industrial lands and brownfields, rail connections to a major
intermodal port, and commuter rail. Like the I-880 corridor,
Chicago’s south-central suburbs are a collection of cities
with differing zoning codes. As manufacturing, fabrication,
assembly, wholesale, logistics and related uses have died
down, these suburbs have often competed with each other
for new big-box retail and other quick jolts to municipal tax
bases. The cities are part of Chicago’s inner ring of suburbs,
and like the cities stretching south of Oakland, they have
suffered as suburban development sprawls ever further into
the prairie.
Starting in 2004, cities in the southern suburbs
collaborated to create what is now the Green TIME (Transit,
Intermodal, Manufacturing and Environment) Zone. The 42
cities in the subregion recognized their assets and are now
working together to attract “cargo-oriented development”
to infill sites in the subregion. The coordination has helped
these communities shore up infrastructure that cuts
across many jurisdictions. Through their unified effort,
this group has made the remediation of brownfield sites
viable, inspiring state legislation that creates subsidies for
such remediation.136 It has also better cataloged existing
industrial lands and thus made it easier for prospective
employers to assemble parcels.
The TIME initiative is helping to reestablish a jobs/
housing balance in an area that has suffered unemployment
and disinvestment for decades. It has created a model
for leveraging legacy assets and underutilized industrial
lands to lay the foundation for middle-wage job
growth. Significantly, the plan combines cargo-oriented
development with transit-oriented housing development,
focusing housing growth along existing commuter rail
corridors that serve the subregion.137

135 Center for Neighborhood Technology. Chicago Southland’s Green
TIME Zone. 2010. Available at: www.cnt.org/media/CNT_GTZ.pdf
136 Center for Neighborhood Technology. “A Boost for Brownfield
Remediation + Cargo-Oriented Development in Chicago’s South
Suburbs.” 2013. Available at: www.cnt.org/2013/06/04/brownfieldremediation-cargo-oriented-development-in-chicagos-south-suburbs
137 Center for Neighborhood Technology. Chicago’s South Suburbs:
Smart Growth in Older Communities. 2011. Available at: www.cnt.org/
repository/SS-Case-Study.pdf
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jobs, especially for those industries of opportunity that are
best able to locate in denser settings (such as health care,
professional services, government and education). Cities
should also provide evidence of concerted plans for middlewage jobs within the PDAs.
• Establish a new Priority Transit-Oriented Employment
Area for PDAs that are immediately adjacent to regional
transit. These new areas would include transit-oriented
development sites that are important for job growth (such
as downtown Oakland). In particular, communities with
PDAs around regional transit (such as BART or Caltrain
stations) should encourage employment uses in the area
immediately adjacent to regional transit, as long as those
jobs are in a relatively dense setting that is oriented
toward transit.138 Many studies have demonstrated that
employment uses within a quarter mile around regional
transit play a more important role in encouraging
commuters to take transit to work than housing.139

Sergio Ruiz

The development proposed around downtown San Francisco’s Transbay Transit
Center will include both new offices and housing. To make best use of the
regional investment in transit infrastructure, it is critical to ensure that there
are increasing numbers of workers located around the transit facility.

• Require analysis of job impacts from growth plans for PDAs.
The PDA planning framework and funding for local planning
often come from MTC and county-based Congestion
Management Agencies (such as Santa Clara County’s
Valley Transportation Authority or the Alameda County
Transportation Commission). As a result, these agencies
can adopt specific language about jobs in PDA plans. When
counties and cities apply for funds for PDA planning, MTC
is now requesting that their plans include an analysis of
the current and future jobs and industries to be located in
their PDAs. MTC could start to require these analyses and
ensure that plans discuss the types of jobs that currently
exist or would locate within the PDA, as well as the skill
requirements for those jobs. These analyses should note,
for example, whether or not the current or future jobs are
within industries of opportunity, as well as the likely share
of occupations that would be middle-wage.
• Maintain local support for growth in PDAs. To make the PDA
framework successful, local cities must support overall
growth within the PDAs. Cities should rezone PDAs in
their jurisdictions to encourage job growth, particularly in
industries with significant middle-wage jobs. Cities should
also strive to streamline regulations and procedures in order
to reduce the cost burden to businesses.

138 It is important to note that this focus on jobs should be informed by
market analysis and tempered by the existing jobs/housing balance in local
communities. As Section 5.1 points out, housing may be the single biggest
factor limiting overall regional job growth, and every community should
contribute to adding to the region’s housing supply. Having a larger share of
the Bay Area’s employment base on or adjacent to transit will result in higher
transit ridership and also provide improved regional accessibility.
139 Public Policy Institute of California. Making the Most of Transit: Density,
Employment Growth, and Ridership around New Stations. February 2011.
Available at: www.ppic.org/content/pubs/report/r_211jkr.pdf
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Challenges
• There are over 100 municipalities across
the Bay Area. While many of them may
recognize the need for greater regional
coordination, it is difficult to provide strong
enough incentives for local jurisdictions to
adopt zoning and other planning that best
meet the region’s needs. The first iteration of
Plan Bay Area—adopted in 2013—has made
significant progress toward greater buy-in
for a regional vision.
Regional transit hubs and
priority development areas
(PDAs), like the Pleasant
Hill BART station, are
appropriate locations for
additional development,
particularly employment.
Establishing more of an
employment focus in the
PDA process could provide
an incentive for local
governments to emphasize
job development in the areas
closest to regional transit.

• It isn’t possible to predict the future
demands for industrial land. Planners could
inadvertently preserve more industrial
land than is needed, if changes in industrial
practices make production more efficient.
Or the region could be preserving far too
little land, if shifts in carbon usage or other
global trends cause a significant relocation of
production facilities.

• Many local residents do not support new
development and see changes to their local
communities as wholly negative. Proposition
13’s relative freezing of property tax upon the
sale of a home has complicated the problem,
disconnecting residents from the fiscal impact
(and benefit) of development.
• Making planning regulations clearer and
more consistent across the region would
reduce opportunities for developers and local
jurisdictions to rewrite the rules on a case-bycase basis. For some communities, this would
be a significant change in how they make land
use decisions.

Egon Terplan
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STRATEGY 6: REBUILD AND EXPAND
INFRASTRUCTURE IN A WAY THAT SUPPORTS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND JOB GROWTH.
The Bay Area’s infrastructure needs include transportation,
broadband, energy, waste and water systems, seismic safety and
more. Investments in these systems are crucial not only to drive
job growth, but also to return the infrastructure to a “state of
good repair.”140 While the federal and state governments have
long driven investment in infrastructure, in the current fiscal and
political climate, it is increasingly important for the Bay Area to
identify its own new funding sources for infrastructure.
This strategy addresses a key barrier to economic growth:
aging and overburdened, infrastructure, which constrains firms’
abilities to grow. Much of the Bay Area’s water, energy and
transportation infrastructure dates back to the 1950s and 1960s.
Critical upgrades are needed over the next 10 years to maintain
and grow the economy. The statewide estimate is that California
needs $765 billion in infrastructure investment over 10 years, $500
billion of this in transportation alone.141 Plan Bay Area estimates
that the unmet capital needs for transportation top $30 billion.
Poor infrastructure impacts worker mobility as well. Most
lower-wage workers depend on cars to access jobs and other
services, so congestion on roads increases the money and time
costs for these workers and can prevent them from accessing
training programs, better jobs or other services.142 Additionally,
the region faces a critical need to shore up infrastructure to
maintain mobility in the event of an earthquake. Soil liquefaction
poses serious risks to roads and highways, and resulting power
outages would cripple transit like BART and Muni. As it is, the
daily crowding that plagues these transit operators entails major
capital costs—namely new vehicle purchases—to fix in order to
provide service for more riders.
Without these investments, congestion on the region’s
transit lines, roadways and airports will slow the movement of
goods and people. Inadequate utilities and the threats posed by
climate change and earthquakes also require solutions if the Bay
Area is to remain an attractive place for employers to locate. Few
disagree on the urgent need for these investments; the challenge
is finding the money.

Partners
Implementing this strategy relies on coordination among the
following actors:
• Regional planning agencies (primarily MTC and ABAG)
• Congestion Management Agencies
• Transit operators
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• Local cities and county government agencies, including
elected officials
• Private sector investors
• Employers

Actions
6.1: Encourage communities to produce long-range
capital plans.
Each community should develop and update a long-range capital
plan that projects the community’s capital needs at least 10 years
into the future. These plans should highlight the job creation
impacts (both the direct jobs and the multiplier effect jobs) of the
proposed investments as well. Given constrained funds, the longrange plan and a corresponding budget can help build consensus
around which capital needs to fund and in what order.
San Francisco created a Citywide Capital Planning program
to develop a capital plan every March.143 The plan prioritizes the
city’s infrastructure needs, and it requires that items in the mayor’s
annual capital budget be linked to an element of the capital plan.144
Putting all the long-term infrastructure needs into a long-range
capital plan means that the planning staff can produce the plan
independent of a city budget process. In addition, this system
avoids pitting long-range obligations against day-to-day needs and
Infrastructure spending creates good jobs and supports overall economic
growth through improving the efficiency and reliability of existing systems
(like transportation).

140 While not explored in this report, it will also be increasingly important for
cities to invest in infrastructure that prepares them for the impacts of climate
change, such as sea level rise and increased heat.
141 “SMART Infrastructure: Financing.” California Economic Summit. 2013.
Available at: www.caeconomy.org/progress/entry/financing; Coghlan,
Ed. “Time to Do Something About California’s Infrastructure.” California
Economic Summit. 2013. Available at: www.caeconomy.org/reporting/entry/
time-to-do-something-about-californias-infrastructure
142 For further discussion of lower-wage workers’ auto-dependence, see: The
Urban Institute. Driving to Opportunity. 2014. Available at: www.urban.org/
UploadedPDF/413078-Driving-to-Opportunity.pdf
143 For background about the need for long-term capital planning
in San Francisco, see: SPUR. The Big Fix: Capital Planning and City
Government. January 2005. Available at: www.spur.org/publications/
spur-report/2005-01-03/big-fix
144 OneSF. “FY 2014–23 Ten-Year Capital Plan.” Available at: http://
onesanfrancisco.org/category/capital/capital-plan
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HOW DOES INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENT SUPPORT JOB
CREATION AND MIDDLE-WAGE
OPPORTUNITIES?

Infrastructure investment does double duty as a job creator.
First, investment in infrastructure now will lay the
foundation for a competitive economy for decades to
come. It helps attract new jobs to the region and saves
companies both time and money, ultimately making them
more competitive. In the 2014 CEO survey by the Silicon
Valley Leadership Group, the top recommendation to local
governments was to “ease local street and road congestion,”
which will require investment in infrastructure.145
Second, infrastructure projects employ many people
in construction, manufacturing and the building trades.146
These jobs are often middle-wage jobs with low education
requirements, and they are some of the last remaining
occupations where paid apprenticeships and training
opportunities exist. In fact, a Treasury Department analysis
found that 80 percent of jobs created by investing in
infrastructure would likely be in construction, manufacturing
and retail.147 The multiplier effect of these jobs is at least
two—for every dollar invested the overall economy will grow
by two dollars creating the climate for job growth in the
local area.148

secures the annual funding in a way that is less vulnerable to the
political process. San Francisco devotes a department—the Capital
Planning Committee—to developing the capital plan and budget.149
This committee is somewhat uniquely situated to reach across
city departments to compare the urgency of all types of capital
expenditures and reduce interagency friction.
Other local entities, such as Alameda County, also take a
long-range approach to prioritizing capital needs.150 If more cities
and agencies adopted and continually updated 10-year plans, that
would improve sub-regional coordination around projects that
cross multiple jurisdictions.
6.2: Local and regional entities should pursue a range
of funding sources and taxes to pay for infrastructure.
The regional economy can absorb the costs of many infrastructure
upgrades, especially if these efforts are coordinated across the
multiple cities and counties that surround the bay.
Key tactics include expanding the use of existing financing
tools:
• Increase the use of General Obligation (GO) bonds for
local and regional infrastructure projects. GO bonds are a
long-term debt financing tool, secured by property tax
revenue, which state law allows local jurisdictions to use for
capital improvements. San Francisco has placed GO bonds
on the ballot for street improvements, and the Mayor’s
Transportation Task Force 2030 has recommended the city
pursue its first GO bonds to fund transit since 1966 by seeking
voter approval for two bonds totaling $1 billion between now
and 2030.151 A GO bond issued at the city, county or multicounty level and backed by local property taxes could raise
significant funding for infrastructure improvements. A 2012
study found that a regional GO bond to pay for northern
California rail improvements could raise $2.5 billion, based on
the $800 billion worth of assessed property values in the fivecounty area served by BART and Caltrain. This potent source
of financing could easily cover major improvements such
as electrifying Caltrain ($1 billion) and creating a renewable
energy source to power BART and Caltrain ($700 million).152
• Consider raising sales taxes to fund important investments.
Santa Clara County residents have passed numerous
transportation sales tax measures to fund transportation and
other projects. San Francisco has estimated that an increase

Courtesy of Working Partnerships USA

145 Silicon Valley Leadership Group. Silicon Valley CEO Business Climate
Survey 2014. Available at: http://svlg.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/
CEO_Survey_2014.pdf
146 U.S. Department of the Treasury, “Creating Jobs and Boosting the
Economy: The Case for Rebuilding Our Transportation Infrastructure.”
2011. Available at: www.treasury.gov/connect/blog/Pages/CreatingJobs-and-Boosting-the-Economy-The-Case-for-Rebuilding-ourTransportation-Infrastructure.aspx

U.S. Department of the Treasury. A New Economic Analysis of
Infrastructure Investment. March 2013. Available at: http://www.treasury.
gov/resource-center/economic-policy/documents/20120323infrastruct
urereport.pdf.
147

148 Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Sylvain Leduc and Daniel
Wilson, Highway Grants: Roads to Prosperity? November 2012.
Available at: http://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/publications/
economic-letter/2012/november/highway-grants/.
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149

See: http://onesanfrancisco.org/about-us

County of Alameda. “2013–2018 Capital Improvement Plan.” Available at:
www.acgov.org/admin/documents/cip.pdf
150

151 Mayor’s Transportation Task Force 2030: Safe, Reliable and Affordable
Transportation, p. 47. Available at: www.sf-planning.org/ftp/files/publications_
reports/transportation_taskforce/Taskforce_AnnualReport2030V9_1113.pdf
152 Terplan, Egon. “Getting High-Speed Rail on Track.” The Urbanist.
July 2012. Available at: www.spur.org/publications/article/2012-07-10/
getting-high-speed-rail-track
153 Mayor’s Transportation Task Force 2030: Safe, Reliable and Affordable
Transportation. Available at: www.sf-planning.org/ftp/files/publications_
reports/transportation_taskforce/Taskforce_AnnualReport2030V9_1113.pdf
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of only 0.5 percent in the sales tax rate could generate over
$69 million per year between 2016 and 2030. 153
6.3: Expand user fees such as road pricing to finance
both infrastructure and related operations.
User fees can be an effective source of financing infrastructure,
because they draw revenue directly from those who will most
benefit from the infrastructure investment—the users. This
approach could increase overall support for infrastructure funding.
For example, road pricing and other auto-related fees
would raise funds directly from the users of highways and roads
to cover the burden of maintaining an extensive auto-oriented
infrastructure. Unlike the local tax and GO bond strategies, revenue
raised this way would not face the same high voter threshold.
Road pricing also prompts motorists to think about the cost
and impacts of driving, which can nudge drivers toward using
carpools or transit, especially when the user fees raise funds to
improve non-auto systems. In this way, road pricing can lighten
the load of cars on the road and improve mobility.
Establishing tolls on the Bay Area’s main highways—as is
being done in some Southern California communities154—would
raise money to pay for highway maintenance and upgrades
while also generating revenue to support other infrastructure
projects. FasTrak enables tolling at freeway on-ramps, which is
already being rolled out to a limited extent in Alameda County’s
express lane program on Interstates 580 and 680, as well as on
select expressways in Santa Clara County. Santa Clara County is
considering charging a small toll at each metered ramp as well.
Based on initial analysis, a fee of just 5 cents per car on select
ramps could bring in $42 million per year to support infrastructure.
The most cost-effective approach is to consider pricing
existing lanes, not to create new lanes and use their tolls to pay

off revenue bonds (currently the more common approach). For
example, the region could experiment with freeway tolls along I-80
between the Bay Bridge and the Carquinez Bridge. That congested
corridor is well-served by BART, AC Transit and Capitol Corridor
regional rail, so drivers have alternatives for traveling within that
corridor, as well as through to the Bay Bridge and the North Bay.155
There are other user fees tied to auto use that MTC could
raise. The tolls on Bay Area bridges are lower than tolls in
other metropolitan areas, such as New York, and higher tolls in
strategic areas could help fund transit alternatives along those
corridors. A higher gas tax, which would require a two-thirds
majority vote of the nine-county electorate, would raise revenue
while encouraging transit and carpool use by raising the costs of
driving. An increase to the vehicle license fee, as allowed in San
Francisco by SB 1492 (2012), would serve a similar purpose.
In addition to the transportation-related fees above, it is
possible to raise revenue for infrastructure through increasing
existing fees for services such as water, sewer, gas and electricity.
6.4: Leverage private capital for public infrastructure
projects that create jobs.
The Bay Area has significant private capital that could be
invested more directly in the region’s infrastructure. Publicprivate partnerships (P3s) allow local governments to execute
complex infrastructure projects by leveraging expertise and

154 San Joaquin Hills Transportation Corridor Agency. “Toll Rates.” Available at:
www.thetollroads.com/ontheroads/toll-rates.php
155 These ideas and more are under consideration by the Bay Area
Infrastructure Finance Authority. See: “BAIFA Express Lanes.” Available at:
www.baifaexpresslanes.org/projects/express_lanes

STATE VOTER-APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS MAKE IT HARD FOR LOCAL
JURISDICTIONS TO FINANCE NEEDED INFRASTRUCTURE

California requires very high voter thresholds for raising the funds
needed to make infrastructure improvements. Any property tax
increase to finance infrastructure—with the exception of school
facilities—needs a supermajority (two-thirds of the vote) to pass.
Raising any other sort of tax to fund a specific project similarly
must have the support of two-thirds of the electorate.156
Proposition 13, passed in 1978, imposed these requirements.
(Before that, local jurisdictions did not need voter approval for
tax increases.) Proposition 13 gained support as Californians grew
frustrated with unpredictable, and sometimes rapid, increases in
tax rates in some jurisdictions.
The straightjacket imposed by Proposition 13’s high voter
threshold is getting in the way of funding critical projects. The
voters recognized the dire need to finance improvements to
California’s schools by passing Proposition 39 in 2000. This new
law lowered the bar: Tax measures to finance school facilities

improvements now require only 55 percent of the vote. As
a result, the percentage of successful school facilities bond
measures in local jurisdictions across the state have shot up by
30 percent, and the education system is seeing a much-needed
infusion of capital.157
The infrastructure that brings water, people, energy
and more to the region is also in critical need of upgrades. A
lowered voter threshold for specific types of infrastructure
improvements could allow for crucial improvements to ensure
the growth of the economy over the decades to come.
156 Legislative Analyst’s Office. California’s Property Tax. 2012. Available at:
www.lao.ca.gov/handouts/state_admin/2012/CA_Property_Tax_4_11_12.pdf
157 Mac Taylor. A Look at Voter-Approval Requirements for Local Taxes.
Legislative Analyst’s Office. 2014. Available at: http://lao.ca.gov/reports/2014/
finance/local-taxes/voter-approval-032014.pdf
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resources from the private sector. When public financing is
inadequate to maintain current infrastructure, regional entities
can work with private interests to close financing gaps on
critical projects. Where appropriate, private firms can be called
upon to manage public projects and infrastructure if there are
demonstrable savings to the public.158 This approach shifts some
of the risk associated with infrastructure financing away from the
government onto private sector partners.
Cities should look for creative financing solutions that
harness this region’s abundance of private capital. With careful
attention to fiscal and administrative oversight, cities can also
set up independently governed entities, such as public benefit
corporations (501(c)(3) nonprofit agencies) that can be devoted
to tapping public and private resources and effectively managing
interagency projects.
An emerging P3 model is the infrastructure bank, a quasigovernmental entity set up to facilitate private sector investment
in public projects.159 A regional infrastructure bank would
facilitate cooperation among local jurisdictions in planning and
financing necessary infrastructure investments. One benefit of
this model is that it creates an entity with the capacity to engage
in long-term planning and financing.160
California has had some success with infrastructure banks.
The Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank (I-Bank) has
turned an initial capitalization of around $180 million into over
$400 million in loans to agencies and nonprofits statewide.161
A key component of the I-Bank’s success is its control over the
project selection process—although it acts as a quasi-public
agency, it has complete discretion over what it chooses to finance,
so it can weigh both infrastructure needs and economic return.

The West Coast Infrastructure Exchange (WCX) is a multistate collaborative currently collecting data about infrastructure
projects in California, Oregon, Washington State and British
Columbia. By centralizing the data, the WCX hopes to bundle
together similar infrastructure projects in order to attract
private partners. This initiative opens new possibilities for local
jurisdictions whose infrastructure projects cannot be completely
implemented with federal or state funds.162
The Bay Area is also well-positioned to capture private
investment from overseas. The region makes a desirable investment
for Asian and European investors (e.g., Chinese investors helped
finance the Brooklyn Basin development in Oakland), thanks to its
strong international population, air connections and the presence
of consulates and economic development offices from France, the
Netherlands and other countries.
158 Urban Land Institute San Francisco. After Redevelopment, pp. 18–19.
November 2013. Available at: http://sf.uli.org/wp-content/uploads/
sites/47/2011/05/ULI-SF_AfterRedevelopment_FINAL_18Nov131.pdf
159 For more general information on infrastructure banks, see: Congressional
Budget Office. Infrastructure Banks and Surface Transportation. July 2012.
Available at: www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/attachments/07-12-12InfrastructureBanks.pdf
160 Global Projects Center, Stanford University. A Public-Private Infrastructure
Cooperative for California. December 2012. Abstract available at: http://ssrn.
com/abstract=2188568
161 Hazelroth, Stanton C. “California Infrastructure and Economic Development
Bank.” Prepared Remarks before the House Ways and Means Committee,
Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Public Hearing on Infrastructure
Banks. May 13, 2010. Available at: http://waysandmeans.house.gov/media/
pdf/111/2010may13_hazelroth_testimony.pdf
162

See: West Coast Infrastructure Exchange at: www.westcoastx.com

PLANNING FOR INFRASTRUCTURE ACROSS MULTIPLE JURISDICTIONS:
THE NORTHERN WATERFRONT INITIATIVE

Contra Costa County’s Northern Waterfront Initiative, which
stretches from Hercules to Oakley, is a multi-jurisdictional effort
to secure infrastructure investments for an area with a strong
industrial legacy where outmoded infrastructure undermines
job growth.163
After a steady decline in industrial activity and the
catastrophic impacts of the recent recession, the area is seeing
a rebound in industrial employment, including in industries that
produce middle-wage jobs, such as advanced manufacturing,
logistics/goods movement and clean energy. Nearly half of the
manufacturing firms in the area plan on growing their business in
the coming three to five years.164
For that growth to occur within the region (as opposed to
outside the region, where the cost of new construction is often
lower than the expense of remediating old sites165), there must
be major upgrades to infrastructure. The roads and rails are too
congested, too shabby and even too hazardous to accommodate
the current level of activity, let alone accommodate forecasted
74 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY STRATEGY

growth.166 The maritime shipping lanes of the Carquinez Strait
and Suisun Bay need to be dredged to accommodate today’s
cargo ships. The area’s water system does not have the capacity
to provide the amount of water demanded by modern industrial
uses and does not adequately reach many industrial parcels. And
the area lacks fiber optic cables, which enable the Internet access
that in turn enables manufacturing processes.

163 See: www.contracosta.ca.gov/4437/
Northern-Waterfront-Economic-Development
164 Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors. Revitalizing Contra Costa’s
Northern Waterfront, p. 12. January 2014. Available at: http://www.cccounty.
us/DocumentCenter/View/28228
165 East Bay Economic Development Agency. Building on Our Assets: Economic
Development & Job Creation in the East Bay, Chapter 6. 2011.
166 Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors. Revitalizing Contra Costa’s
Northern Waterfront, p. 40. January 2014. Available at: www.cccounty.us/
DocumentCenter/View/28228

Challenges
• Some of these strategies, such as using GO Bonds to fund
regional infrastructure, place political and financial strain on
cities rather than on regional agencies.
• Although the Bay Area has the ability to finance more of its
infrastructure, relying on local and regional financing could
put the region at a slight competitive disadvantage. For
example, many Bay Area communities already have high
sales taxes when compared to national averages.
• Private sector involvement in public sector infrastructure
or services, if carried out with inadequate fiscal and
administrative oversight, may result in excessive costs, poor
performance and/or unanticipated burdens. For example, after
the City of Chicago privatized its 36,000 parking meters, the
city’s inspector general concluded that “the city was paid,
conservatively, $974 million less for this 75-year lease than
the city would have received from 75 years of parking-meter
revenue.” And it gets worse: A non-compete clause prohibits
the city from building any parking lots or other developments
that might reduce the revenue at the parking meters.167 Any
such partnerships should be carefully reviewed and should
only be entered into if they help the public and private
partners achieve mutual long-term goals; in other words, they
must be more than just a means to raise short-term cash.
• P3s are new enough that there is no common approach to
P3 implementation (especially when they’re implemented
through infrastructure banks). A number of legal gray areas
could dissuade risk-averse cities and private entities from
entering these partnerships.
• Road pricing and other user fees raise concerns about
fairness. Drivers who cannot afford the toll are priced off the
road or forced to choose alternative routes or modes that
may be more time-consuming. Low-income motorists who
have no alternative will pay the toll but may not value the
time they’re saving more than the money they’re spending
on the toll. One way to address this inequity would be to
offer qualifying drivers a certain number of free trips per year
on the highways. FasTrak could manage this program.168
• Many of these measures would require a two-thirds
approval by the local electorate. It may be difficult to draw
support for tax increases on a regional basis, because some
communities will inevitably feel that they’ll derive less
benefit from the proposed project.

167 Cohen, Donald. “Cities Need to Weigh Costs of Private Partnerships.”
New York Times. July 23, 2013. Available at: http://dealbook.nytimes.
com/2013/07/23/cities-need-to-weigh-costs-of-private-partnerships/?_r=0.
For additional case studies, see: www.inthepublicinterest.org
168 SPUR. The Urban Future of Work, p. 42. 2012. Available at: www.spur.org/
sites/default/files/publications_pdfs/SPUR_The_Urban_Future_of_Work_
SPREADS.pdf.
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PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
FOR INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING
IN CHICAGO

Chicago is pioneering public-private partnerships (P3s) at the
regional level that could provide models for the Bay Area.
The Chicago Infrastructure Trust is an infrastructure
bank much like California’s I-Bank, but it operates at the
metropolitan scale.169 This is the first of its kind, and while
it’s too soon to gauge its efficacy,170 the Trust has already
raised $1.7 billion from Citibank, J.P. Morgan and others.
The Trust will identify infrastructure projects and needs
and solicit proposals from the private sector. It focuses
on programs that would provide more cost-effective
and environmentally friendly energy or reduce energy
consumption, that would repurpose underutilized city
assets to their best effect and that would renew or expand
transportation infrastructure in the most cost-effective ways.
The Trust will work to secure city and government approvals
and financing for approved projects. As with the I-Bank, the
Trust expects that projects financed will generate enough
revenue to pay the loans back—and perhaps even offer a
return in the long run.
Another type of P3 that may work well in the Bay Area,
the Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation
Efficiency Program (CREATE) 171 brings together the federal
government, the State of Illinois, the City of Chicago and all
of the freight and passenger rail companies that serve the
city. This group has been effective at addressing the region’s
rail infrastructure as a whole, despite fractured ownership of
infrastructure and competing regulatory jurisdictions.
Since the trains first arrived in the 1830s, railroad tracks
and junctions in Chicago have grown with little coordination,
resulting in a hodgepodge of at-grade crossings, overpasses
that lack clearance for tall or double-stacked trains, and
railroad/highway crossings. Since Chicago is a hub in
which six of the seven Class I freight railroads converge,
this monstrously inefficient network imposes costs on the
national as well as the regional economy, not to mention
that it contributes to the frustration of motorists.
CREATE aims to raise $3 billion in investments for
25 new roadway overpasses or underpasses, six new
rail overpasses or underpasses, and 36 other railroad
improvements. Although much of the planning has been
done and several projects are in place, the overall partnership
has been delayed due to fiscal inaction at the federal level.
169

See: Chicago Infrastructure Trust at: http://shapechicago.org

Kidd, David. “Is the Big Buildup of Chicago’s Infrastructure Bank
Justified?” Governing. December 2013. Available at: www.governing.
com/topics/transportation-infrastructure/gov-chicago-infrastructuretrust-build-up.html
170

171 Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program.
“About CREATE.” Available at: www.createprogram.org/about.htm
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STRATEGY 7: MANAGE THE REGION’S
TRANSPORTATION AS AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM
THAT IS EASY TO NAVIGATE.
To grow the economy, particularly middle-wage jobs, the region’s
transportation system should enable workers to access their
workplaces and other essential services as quickly and efficiently
as possible. The Bay Area’s transportation system includes
27 public transit operators, as well as dozens of shuttles, vanpools,
carpools, ride-sharing systems and other arrangements.
While most travel in the region takes place in a singleoccupant car, this strategy focuses on making transit and other
shared transportation options more viable for more workers.
This aligns with Plan Bay Area’s goal to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by shifting travel patterns. It is also good economics:
Making more efficient use of existing systems (like roads) by
encouraging a shift toward more carpools, vanpools, shuttles and
transit allows the same asset to be used by many more people.
Having better alternatives to automobile driving will make the
Bay Area more economically competitive as it enters an era in
which the government plans to reduce highway spending.
The overall goal of this strategy is to move in the direction
of increased spatial mobility—so that anyone in the Bay Area can
access high-quality work from wherever they are. People should
be able to live where they want and use a better-functioning
regional transportation system (which includes far more than
traditional public transit) to take them to their work or other
opportunities. Since transit alone cannot improve spatial mobility
in all areas, other options such as ride sharing, shuttles and
carpooling are also necessary.
This strategy emphasizes three key changes to the region’s
transportation system: Make the system more unified, particularly
through broader use of Clipper, expand the use of first- and lastmile shuttles, and invest in new transit where it is most needed.

Partners
Implementation of this strategy will require coordination between
transit operators, regional planning agencies (primarily MTC),
Congestion Management Agencies, employers and employer
associations. Local cities and county governments are also
essential to maintain support for land use plans and local street
design and transportation planning that reinforce transit.

Actions
7.1: Make the experience of transit in the Bay Area look
and feel like a more unified system.
Clipper is a step toward a unified experience. This payment
method (the Clipper card) is currently accepted on major transit
operators and is being adopted by smaller operators. But Clipper
is confined to public transit (and some parking garages).172
Expanding Clipper so that it can pay for additional parking
facilities, vanpools, shuttles, carpools, ride sharing, and bike
sharing will help create a unified brand for transportation. In
Helsinki, Finland, for example, a “mobility on demand” system
is combining a wide variety of transportation options (from bus
to train to taxi to car sharing) onto a single mobile platform. The
approach enables “point to point” travel that may become so
seamless that it replicates the advantages of car ownership.173
Clipper allows riders to use a variety of transit operators
relatively easily, but the system has few discounts for riders
whose total trip requires multiple operators (such as taking a local
bus to BART). Many of those operators do not have integrated
schedules or common fares, and the gaps make the travel
experience less seamless.
Over a million commuters cross a county boundary every day
to get to work. Many of the area’s 27 transit operators primarily
operate within one county. Regional services like BART, Caltrain,
Golden Gate Transit and AC Transit’s Transbay bus service handle
most of the transit trips across county boundaries. As noted earlier
in this report, workers who leave their county for work are more
likely to have higher wages than those who stay within their county.
But workers who transfer between different transit operators pay
two or more different fares. So reducing the cost of transferring
between transit operators supports economic mobility by making
it easier for many workers to access greater opportunities.
In addition to expanding Clipper, other steps to integrate the
region’s transportation system include:
• Set uniform fares for travel on all Bay Area transit operators.
For example, the cost of a local trip would be the same
across transit operators, as would the age cutoff and fare for
a youth or senior. There are currently many disparate fare
policies across the region’s transit systems.

172

See: www.mtc.ca.gov/news/press_releases/rel615.htm

Greenfield, Adam. “Helsinki’s Ambitious Plan to Make
Car Ownership Pointless in 10 Years.” The Guardian. July 10,
2014. Available at: www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/jul/10/
helsinki-shared-public-transport-plan-car-ownership-pointless
173
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• Establish a common approach to fares that is
either zone-based or distance-based. As noted
above, someone who has to take a bus to
reach BART or Caltrain should not pay extra.
Establishing uniform fares for travel across
any or all transit operators within a zone is
one solution. A related solution, distancebased fares would eliminate any transfer
penalty and would price the transit trip based
on how long the trip is, not on how many
transit operators are used.
• Create shared schedules. Transfers between
systems only work when the bus or train is
there. Unified schedules would be a step
toward ensuring seamless transfers.
• Produce a common regional transit map.
Individual transit operators have their own
unique transit maps, which do not always
show other operators, making it difficult for
those who are unfamiliar with the transit
system to use adjoining transit systems.
Clipper, or a future smartphone-based payment
system, could be the consumer-facing system that
implements coordinated fares and transfers (once
Clipper is ubiquitous throughout the region). An
integrated payment system could build in discounts
for using different transportation options and could
save users money.

“I DON’T THINK THE EMPLOYERS UNDERSTAND HOW MANY OF
THEIR EMPLOYEES ARE DEPENDENT ON PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION.
I THINK IF THE EMPLOYERS UNDERSTOOD THAT THEIR EMPLOYEES
– AND DEPENDING ON THE PRODUCT, THEIR CUSTOMERS – USE
PUBLIC TRANSIT – THEY’D BE MORE SUPPORTIVE.”
Worker in the South Bay, interviewed for this project

One example that demonstrates the potential—
and potential challenges—of a regional fare system
is the monthly pass arrangement between SF Muni
and BART. Those who hold Muni monthly passes
can also ride BART within San Francisco, which
allows for seamless use of BART and Muni. However,
the system only works within San Francisco and
requires monthly pass holders to pay a premium
to use BART (despite the fact that during off-peak
hours it is cheaper for BART to carry the passenger
than Muni). Nonetheless, a similar arrangement
between AC Transit and BART in the East Bay could
lower transit costs for workers while allowing them
to use local buses to access regional rail.
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Internationally, Transport for London (TfL)
shows the promise of a regional fare and consumerfacing system. TfL promotes the Oyster card as a
payment method that can be used on various transit
options, such as buses, trams, light rail, subways,
riverboats and even national rail services within the
Greater London region. Note that various private
companies provide transportation services in London,
but the TfL and Oyster card branding integrates
all the services to make a unified system. The card
includes a pay-as-you-go feature that ensures
travelers never pay more than the price of a day pass.
7.2: Expand first- and last-mile programs,
such as shuttles.
Throughout the Bay Area, only about a quarter of
all jobs are located within half a mile of a regional
transit stop. Hundreds of thousands of additional
jobs are located 1 to 3 miles away, too far for most
commuters to walk. This gap between the transit
station and the job has become a “last-mile” barrier
to taking transit to work. Often, no transit lines
cover these gaps, and a traditional fixed route may
not be cost-effective. Similarly, many commuters
have a “first-mile” gap, meaning that their home
is more than a mile from a major transit station.
Collectively, these first- and last-mile gaps limit the
number of commuters who use transit.
The following are several tactics to close firstand last-mile gaps:
• Form transportation management
organizations to pool resources to cover the
costs of last-mile solutions such as shuttle
services, better bicycling and walking
infrastructure, and carpooling and ride
sharing between employees. For example,
small businesses in the Shadelands business
park are exploring funding a shuttle to and
from the Pleasant Hill BART station.174
• Expand car-sharing and ride-sharing options for
workers. The cost of owning and maintaining
a vehicle is prohibitive for low- to moderatewage workers. In the car-sharing model,
workers reduce their travel costs by only
paying when they need to use a vehicle. Cities
can fund car-sharing organizations to provide
service near neighborhoods with significant
numbers of low- and moderate-wage workers,
with good transit service and with work
174 Nardi, Elisabeth. “Shadelands to Get New Direct
Bus Service to BART.” Contra Costa Times. April
25, 2014. Available at: www.contracostatimes.
com/contra-costa-times/ci_25639131/
walnut-creek-shadelands-get-new-direct-bus-service
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centers. Employers can collaborate to establish
vanpools or organize ride sharing that brings
workers from designated neighborhoods to
a single employer site or a job center. This
strategy is particularly important in lowerdensity and rural areas, where fixed-route
transit service is not cost-effective.
• Give low-, moderate- and middle-wage
workers (particularly contractors) access to
existing employer shuttles. Employers and
office park managers can run shuttles to
and from communities with larger shares of
contractors and can market shuttle services to
these workers.
7.3: Invest in additional transit where and
when most used and needed.
To make traditional fixed-route transit service faster,
transit agencies should focus their resources and
add service frequency in high-ridership corridors.
But decisions about adding new routes and making
service on some routes more frequent should
be made in tandem with plans for economic and
workforce development and new housing.
The following steps outline where additional
investment in expanding transit could benefit
workers:
• Consider adding new transit service outside
of the peak commute periods. Some lowerwage workers do not have 9-to-5 schedules
and would benefit from transit service that
operates during the early morning and/or late
at night. For example, BART is exploring latenight bus service from the Mission District to
the East Bay after train service stops for the
night, which would help both workers and
visitors.
• Implement physical street improvements
that will increase the speed of transit. Transit
agencies should work with city partners to
decrease travel time. Raising transit speed
will allow workers to travel farther in a given
amount of time, thereby offering them more
access to opportunities.
• Encourage employers to subsidize transit
passes. When employers provide transit
passes, it reduces the cost of transit for
workers and may allow some workers to live
without a car. Implementing the Regional
Commute Benefit law (SB 1339) can help
accomplish this, although this bill only
requires employers to provide access to
pre-tax commuter benefits, not to provide
any direct funding for commuting.
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Challenges
• Most workers in the region will continue
to use single-occupancy vehicles because
current land use patterns make driving faster
than transit for most commuters.
• Integrating Clipper with other transportation
options and implementing a regional fare
policy will not necessarily increase the
number of transit riders substantially. Transit
cost is not the biggest or only barrier to using
transit to get to work. Service quality and
reliability are also significant factors.

The region has more than
two-dozen separate transit
operators, each with unique
brands, fares and schedules.
The update to Clipper is an
opportunity to establish a
unified transit experience
throughout the region.

• The cost to integrate Clipper with other
transportation services might be prohibitive.
Coordination among multiple agencies,
vendors, transportation providers and
stakeholders will be difficult.
• Locating the funding and determining how to
deploy shuttles, vanpools and first- and last-mile
transportation options will take a lot of effort.
• Focusing transit resources on high-ridership
corridors could shift funding from lesser-used
services like first- and last-mile transit and latenight services that cater to lower-wage workers.
Reducing the zero-sum game in transit funding
means forging better connections between
traditional public transit and other, more flexible
services, such as ride sharing.
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STATE AND FEDERAL ROLES IN ECONOMIC GROWTH

A key finding of this overall report is that regions are extremely
limited in their ability to pursue strategies that directly result in a
dramatic increase in middle-wage employment. Instead, federal
and state policies and investments heavily shape the extent to
which the economy grows and whether or not it produces middlewage jobs. In short, investments equal jobs, and policies shape
markets.
In these areas, both federal and state investments have a major
impact on job growth and job quality:
• Education: The majority of funding for K-12 and higher
education comes from the state government. An important,
though smaller, share of funding for education comes from
the federal government.
• Workforce development: The bulk of funds for training
comes from the federal government, but the state plays a
major role as well.
• Health care: Funding for health care affects access to care
for large numbers of people (from veterans to seniors to
those with lower incomes).
• Transportation: All major transportation projects, such as
the Bay Bridge rebuild and the BART extension to San Jose,
require significant investment from the federal or state
government. Since the real value of the gas tax is declining,
the federal government provides significantly less funding
for transportation investments (even though the needs for
these funds are increasing).
• Other infrastructure (such as energy and broadband):
Federal and state investments are also important for the
energy grid, and the telecommunications network.
• Housing: Federal and state investment in housing ranges
from tax expenditures like the mortgage interest deduction
to funding for programs such as public housing, vouchers
(like Section 8), tax credits for affordable housing
developers and more.
On the policy side, the following are some key regulations that
make a big impact on economic growth and middle-wage job
creation.
Federal role
• Immigration: Policy action or inaction on immigration
reform affects both the flow of workers to Bay Area
companies and the daily lives of tens of thousands of
residents who seek citizenship or legal status.

• Trade: The specifics of trade agreements impact the
availability of export markets for Bay Area companies, as
well as the extent to which Bay Area companies compete
with lower-priced imports in the domestic market.
• Taxes: Decisions about overall government revenues from
all sources of taxes shape federal investment. Policies
about specific taxes such as the gas tax or tax credits
(for renewable energy or clean vehicles, for example)
have a direct impact on markets that may benefit specific
industries within the Bay Area.
• Currency: The value of the dollar relative to other
currencies directly affects foreign investment, as well as
the competitiveness of domestic goods and services in
export markets.
State role
• Redevelopment: The elimination of the redevelopment
system has had a major impact on funding for affordable
housing, as well as on cities’ abilities to finance the
revitalization of their downtowns or other areas.
• Revenue: State policies on taxes affect the extent to which
local governments or regions are able to secure their own
funding sources. For example, state rules dictate that
two-thirds of voters must approve local sales taxes or
GO bonds for transportation. Similarly, the state controls
the process for changing the gas tax or imposing tolls on
highways.
• Environmental policies: The California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) plays a major role in the process for
approving development projects, especially projects within
existing urbanized areas (like many parts of the Bay Area).
Local areas and regions have very limited discretion to
make changes to the law.
• Land use planning: While local governments retain the
power to determine land uses, their power flows from
the state. Attempts to more closely tie transportation
spending with land use planning (such as SB 375’s
requirement that each metropolitan planning organization
must complete a Sustainable Communities Strategy) are
products of state law. State policy and action could further
encourage local plans to be in accordance with regional
plans and/or state priorities.
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CHAPTER 6 | ECONOMIC SECURITY

Goal C: Upgrade conditions
in lower-wage jobs.

Increasing economic opportunity for lower-wage workers
will require a multi-pronged approach; in addition to
improving pathways into middle-wage jobs, it will also be
necessary to improve the quality of a substantial portion of
lower-wage jobs.
The strategies in Goal C focus on changes to hiring,
employment and compensation practices in the lowerwage segment of the labor market. Strategy 8 focuses on
improving conditions (such as a minimum wage increase)
for all lower-wage workers within a geographic area.
Strategy 9 focuses on professionalizing and improving
conditions for all workers in a specific industry (such
as janitors or security guards). Strategy 10 focuses on
raising wages or achieving specific public benefits for
workers who are directly connected to public investments
or to a major policy action.
Background and context
Goal C speaks to building basic economic security,
which some have argued is a necessary precursor to
economic self-sufficiency. Quite simply, low wages
limit one’s ability to make investments that support
upward mobility. When workers’ wages are low,
most income goes toward basic living expenses.
This leaves little left over to finance education
or training, to serve as a reserve for periods of
unemployment or underemployment, to invest in
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an entrepreneurship opportunity or to pay for other
opportunities, such as purchasing a car or paying
more in transportation costs to access a better job
farther away.
In addition, many lower-wage workers must
cope with unpredictable work schedules and
unstable annual earnings. This also limits their
upward mobility by making it hard for them to get a
second job, search for higher-paying work or attend
training or school and by diminishing their physical
and mental health.175
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Improving a worker’s
economic security can
enable them to spend more
time with their family, pursue
additional education or other
activities that strengthen
their quality of life.

Achieving basic economic security through
work is an essential part of improving economic
and career mobility. Quite simply, before workers
can pursue higher goals, they must fulfill their basic
needs for food, shelter and security.176 If workers
have two full-time jobs just to pay for basic needs,
then they are unlikely to have either the time or the
energy to enroll in training. If they can’t afford a
mobile phone or home Internet service, they are at
a severe disadvantage in searching for a job. If they
have no assets and live paycheck to paycheck, they
will find it very difficult to start their own business
as a pathway to the middle.
In addition to the challenges to economic
mobility posed by low wages, many workers
are also challenged by the instability created
by unpredictable or precarious employment
relationships. Many industries are participating in a
long-term trend away from traditional employment
relationships toward contingent workforces, with an
increased use of contract, leased, seasonal or parttime employees, temporary agencies, independent
consultants and even day laborers.177 This approach
offers flexibility for the employer but rarely provides
stable employment or workplace protections. Even
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some workers with secure jobs with benefits do
not have consistent schedules as employers use
automated scheduling software that adjusts each
employees work hours weekly.178 Many contingent
workers do not earn middle-income wages.
The strategies in Goal C will both improve
productivity for employers and improve wages and
working conditions for employees.

175 Eisenbrey, Ross. Improving the Quality of Jobs
Through Better Labor Standards. Available at: www.
pathtofullemployment.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/
eisenbrey.pdf
176 In the field of human psychology, the principle that basic
necessities must be met before pursuing higher-order goals
was first delineated in Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. See: www.
edpsycinteractive.org/topics/conation/maslow.html
177 http://www.dol.gov/_sec/media/reports/dunlop/
section5.htm
178 Kantor, Jodi. Working Anything but 9 to 5: Scheduling
Technology Leaves Low-Income Parents With Hours of Chaos.
New York Times. August 13, 2014. Available at: http://www.
nytimes.com/interactive/2014/08/13/us/starbucks-workersscheduling-hours.html
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Key findings
The following key findings reinforce the need for strategies that
support economic security:
• There will be a substantial number of lower-wage job
openings in the coming years. Projections through 2020
show an anticipated 50,000 lower-wage job openings
annually, but only 30,000 annual middle-wage job
openings. Many of the occupations that pay lower wages
(such as child-care providers, janitors, groundkeepers and
restaurant employees) are likely to grow over time.
• There are not enough job openings in the middle to benefit
substantial numbers of current lower-wage workers. With the
current workforce consisting of more than 1.1 million low- to
moderate-wage workers, even the most effective ways to
promote upward mobility could only assist 3 percent of the
current pool of lower-wage workers per year in moving up.
Add to this the large pools of unemployed workers, young
adults newly entering the workforce and middle-wage workers
changing jobs, and the ratio of middle-wage jobs to potential
jobseekers drops lower still.
• Many workers remain in lower-wage jobs throughout their
entire careers. Close to half of lower-wage workers are over 35.
• Lower-wage workers tend to lack stability in both assets
and income. Many lower-wage workers have jobs that
don’t allow them to acquire sufficient hours or a consistent
schedule.179 Inconsistent hours equates to unstable income.
Workers in such a situation are less likely to sacrifice certain
work hours to take a training course, invest time and
resources in seeking a new occupation or even take out a
loan to start a new business.
• Workers who are able to secure the training or experience
necessary for higher-wage jobs often confront barriers in
the hiring process. An increasing proportion of employers
utilize broad (often automated) screening that employs
blanket criteria to exclude large pools of applicants, even
if the applicants possess all of the skills, experience and
qualifications needed. The most common manifestation
of this phenomenon is the requirement that applicants
check a box if they have ever been convicted of a crime.
Other employment screens may eliminate those with a
recent spell of unemployment, those without a generic
bachelor’s degree (even if the position does not require a
college degree in a specific field) or, in some states (but not
California), those with a low credit score.
• Firms in industries or sub-sectors with a significant share of
lower-wage workers face competitive pressures that make
it difficult for them to change their cost structure. Some
industries, such as fast food restaurants or discount retail,
have evolved a business model that depends on using a
high-turnover workforce with a majority of low-skilled,
low-wage workers. When this model predominates, it
creates a substantial barrier to any employer that wants
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to invest more in their workforce through higher wages or
benefits. Even if investment in the workforce would lead
to improved productivity over the long term, in the short
term the additional expense would place that employer at
a competitive disadvantage compared to other firms in the
industry.

Proposed strategies
The following are three key strategies to upgrade conditions for
workers at the bottom of the wage scale:
• Strategy 8: Raise the floor by increasing minimum
standards for equal opportunity, working conditions and
compensation in lower-wage occupations. This strategy
focuses on setting uniform labor standards across an entire
geographic area, such as a city or county.
• Strategy 9: Organize and professionalize industries to
improve wages, benefits and career ladders. This strategy
focuses on improving the conditions across an entire industry.
• Strategy 10: Establish standards to ensure that the
investment of public dollars is aligned with the goal of
economic opportunity. This strategy focuses on the direct
role played by public sector entities as market actors
by setting baseline measures for investments that are
connected to public sector funding or policy decisions.
While each strategy helps improve conditions for lower-wage
workers, not all of the approaches described in Goal C are
appropriate in every community, and not all possible approaches
are listed. The approaches discussed here were selected because
they offered the following benefits: (1) the ability to set uniform
standards across an entire sector or area, (2) the potential
to increase economic security for a substantial portion of all
lower-wage workers in a region or locality and (3) demonstrated
feasibility (that is, approaches that have already been successfully
implemented in one or more areas).180

179 For example, a City University of New York (CUNY) survey of employees
at large retail establishments in New York found that 83 percent of workers
surveyed did not have a set schedule at their place of work. See: http://
retailactionproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/7-75_RAP+cover_
lowres.pdf and www.nwlc.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/collateral_damage_
scheduling_fact_sheet.pdf
180 Numerous other approaches exist, ranging from food assistance to
matched savings accounts and many more. This section does not attempt to
enumerate every such strategy. Rather, the approaches profiled are limited
to those with a direct link to work, reflecting the mandate of the Economic
Prosperity Strategy to focus on employment. In addition, approaches to
inadequate wages may focus on the cost side of the equation, by attempting
to reduce costs for necessities like housing and transportation, which typically
make up large portions of low-wage workers’ budgets. Access to and the
affordability of housing and transportation are addressed under Goal B.
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STRATEGY 8: RAISE THE FLOOR BY INCREASING
MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY,
WORKING CONDITIONS AND COMPENSATION.
Raising the floor refers to lifting the minimum labor standards
or conditions for workers in a geographic area. Historically,
establishing uniform standards across an entire industry and/or
geographic region has been one of the most effective large-scale
interventions for raising the floor. From establishing occupational
health and safety rules to banning child labor, workplace standards
have been essential to both increasing opportunity and creating
incentives for industries to modernize and improve efficiency.181
Efforts to establish uniform workplace standards are often
undertaken at the state or federal level. There may be considerable
advantage to having a single statewide or national standard
rather than local standards, which may differ among jurisdictions.
However, experimentation and innovation at the local level can also
bring significant benefits, building on the American tradition of
cities and regions as “laboratories of democracy.”
For a city or county, “raise the floor” strategies may serve
one of three functions:
• As complementary policies to those established at higher
levels of government (e.g., local assistance to enforce
California’s new laws governing wage and hours)
• As stop-gap measures in instances where state or federal
policy is absent or does not meet local needs (e.g., inflation
adjustments to minimum wages to keep pace with the cost
of living)
• As opportunities to experiment with policies that may
eventually be adopted state- or nationwide (e.g., Healthy
San Francisco, an employer health care coverage mandate
is now being integrated with the national Affordable Care
Act, the national health insurance mandate.)
By establishing or increasing basic workplace standards, the
models described below have the potential to improve lower-wage
workers’ stability, economic security and access to opportunity.
181 Baland, Jean-Marie, and James A. Robinson. “Is Child Labor Inefficient?”
Journal of Political Economy 108.4: pp. 663–679. 2000. Available at: www.
jstor.org/stable/10.1086/316097; Basu, Kaushik, and Pham Hoang Van. “The
Economics of Child Labor.” American Economic Review 88.3: pp. 412–427.
Available at: http://myweb.lmu.edu/ahealy/474_psets/articles/article3_
childlabor.pdf
182 For an assessment of the nine established local minimum-wage laws, see:
Reich, Michael, Ken Jacobs, and Annette Bernhardt. Local Minimum Wage
Laws: Impacts on Workers, Families and Businesses. IRLE Working Paper No.
104-14. 2014. Available at: http://irle.berkeley.edu/workingpapers/104-14.pdf

In New Mexico, the City of Albuquerque, the City of Santa Fe, the County
of Santa Fe and the County of Bernalillo all have local minimum wages. The
City of Santa Fe was one of the first in the nation to establish a local minimum
wage. In 2014, the County of Santa Fe voted to establish a countywide
183
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Partners
The key actors for this strategy include city and county
governments (including elected officials), business organizations
and employer groups, labor unions, and community organizations.

Actions
8.1: Adopt local and/or subregional minimum wage
ordinances.
As noted previously, there are distinct advantages to a federal or
state minimum wage law, which can provide uniform regulation.
However, the existing federal minimum wage is not indexed for
inflation, is not adjusted for regional differences in cost of living,
and for several decades has failed to keep pace with productivity
growth or even with inflation.182 Numerous cities and counties
throughout the United States have enacted higher minimum
wages.183
In California, the state minimum wage is higher than the
federal minimum wage but is also far below the cost of living
for much of the Bay Area. In recent years, voters in several
cities (including San Francisco and San Jose) have approved
ballot initiatives to establish a local minimum wage ordinance.
Numerous other cities have approved or are considering
establishing their own minimum wage.184
The following are some of the key steps and policy options to
consider in establishing local minimum wages:
• Engage in outreach and communication with both
businesses and employees as the ordinance is being
designed.
• Incorporate an annual inflation adjustment, often based on
the regional Consumer Price Index.

minimum wage at the same level as the city’s, currently $10.66 per hour. On
the East Coast, Montgomery County and Prince George’s County, Maryland
and Washington, D.C. have local minimum wages. In November 2013, voters
in SeaTac, Washington narrowly approved the nation’s then-highest minimum
wage at $15 per hour. The measure faced a legal challenge about whether or
not it applied to workers at the SeaTac airport, Seattle’s international airport
located in the City of SeaTac. The City of Seattle is in the process of enacting
a local minimum wage, which would reach $15 per hour over several years of
phased increases.
184 The Richmond City Council voted to enact a local minimum wage in March
2014. Oakland, Berkeley, Sunnyvale, Mountain View and unincorporated Santa
Clara County are all at various stages of implementing or considering local
minimum wages.
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• Clearly specify how the ordinance is to be
applied to employees who perform work both
within and outside of the city.
• Coordinate with surrounding jurisdictions
to enact the same minimum wage across a
county or subregion.
• Limit exemptions (such as after school or
summer youth programs for 16 and 17 year
olds) so eligibility and enforcement are
clear.185
A few public policy researchers have floated the
idea of a state minimum wage policy that expressly
provides higher minimum wages for certain regions
or areas of the state whose economies could support
those wages. For example, higher-wage economies
such as Marin, San Francisco and San Mateo counties
might be assigned a higher minimum wage, while
areas like Solano County might remain at a lower
minimum wage, likely at the same level as the
broader State’s minimum wage.186

8.2: Enact earned sick days ordinances or
other paid time off.
Earned sick days provide employees with the right
to accrue paid time off that can be used when they
fall ill or must care for a child or family member who
is ill. Nationally, an estimated 40 million American
workers, nearly 40 percent of the private sector
workforce, have jobs that provide no paid sick
days.187

Raise the floor strategies like
local minimum wages and
earned sick days provide
tremendous and benefits to
many lower-wage workers.
While these measures
increase direct costs to
employers, they can result
in reduced turnover which
increases productivity.

185 San Francisco’s updated local minimum wage
(Proposition J on the November 2014 ballot) includes
exemptions only for 16 and 17 year olds in after-school or
summer youth programs where the government is paying a
nonprofit to employ the youth for a short duration (such as
the Mayor’s Youth Employment Program, or MYEP) or for
workers over the age of 55 working at nonprofits who are also
providing services to seniors.
186 The idea of a higher statewide minimum wage that
established different indexed minimum wages for different
areas was one of the policy concepts discussed at the Leap
Forward conference in Los Angeles in February 2014. See:
http://leapforwardproject.org/conference/
187 Gould, Elise, Kai Filion, and Andrew Green. The Need for
Paid Sick Days. Economic Policy Institute. June 2011. Available
at: www.epi.org/publication/the_need_for_paid_sick_days
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There is currently no federal policy requiring paid sick days
(or paid time off of any kind). In the absence of federal action, U.S.
cities and states have moved to establish policies on earned sick
days. Cities that have passed ordinances requiring some type of
paid sick days in the private sector include San Francisco; Seattle;
New York City; Washington, D.C.; Newark and Jersey City in New
Jersey; and Portland, Oregon. The only state that has enacted
such a law for all workers in the state is Connecticut.
An earned sick days ordinance typically allows workers
to accrue an hour of sick leave (or paid time off) for a certain
number of hours worked. For example, for every 30 hours worked,
a worker would earn one hour of paid time off. There could be a
maximum accrual per year, which could also vary based on the
total number of employees.
Lower-wage workers are much less likely to work in jobs
that provide paid sick days than are higher-wage workers. An
analysis of the 2010 BLS National Compensation Survey found
that the incidence of paid sick days rose steadily with wages;
86 percent of workers in the highest-wage quartile had access
to paid sick days, compared to just 32 percent of workers in the
lowest-wage quartile.188
Not only does the lack of paid sick days raise public health
issues (because employees may continue to report to work
when they’re impaired and/or contagious), but it also damages
low-wage workers’ income stability. A worker who is too sick
to work for just two days in a month loses two days’ pay—that’s
equivalent to a 9.2 percent pay cut. As discussed above, a lack
of income stability tends to wipe out savings, push workers into
debt and destroy their ability to take the financial risk needed to
leap to a higher-paying career.
In 2006, San Francisco voters adopted a paid sick day
ordinance. It requires employers to offer paid sick leave at a
rate of one hour for every 30 hours worked after the first three
months on the job. Employees who work in businesses with
fewer than 10 employees can accumulate up to 40 hours (five
days) of paid sick leave per year. Employees at businesses with
10 or more employees can accumulate up to 72 hours (nine
days) of paid sick leave per year.189
Best practices in existing sick time laws include:
• Flexibility for employers in implementing the policy. Many
businesses have established systems for the accrual of paid
time off; for example, rather than providing vacation days
and sick days separately, they may combine the two into
a flexible “time bank” known as Paid Time Off. A flexibility
provision can allow businesses to use PTO or other existing
policies to comply with the new law, as long as the accrued
time off can be used for the purposes enumerated in the
ordinance.
• A tiered requirement for smaller businesses, which recognizes
the particular burden on businesses with fewer employees by
requiring fewer sick leave hours for smaller firms.
• A collective bargaining waiver provision, which would
exempt existing collective bargaining contracts that have
a different provision regarding sick time, so that employers
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PAID SICK DAYS IN PORTLAND, OR

The Portland Protected Sick Time Ordinance was passed
in March 2013 to take effect Jan. 1, 2014. The Portland
ordinance covers all employees who work within the city
boundaries for at least 240 hours per year. It allows them to
accrue one hour of sick time for every 30 hours worked, up
to 40 hours (5 days) of leave per year. Employers with 6 or
more employees must offer paid sick days. Those with 5 or
fewer employees may offer unpaid sick days.
Flexibility for employers is built into the ordinance; Paid
Time Off or paid vacation days can also be used to meet
the requirements of the ordinance, as long as the time off
accrued may be taken without notice if it is needed for the
purpose of sick leave.
Earned sick days may be used for an employee’s own
health, a family member, or to address issues caused by
domestic violence, sexual harassment, assault or stalking.
The City is contracting with the State Bureau of Labor
and Industries for monitoring and enforcement.190

are not placed in the position of having to comply with two
contradictory, legally binding requirements at the same time.
• A flexibility provision allowing workers to choose to swap
shifts rather than take sick time and permitting them to
use their earned sick days to care for a sick child, family
member or other designated person.
• Safe leave, which allows accrued sick time to be used
as “safe” days for victims of domestic violence, sexual
harassment, assault or stalking (for instance, if a victim
needs to leave his or her home and seek shelter)
Localities that have established earned sick leave statutes
include San Francisco,191 Jersey City,192 Newark,193 New York
188

Ibid.

189

See: http://sfgsa.org/index.aspx?page=419

The Portland Protected Sick Time Ordinance was passed in March 2013 to
take effect Jan. 1, 2014. Earned sick leave may be used for an employee’s own
health, a family member, or to address issues caused by domestic violence,
sexual harassment, assault or stalking. The City is contracting with the State
Bureau of Labor and Industries for monitoring and enforcement. More info:
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/sicktime/
190

191 For more information on San Francisco’s paid sick leave, see San
Francisco’s Office of Labor Standards Enforcement at http://sfgsa.org/index.
aspx?page=419
192 More info: http://www.dcejc.org/2013/12/18/
dc-just-passed-great-minimum-wage-and-paid-sick-days-bills-whats-in-them/
193 http://www.njbiz.com/article/20140128/NJBIZ01/140129732/
Newark-passes-mandatory-paid-sick-leave-policy
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City,194 Portland (see sidebar), Seattle 195 and the District of
Colombia. For a more comprehensive analysis, the National
Partnership for Women and Families maintains a chart of
enacted earned sick leave statutes, which compares the major
provisions of each.196
Building on these existing policies, a number of states and
localities are now considering adopting earned sick leave legislation.
In the Bay Area, a ballot initiative for the city of Oakland has been
introduced which would enact an earned sick leave statute.
8.3: Establish “ban the box”/fair chance hiring policies.
The “ban the box” approach, also known as “fair chance hiring,”
eliminates the check box on an initial job application where a
prospective employee must divulge if they have been arrested, have
been convicted of or have pled guilty to a crime. Under the new
policy, every applicant has an equal opportunity to be evaluated
based on their qualifications. Individual criminal background checks
or inquiries about criminal records may still be carried out, but they
take place after the initial application screening.
Currently, applications from ex-offenders are commonly
screened out at the very beginning of the process, without ever
being read. In online applications, checking the box that indicates
a prior arrest and conviction may automatically exclude the
application from further consideration.197 This practice can turn
even a minor offense into lifelong exclusion from many types
of employment, creating a permanent underclass of individuals
who cannot access economic opportunity. An estimated 7 million
Californians have a criminal history.198
Because “ban the box” policies intersect with federal
regulations regarding equal opportunity in hiring, any proposed
policy should align with 2012 guidance by the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which found
that “an employer’s neutral policy (e.g., excluding applicants
from employment based on certain criminal conduct) may
disproportionately impact some individuals protected under Title
VII, and may violate the law if not job related and consistent with
business necessity.” Rather than excluding all applicants with a

194 Grynbaum, Michael M. and Kate Taylorjan, “Mayor and Speaker to Seek
Further Expansion of Sick Pay.” New York Times, Jan. 17, 2014. http://www.
nytimes.com/2014/01/17/nyregion/mayor-and-speaker-to-seek-furtherexpansion-of-sick-pay.html?_r=1
195 http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/CityAuditor/
auditreports/PSSTOUWReportwAppendices.pdf

The chart is available at http://www.nationalpartnership.org/researchlibrary/work-family/psd/paid-sick-days-statutes.pdf
196

197 Lagos, Marisa. “Push to Ban Crime Box on Job Applications Expands.” San
Francisco Chronicle. December 10, 2013. Available at: www.sfgate.com/default/
article/Push-to-ban-crime-box-on-job-applications-expands-5049663.php
198

Ibid.

See: EEOC Enforcement Guidance, No. 915.002, issued April 25, 2012.
Available at: www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/arrest_conviction.cfm
199

200 Blades, Meteor. “Nebraska Joins States Banning Employers from Asking
Job Applicants About Criminal History.” Alternet. April 18, 2014. Available at:
www.alternet.org/labor/nebraska-joins-states-banning-employers-asking-jobapplicants-about-criminal-history?akid=11731.30540.NHW0jJ&rd=1&src=newsl
etter983258&t=11
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criminal record, the EEOC recommends that employers instead
develop “a targeted screen considering at least the nature of the
crime, the time elapsed, and the nature of the job . . . then provide
an opportunity for an individualized assessment for those people
identified by the screen, to determine if the policy as applied is
job related and consistent with business necessity.”199
In 2013, the State of California passed AB 218, a basic “ban
the box” bill that prohibits state and local government employers
from screening job applicants for criminal conviction history until
the agency determines potential hires’ minimum qualifications.
Minnesota, Illinois, Maryland and Rhode Island all passed similar
laws in 2013. In total, 11 states have enacted some variety of “ban
the box” policy, most recently Nebraska; five of those states
have extended the policy to private employers. 200 In addition,
56 U.S. municipalities have removed questions about arrest
and conviction records from their initial applications for public
employment. 201
Some private employers have voluntarily implemented
their own “ban the box” policy. In November 2013, Target
announced that it would stop asking about criminal records on
job applications at all of its 1,800 stores. 202
California’s new law applies only to public sector employers;
additional innovation at the local and regional levels could broaden
opportunities in private as well as public employment. 203 For
example, in 2012 the Oakland City Council approved a community
benefits plan for the $1 billion Oakland Army Base redevelopment
project that included a “ban the box” policy, which applies to all
construction and permanent jobs to be created by the project. 204
The City and County of San Francisco eliminated the
criminal background question on initial applications for most
city jobs in 2006. In February 2014 it adopted a “Fair Chance
Ordinance” that establishes a similar policy for most private
employers. The ordinance, which took effect on August 13,
2014, will apply to businesses with 20 or more employees. The
legislation requires employers to reserve questions about criminal
records until the interview stage. It exempts positions for which
criminal history is relevant to the work being performed, such
as child-care providers or security guards. 205 A diverse range of
201 National Employment Law Project. Ban the Box: Resource Guide. January
2014. Available at: http://nelp.3cdn.net/cebc75246d6b12f887_skm6bsijp.pdf
202 Moore, Janet. “Target to Ban Criminal History Box on Job Applications.”
Minneapolis Star Tribune. October 26, 2013. Available at: www.startribune.com/
business/229310141.html
203 The National Employment Law Project (NELP) provides legal information,
reports on states and localities that have adopted “ban the box” policies, and
standardized model legislation. Much of this information is available at: www.
nelp.org/site/issues/category/criminal_records_and_employment
204 Jails to Jobs. “Ban the Box Gains Victory at
Oakland Army Base Redevelopment Project.” June
22, 2012. Available at: http://jailstojobs.org/wordpress/
ban-the-box-gains-victory-at-oakland-army-base-redevelopment-project
205 The ordinance is available at: http://sfgsa.org/index.aspx?page=6599
See also: Lagos, Marisa, supra note 53, and Lagos, Marisa. “San Francisco
Supervisors Pass ‘Ban the Box’ Law. SF Gate. February 4, 2014. Available at:
www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/San-Francisco-supervisors-pass-ban-thebox-law-5204942.php
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organizations supported the San Francisco ordinance, from the
Community Housing Partnership to the San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce. 206
8.4: Strengthen local enforcement of wage and
hours laws.
Low- to moderate-wage workers are disproportionally subject to
violations of wage and hour laws. These wage and hour laws are
typically state and federal (and sometimes local) requirements for
employers to pay their employees for time worked. In addition to
impacting the economic stability of the affected workers, wage and
hour violations put the majority of employers who follow the law at a
competitive disadvantage to the minority of employers who do not.
Wage and hour violations may include the following:
• Paying less than the applicable minimum wage
• Failing to pay employees for hours worked or requiring
employees to work off the clock
• Failing to pay overtime
• Misclassifying workers in order to avoid paying overtime
• Denying required meal and rest breaks
• Taking tips that are legally owed to employees
• Deducting illegal fees from wages owned
• Paying with invalid checks or not paying wages due at all
The net result of these activities is a reduction in the hourly pay of
the affected worker; the worker may end up making less than the
minimum wage that the law or the employment contract allows.
Substantial numbers of Bay Area workers are affected. In
Santa Clara County, for example, in 2012 and 2013 approximately
2,000 workers were awarded wage and hour judgments totaling
$8.4 million in owed wages. 207

206 Sabatini, Joshua. “‘Ban the Box’ Initiative on Felony Violations Gathers
Support Ahead of Supervisors Vote.” San Francisco Examiner. January 28,
2014. Available at: www.sfexaminer.com/sanfrancisco/ban-the-box-initiativeon-felony-identifications-gathers-support-ahead-of-supervisors-vote/
Content?oid=2688774
207 Gleeson, Sharon, Ruth Silver Taube, and Charlotte Noss. Santa Clara County
Wage Theft Report. Available at: www.sccgov.org/sites/owp/Documents/pub/
WageTheftReportFinal-2014.pdf

The most extensive study to date, published in 2009, was carried out by a
joint research team from UCLA, CUNY, Cornell, Rutgers and the University of
Illinois at Chicago and involved surveys of employees in low-wage industries
in three major U.S. cities: Los Angeles, New York and Chicago. It found that 68
percent of the workers surveyed had experienced a wage or hours violation in
the previous week. See: Greenhouse, Steven. “Low-Wage Workers Are Often
Cheated, Study Says.” New York Times. September 1, 2009. Available at: www.
nytimes.com/2009/09/02/us/02wage.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&pagewante
d=all See also: www.unprotectedworkers.org/index.php/broken_laws/index
208

An analysis of 2008–2011 data on wage and hour case records provided
by the California Division of Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE) found that,
of the $282 million issued in awards for unpaid wages, workers recovered
only $42 million. A variety of tactics were used to avoid paying wage claims,
including hiding assets or dissolving the existing business and reorganizing
as a new legal entity. In Santa Clara County, of the $8.4 million in wage and
209
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In addition to impacting the economic stability of the
affected workers, wage and hour violations put the majority of
employers who follow the law at a competitive disadvantage to
the minority of employers who do not.
By definition, wage and hour violations are already forbidden
by state and/or federal law. However, two issues combine
to make wage theft a widespread and persistent problem
throughout California and the United States. First, enforcement is
largely complaint-based, driven by workers’ individual claims. The
legal process for filing a claim can be complex and expensive, and
affected workers frequently do not file due to lack of information
on available remedies, fear of retaliation or job loss, or financial
challenges. For these reasons, a large portion of violations goes
unreported. 208
Second, even when an employer is found guilty of a wage
law violation and a penalty is imposed, in the majority of cases no
money is ever collected from the employer by either the injured
worker or the state. The same is true even when employers agree
to a settlement in wage and hour cases. 209
In California, three recently passed laws (AB 263, AB 524
and SB 666) provide additional tools for enforcement of wage
and hour statutes. 210 These bills give local government agencies,
which have more direct contact with both employers and workers,
the opportunity to play a role in community education, employer
outreach, legal support and assistance with enforcement of the
new laws.
To address wage and hours violations, local governments
across the country have begun to pass “wage theft ordinances.”211
In the Bay Area, San Francisco adopted a wage and hour
enforcement ordinance in 2011, and Santa Clara County is in the
process of developing a similar policy. An April 2014 staff report
recommended “adopt[ing] local tools to enforce existing state
and federal wage laws—for example, by utilizing the County’s
permitting and contracting processes to incentivize employers
not to engage in wage theft, by creating additional local penalties

hour judgments awarded in 2012 and 2013, only $2.8 million has been paid. On
rare occasions, classes of workers may sue an employer to recover lost wages.
In March 2014, employees working in Oakland, Fremont, Los Angeles, New
York and Michigan branches of a major fast food chain filed a class action suit
alleging that the locations where they worked engaged in a systematic practice
of underpaying workers by violating wage and hour laws, including failing to
pay overtime, requiring employees to work off the clock and altering time-card
records. See: http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2014/03/13/oakland-fremontmcdonalds-workers-allege-wage-theft-in-class-action-lawsuits
All three laws took effect on January 1, 2014. For a summary of the new
laws, see www.nelp.org/page/-/Justice/2013/ca-worker-protections-againstretaliation.pdf
210

211 Local jurisdictions that have adopted policies or ordinances
regarding wage and hour enforcement include Miami-Dade and Broward
Counties, Florida; Chicago; Seattle; New York City; San Francisco;
and Houston (www.houstontx.gov/council/h/committee/20130827/
wagetheftordinance.pdf). For stakeholders who may be seeking additional
tools, the National Employment Law Project (NELP) has compiled
extensive research and best practices for states and localities seeking
to reduce the incidence of wage theft. Many of these resources are
available at: www.nelp.org/index.php/content/content_issues/category/
strengthening_government_enforcement_of_wage_laws
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF “RAISING THE FLOOR”

A 2013 review of the most recent decade of economic research
on minimum wages found that “the weight of that evidence
points to little or no employment response to modest increases
in the minimum wage.”212 Some studies have found relatively
minor decreases in job creation, primarily affecting teenagers. A
March 2014 Goldman Sachs research note reviewed the state of
current research literature and noted that “economic research
on minimum wage hikes has found a small effect to no effect on
employment.”213
Earned sick days policies, although common in other wealthy
countries, are a more recent innovation in the United States
than minimum wages; the first local policy was enacted in San
Francisco in 2007. The evidence to date (in those jurisdictions
that implemented earned sick days policies between 2007 and
2012) suggests that providing earned sick days has improved
productivity and has had no negative impact on job growth, on
profitability or on where businesses decide to locate. 214 In Seattle,
the city auditor released a report on the implementation and initial
outcomes of that city’s earned sick days ordinance in April 2014.
The report found that almost all Seattle employers (96%) now offer
some paid time off to their full-time employees. Among employers
with part-time employees, 62% cover their part-timers. Employers
in the food and accommodation sector posted the greatest
increase, with 78% of employers now providing paid time off, up
from 14% a year prior. 215 These early studies have relied primarily
on employer surveys, with some analysis of labor market data.
The City and County of San Francisco presents a unique
opportunity for a case study, because it has passed an extensive
set of local employment standards since the 1990s, including a
city minimum wage, a requirement to offer earned sick days, an
employer health-care mandate and an ordinance establishing
employees’ right to request a flexible work schedule. In 2014,
economists at the University of California, Berkeley studied the
cumulative impacts of San Francisco’s standards. They found that
the labor standards had no effect on overall employment in San
Francisco compared to surrounding counties. 216
Overall, there are three key benefits of “raise the floor”
strategies:
• High impact potential. Many common approaches to
increasing workers’ economic opportunity tend to touch
only a selected group of workers (such as those who enroll
in a training program) and are difficult to scale up. “Raise
the floor” standards, on the other hand, are designed
to apply to all or nearly all employers in a region. These
strategies touch a broad swath of low-wage workers;
besides benefiting individuals, they have the potential to
shift the structure of the local labor market. For example, in
February 2014, the Congressional Budget Office estimated
that an increase in the federal minimum wage from $7.25
to $10.10 per hour would directly raise the wages of 16.5
million workers, with another 8 million workers receiving
indirect increases. 217
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• Minimal cost to taxpayers. Because “raise the floor”
strategies rely on the regulatory power of local
governments, they can lift up working conditions for
large numbers of residents without requiring much public
expenditure. The costs for monitoring and enforcement
tend to be small, especially for jurisdictions that use an
existing regulatory framework. Also, by moving workers
closer to economic self-sufficiency, effective “raise the floor”
strategies may reduce taxpayer expenses for social welfare
programs, which cost more per individual served. An initial
study by economists at UC Berkeley found that a 10 percent
minimum wage increase (for example, from $8.00 to $8.80)
reduces expenditures on SNAP (the federal food stamp
program) by 1.9 percent. 218
• Simple, uniform standards for all businesses. “Raise the
floor standards” typically apply to all employers within the
city, county or other jurisdiction. This uniformity simplifies
compliance for businesses. For example, if you’re a business
owner, verifying that you’re paying the minimum wage to
all of your workers is far simpler than understanding and
complying with programs that may target one particular
company, take effect within only a targeted zone of the
city or apply only for a particular category of workers. It is
important to note that “raise the floor strategies” can be
adapted and adjusted based on the size of an employer.

212 Schmitt, John. Why Does the Minimum Wage Have No Discernible Effect
on Employment? Center for Economic and Policy Research. February 2013.
Available at: www.cepr.net/documents/publications/min-wage-2013-02.pdf

Bernstein, Jared. On the Economy
blog. Available at: http://jaredbernsteinblog.
com/a-non-thumb-on-the-scale-look-at-the-impact-of-higher-minimum-wages
213

214 National Partnership for Women and Families. Paid Sick Days. March 2014.
Available at: www.nationalpartnership.org/research-library/work-family/psd/
paid-sick-days-low-cost-high-reward.pdf

Available at: www.seattlemet.com/data/files/2014/4/attachment/194/
PSSTO_UWReport_wAppendices_copy.pdf

215

216 Reich, Michael, Ken Jacobs, and Amanda Dietz. When Mandates Work:
Raising Labor Standards at the Local Level. Available at: www.irle.berkeley.edu/
publications/when-mandates-work/when-mandates-work-slides.pdf

Bernstein, Jared. “The Impact of a Minimum Wage
Increase.” Economix blog. New York Times. February 18, 2014.
Available at: http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/18/
the-impact-of-a-minimum-wage-increase/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
217

218 West, Rachel and Michael Reich. “The Effects of Minimum
Wages on SNAP Enrollments and Expenditures.” Center
for American Progress. March 5, 2014. Available at: www.
americanprogress.org/issues/economy/report/2014/03/05/85158/
the-effects-of-minimum-wages-on-snap-enrollments-and-expenditures
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• Raising the floor will have limited impact without an
effective mechanism to implement and enforce the new
regulations. Implementation requires a careful balance
between efficiency and vigilance. On the one hand, an
efficient mechanism would make compliance simple and
straightforward for employers; onerous administrative
requirements are likely to reduce compliance and negatively
impact businesses. On the other hand, an effective policy
must incorporate vigilant enforcement and sufficient
consequences for noncompliance to ensure that businesses
have an incentive to adhere to the policy. The City of San
Jose’s minimum wage ordinance provides one model of
how to balance these needs. By linking enforcement to
the existing local business license, (by adding the local
minimum wage to the existing list of requirements for
businesses in the jurisdiction) the ordinance avoids creating
any additional administrative requirements for businesses.
All that employers have to do is post the city wage bulletin
informing employees of the new minimum wage.

Working Partnerships USA

For many lower-wage workers, securing higher hourly pay is only part of what
would improve employment conditions. Also important are finding jobs with
benefits like paid sick leave as well as predictable and consistent schedules.

• Certain categories of employers may face special challenges
in complying with a particular standard due to the nature
of their business. For example, construction industry
schedules may not allow for workplace flexibility; microbusinesses with only a handful of employees may not be
able to provide sick leave and still maintain daily operations;
and law enforcement agencies must screen applicants for
criminal history. Those designing policy should consider
whether some types of businesses need exemptions or
alternatives but should avoid creating exemptions that are
so broad they undermine the policy’s effectiveness.

for violations of state and federal law, and by supporting workers
in their pursuit of recovery of unpaid wages.”219
In addition, workers centers’ (described in Strategy 9) can
provide resources and support to educate workers on wage
and hour laws and can collaborate with federal, state and local
agencies to collect data on violations of workplace standards. 220

Challenges
• Raising employer costs affects industries and employers in
different ways and may have a disproportionate impact on
certain industries and types of businesses. For example, an
increase in the minimum wage is more difficult to absorb
for a bookstore owner, who cannot raise prices past a given
point (because prices are listed on the backs of the books)
and who faces competition from online retailers in other
locations.
• Residents, workers, businesses and economic activity in the
Bay Area all cross city boundaries constantly. For this reason,
inequities can arise when workers are treated differently on
one side of the street than the other (where two cities with
different standards border each other). Varying standards
can also be challenging for businesses in which some
employees routinely work in a range of locations, such
as truck drivers or janitorial contractors. To address this
challenge, designers of city labor standards can take into
account the standards enacted by nearby cities and consider
aligning with those standards. Whatever standards are
developed, cities should provide clear guidelines for how the
policies apply to employees who work some of their hours
within the city and some hours outside of the city.

See: http://wagetheft.org/wordpress/?p=1683 and “Accept report relating
to the options for enacting a Santa Clara County Wage Theft Ordinance.”
Available at: http://sccgov.iqm2.com/Citizens/Detail_LegiFile.aspx?Frame=&M
eetingID=5477&MediaPosition=&ID=71327&CssClass=
219

220 See: www.nelp.org/index.php/content/content_issues/category/
support_for_wage_campaigns_by_worker_centers_and_unions
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STRATEGY 9: ORGANIZE AND PROFESSIONALIZE
INDUSTRIES TO IMPROVE WAGES, BENEFITS AND
CAREER LADDERS.
Lower-wage workers make their biggest gains when entire
industries become professionalized and organized. For example,
starting in the 1990s, several organizing campaigns for janitors
across California’s major cities successfully increased wages for
most janitors from close to minimum wage to more than $15 per
hour plus full benefits. The professionalization of industries also
increases the quality and reliability of services or goods for the
consumer; a licensed electrician, for example, is more likely to
have received all the requisite training standards.
The professionalization of an industry often means that
companies want to be more competitive, so they aim to cultivate
a highly productive workforce that can offer the highest-quality
goods and services. Professionalization policies, like training and
licensing programs, when combined with labor and employment
law, can significantly upgrade the skills and wages in a low-wage
industry.
These strategies generally work best across an entire
industry or occupation. Individual employers may wish to pay
their workers more but may be at a competitive disadvantage
given the margins in their industry. Strategies that organize or
professionalize workers across the entire industry reduce these
competitive issues and can lead to improved productivity in the
industry overall.
Nonetheless, individual employers can be quite successful
by pursuing these strategies. For example, Costco is a partially
unionized employer whose wages are among the highest in
the retail industry. Costco is in direct competition with firms
like Wal-Mart, an employer that prides itself on low prices
and whose low wages have had direct costs to taxpayers. 221
Wal-Mart’s employee turnover is approximately 44 percent, while
Costco’s is only 17 percent. 222 Costco seeks to maintain positive
relations with employees and is able to pay higher wages in a
highly competitive retail environment through cost savings from
reduced employee turnover.
Efforts to professionalize industries or organize them to
improve wages and working conditions can be instigated by
companies, unions, local policy makers or nonprofit associations
representing the interests of workers. Examples of industries
that have successfully organized include the San Francisco
hotel industry; janitorial services in Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Chicago and New York City; and the building security industry in
Washington, D.C. 223
Worker centers, joint labor-management partnerships for
workforce training, and union organizing all serve to upgrade
the lowest-wage jobs and provide employers who compete in
the Bay Area economy with higher-skilled and more productive
employees. 224 These actions and tools are explained below.
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Partners
The key actors to implement this strategy include employers,
labor unions, and community organizations.

Actions
9.1: Support worker centers and industry guilds that
help establish minimum wage rates and job standards
for industries.
Two key approaches for raising standards for contingent workers
are worker centers (sometimes known as day laborer hiring halls)
and industry guilds (new types of labor organizations).
Worker centers have become more common over the past
20 years; estimates suggest that today there are more than 200
nationwide. 225 These centers provide the following essential
services:
• They establish a minimum wage.
• They create a rational system for distribution of work
through a hiring hall.
• They enforce wage rates and working conditions by
providing legal and advocacy support to workers with pay
disputes or employer complaints.
• They provide training and social supports to contingent
workers. Worker centers generally deploy workers for
construction, gardening, agricultural work, housekeeping
and janitorial services.

221 Fox, Emily Jane. “Wal-Mart’s Low Wages Cost Taxpayers.” CNNMoney.
June 5, 2013. Available at: http://money.cnn.com/2013/06/04/news/
companies/walmart-medicaid
222 Cascio, Wayne F. “Decency Means More Than ‘Always Low Prices’: A
Comparison of Costco to Wal-Mart’s Sam’s Club.” Academy of Management
Perspectives. August 2006. Available at: http://www.ou.edu/russell/UGcomp/
Cascio.pdf

See: www.nelp.org/content/content_issues/category/
job_standards_for_economic_development

223

224 AFL-CIO. “Labor-Management Partnerships.” Available at: www.
aflcio.org/Learn-About-Unions/Training-and-Apprenticeships/
Labor-Management-Partnerships
225 Maher, Kris. “Worker Centers Offer a Backdoor Approach to Union
Organizing.” Wall Street Journal. July 24, 2013. Available at: http://online.wsj.
com/news/articles/SB10001424127887324144304578622050818960988
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GENDER EQUITY AND WORK-FAMILY
BALANCE IN LOWER-WAGE JOBS

Examples of worker centers and related groups in the Bay Area
include the Day Worker Center of Mountain View, the Graton
Day Labor Center, La Raza Centro Legal, the Chinese Progressive
Association in San Francisco and the Restaurant Opportunity
Center, a New York–based worker center that opened in the Bay
Area in 2013. 226
Many worker centers offer ESL classes and training in soft
skills such as communication and teamwork. Many give workers
opportunities to volunteer in the community and create personal
job reference networks. Most worker centers are nonprofit
organizations. Some receive support from their local jurisdictions
and others receive funds from membership fees (from workers),
foundation grants, workforce training grants and donations by
faith communities or unions.
Local jurisdictions can encourage worker centers by offering
in-kind support such as meeting space and offices or by giving
financial support to the nonprofit, labor or faith-based groups
that generally operate these centers. For local jurisdictions,
worker centers provide a rational alternative to criminalizing
day labor (which happens when local communities enforce laws
against loitering or fine employers who use day laborers).
Industry guilds give workers a network that supports them as
they work for different employers. The Bay Area–based Pacific
Media Workers’ Guild represents workers across a range of
media outlets throughout California and offers its members the
following benefits:

The Economic Prosperity Strategy primarily focuses on
wages and access to jobs. However, an increasing body of
academic research, as well as on-the-ground programs, also
looks at work-family supports: those characteristics of a job
that provide support to employees in balancing their work
duties with their responsibilities toward family. The lack of
such supports may limit full workforce participation and
advancement by workers with responsibilities for children,
elderly parents, disabled relatives or other dependents. Not
having access to affordable child care and elder care, for
example, is a major obstacle for lower-wage workers with
dependents.
Workplace flexibility, predictable work schedules,
family and medical leave, as well as earned sick leave, all
contribute to mobility for lower-wage workers who need to
take care of family members. A recent report released by
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services scans
the research and emerging policy innovations in this area
noting benefits from work-family supports to low-income
children and parents, employers of low-wage workers, and
the general public. 227
While work-family supports are important for both
genders, they have a particularly large impact upon women,
who are more likely to be primary or sole caregivers. 228

• Access to health, dental and vision insurance for freelancers
• The Bay Area News and Media Workers Network on
LinkedIn, a source of job postings and other labor market
information, career advice, training opportunities and
research about potential career pathways
• Job training and career development opportunities,
including the annual Spring Training conference at San
Francisco State University
• Development of professional standards and credentials for
freelancers
• Access to professional services, including legal support for
personal service contracts and tax return preparation
Another example is the Hispanic Referral Network in Oakland,
which sets minimum wage and hour requirements for employers
who call the Referral Network to hire day laborers for home
repairs, landscaping, child care and housekeeping services. The
network provides support to workers and, like a worker center,
supports workers in wage and hour disputes, ESL training and
access to employment opportunities.
9.2: Establish multi-employer joint labor-management
training partnerships to raise skills in an industry.
Over the past 10 years, taking a sector-based approach
to workforce development has become a best practice for
employers, workers and their workforce development partners.
One way to implement a sector-based approach is through
joint labor-management training partnerships. Utilizing this
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industry-wide strategy, employers, labor representatives, workers,
education and training partners, workforce development boards
and foundation funders come together to address workforce
needs facing the industry. Funding for these partnerships comes
from a several cents-per-hour contribution by employees and the
employer; the amount is set during collective bargaining.
The role of the partnership might be to design new training
programs to upgrade the skills of workers who seek to move
into middle-wage jobs, or the partners might work together to
improve the quality (and pay) of existing low-wage jobs.
Perhaps the best-known multi-employer training
partnerships are those in the construction industry, where
employers in each trade or craft (roofing, carpentry, plumbing,

Naduris-Weissman, Eli. “The Worker Center Movement and Traditional
Labor Law: A Contextual Analysis.” Berkeley Journal of Employment & Labor
Law. March 2009. Available at: http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/cgi/
viewcontent.cgi?article=1413&context=bjell
226

227 U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. Work-Family Supports for
Low-Income Families: Key Research Findings and Policy Trends. March 2014.
Available at http://aspe.hhs.gov/hsp/14/WorkFamily/rpt_workfamily.cfm

The Institute for Women’s Policy Research is a leading research and policy
body providing analysis on these issues as they impact working women. See:
http://iwpr.org/initiatives/work-family.
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electricity and so forth) can join joint labor-management
funds that sponsor apprenticeships, training programs that
provide lifelong learning so that journey-level workers can
upgrade their skills to meet employers’ latest needs. But joint
labor-management training partnerships are also used in a
number of industries, among them health care, janitorial and
building services, culinary arts, hospitality, transportation and
manufacturing.
Encouraging more employers to enter into partnerships with
labor unions can have the following benefits:
• Workers may place more trust in joint labor-management
training partnerships than in other workforce development
strategies because they take into account both the
industry’s priorities and workers’ needs. The labormanagement relationship also provides organizational
stability for the training program, and it offers the ability to
modify both the training and the design of work as industry
needs evolve. 229
• Joint labor-management training partnerships are directly
accountable to employers. Involving several employers
at once helps ensure that employment opportunities will
be available for training graduates. Funding the training
through automatic deductions from employers creates a
sustainable, dependable funding stream. It also ensures that
employers are invested in the partnership’s success and has
a strong incentive to engage.

• Because they have continuing contact with workers, jointly
managed training partnerships can train both new entrants
and incumbent workers and are uniquely positioned to
provide lifelong learning.
• Employers benefit by receiving a more highly skilled workforce
and more affordable and tailored training than they could
provide on their own. Upgrading the workforce throughout
a sector increases competitiveness for all participating
employers and improves worker recruitment and retention
(both of which pose significant costs for employers).
• Multi-employer training improves career mobility and can
raise wages. Even if an individual worker does not move up
the career ladder, he or she can benefit from productivity
improvements that result in increased sales (and thus
higher wages for the worker). For example, a vendor that
contracts with Google has trained its janitors to use tablets
to keep better track of supplies and cleaning needs. This
increases productivity through time savings. As employers
benefit from improved productivity, the employees may
receive pay premiums even though they have not moved up
the career ladder into a new job classification.
229 Workforce and Economic Development. Working Together: Sectoral
Lessons from Labor-Management Training Partnerships in California.
2007. Available at: http://www.calaborfed.org/userfiles/doc/2011/
WorkingTogetherHighRoadReport112111.pdf

THE SAN FRANCISCO HOTELS PARTNERSHIP PROJECT

Created in 1994, the San Francisco Hotels Partnership Project
brings together 11 hotels and the Hotel Employees and
Restaurant Employees International Union (HERE). The goal
of the partnership is to provide job security and improved
compensation to workers. But it also takes into account the
competitive environment that participating hotels face, especially
in the wake of events like the recession and the downturn in the
hospitality industry after September 11, 2001.
At the core of the partnership are problem-solving teams
comprised of workers, managers, neutral facilitators and
translators, working together to develop solutions for hotels’
challenges, including workplace issues. Because representatives
from different hotels worked together, a partnership-wide
(industry-wide) standard emerged.
The Hotels Partnership Project has implemented teambuilding and communication training programs to improve labormanagement relations at all levels. Initiatives have included classes
in Vocational ESL (VESL) and basic skills, alternative grievance
resolution and a welfare-to-work training center for housekeepers.
Funded with more than $1 million in state funds and an
additional $500,000 from employers, these initiatives have
offered nearly 225,000 hours of training to more than 1,500 labor
and management participants.
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One project trained more than 200 entry-level workers to be
higher-paid banquet servers, and the banquet hiring hall had its
best-ever performance in filling job orders for the holiday season.
In another project, a kitchen area was restructured:
27 kitchen job categories were collapsed into three, and two
job titles were eliminated altogether. The hotel benefitted by
eliminating rigid job categories that had hindered their flexibility
in assigning workers per union rules. At the same time, workers’
wages rose and seniority rules were strengthened. This teamwork
is the hallmark of the partnership model.
The Hotels Partnerships Project has improved opportunities
for many laid-off hotel workers in the area. It has offered
training and certification in new job skills to 80 percent of
the participating hotels’ employees, including housekeepers,
dishwashers and other entry-level employees. The VESL training
allowed unemployed workers to improve their skills so that they
would be prepared to rejoin the industry as it picked up again
after the 9/11 slowdown. 230

230 Bernhardt, Annette, Laura Dresser, and Erin Hatton. Moving Hotels to the
High Road. The Center on Wisconsin Strategy. December 2003. Available at:
www.cows.org/_data/documents/1042.pdf

9.3: Remove barriers to unionization.
Unionizing significantly improves wages and benefits for workers,
particularly younger workers, women and minorities in low-wage
industries. 231 But there can be significant losses for both
employers and employees during contested union organizing
campaigns whose goal is to hold an election supervised by the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). 232 Strikes or other work
stoppages can thwart productivity, erode employee morale and
create large legal bills.
Card check and neutrality agreements (also know
as “majority sign-up” and “labor peace” agreements) are an
alternative to a costly NLRB-supervised election. In advance of
the organizing campaign, employers agree to recognize a union
if the majority of the workforce submits authorization forms
(“cards”) expressing their desire for representation. Employers
agree not to campaign against the union and to remain neutral
during the campaign period. In exchange for these agreements,
the union agrees not to strike or create a work stoppage.
Most card check and neutrality agreements are voluntary
agreements between employers and unions. For example,
PG&E had a neutrality agreement with Engineers and Scientists
Local 20. During this agreement, hundreds of highly skilled
engineers at the company elected to join a union.
Further professionalizing security guards, such as through transforming
the occupation into more highly skilled “security officers” is one strategy
to increase overall wages. This strategy could take place independent
of collective bargaining agreements that have also resulted in improved
conditions for some (such as the unionized guard pictured).

A recent trend is for a local jurisdiction to require card check
and neutrality agreements as a condition of doing business with
the government, being a lessee on government property or
receiving government grants or other financial assistance.
Academic research on card check agreements demonstrates
that a card check reduces complaints of unfair labor practices and
does not impair workers’ free choice. 233 For a local jurisdiction,
the card check and neutrality agreement protects the jurisdiction
against the risks of lost revenue to the city and disruption in
critical services, both of which could occur during strikes or work
stoppages. Neutrality agreements have been used for hotels
and airports in hospitality-intensive locations in eight California
jurisdictions. 234 After the card check and neutrality agreement
took effect at SFO, researchers found that:
		
The [SFO] Labor Peace/Card Check policy appears to have
achieved the objective of minimizing business disruptions
during the organizing process. The timing of our employer
survey coincided with a period when many were still
negotiating first contracts, which could have generated greater
tension in labor relations. Yet, only one newly unionized firm
in the survey did not report improvements on the majority of
the labor relations questions in the survey—employee morale,
absenteeism, employee grievances and disciplinary issues.235
9.4: Create licensing requirements and enforce labor
and employment laws to professionalize workers
across an entire industry.
In several low-wage industries, local jurisdictions and unions
are working together to protect workers, upgrade job skills and
professionalize the industry by creating licensing requirements.
Key examples of these strategies include:
• Port trucking industry: Teamsters and local enforcement
agencies have documented the misclassification of workers
as independent contractors. Ports are now aggressively
pursuing the misclassifications, successfully enforcing labor
laws, raising the standards for workers, improving trucking
safety and lowering diesel emissions in neighborhoods. 236
• Building security: The Service Employees International
Union has been organizing security guards in New York,
where security guards have to be licensed by the state.
Building security companies are working with the union to
create job training programs and career ladders to upgrade
working conditions and wages across the industry.

Norbert Von der Groeben

231 Schmitt, John, Margy Waller, Shawn Fremstad, and Ben Zipperer. Unions
and Upward Mobility for Low-Wage Workers. Center for Economic and Policy
Research. August 2007. Available at: www.cepr.net/documents/publications/
unions-low-wage-2007-08.pdf

The National Labor Relations Act provides the legal framework for private
sector employees to unionize through establishing collective bargaining units
in their workplace. The NLRB is the federal agency responsible for supervising
such elections.
232

Eaton, Adrienne, and Jill Kriesky. “NLRB Elections vs. Card Check Campaigns:
Results of a Worker Survey.” ILR Review. January 2009. Available at: http://
digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1627&context=ilrreview
233
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234 U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Labor Peace Agreements: Local Government
as Union Advocate. Available at: http://www.workforcefreedom.com/sites/
default/files/Labor%20Peace%20Agreements%202013%2009%2012.pdf
235 Reich, Michael, Peter Hall and Ken Jacobs. Living Wages and Economic
Performance: The San Francisco Airport Model. UC Berkeley Labor
Center. March 1, 2003. Available at: http://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/
living-wages-and-economic-performance-the-san-francisco-airport-model/

Smith, Rebecca, Paul Marvy, and Jon Zerolnick. The Big Rig Overhaul.
National Employment Law Project. February 2014. Available at: www.nelp.org/
page/-/Justice/2014/Big-Rig-Overhaul-Misclassification-Port-Truck-DriversLabor-Law-Enforcement.pdf?nocdn=1
236
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Todd Lapin

• Domestic workers: In Connecticut, there is
a movement to pass a “domestic workers’
bill of rights,” which will close a loophole
that exempted domestic workers from many
labor laws. The proposed law would clarify
labor and employment standards for all
workers in this sector. The AFL-CIO Solidarity
Center and many nonprofit immigrant worker
organizations are supporting this policy
initiative. 237

Challenges
• The professionalization of a workforce may
increase employers’ expectations of workers’
skills and inadvertently make it harder for
many lower-skilled workers to access the
newly professionalized jobs.

SFO is an employer that
entered into a labor peace/
card check neutrality
agreement with labor unions
that resulted in improved
labor relations.

• Unionized jobs make up a small share of
the private sector workforce, and many
unionization efforts in the private sector have
been unsuccessful.
• Many employers and workers have little
experience with unions or other worker
solidarity efforts and may not understand the
benefits and risks of an organized workforce.
• Many of the activities that day laborer hiring
halls work on would be more effectively
solved through comprehensive immigration
law reform, not through establishing
individual worker centers.

237 Solidarity Center. “Domestic Worker Rights.” Available at:
www.solidaritycenter.org/content.asp?contentid=988
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STRATEGY 10: ESTABLISH STANDARDS TO ENSURE
THAT THE INVESTMENT OF PUBLIC DOLLARS IS
ALIGNED WITH THE GOAL OF ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY.
While most employment is in the private sector, the public sector
is nonetheless a major part of the local and regional economy
and can have a significant impact in setting the conditions across
an entire industry. Local governments, regional bodies and state
and national governments all make expenditures to serve people
within their jurisdictions. Nearly all expenditures of public funds
will result in employment. These expenditures have the potential
to create high-quality jobs that will allow local families to prosper
and reinvest money back into the local economy.
Strategy 10 focuses on establishing higher standards for
investments made by the public sector. This approach allows
the public sector to take a leadership role in helping find viable
solutions to the challenges of improving the quality of jobs for
lower-wage workers.
Policies that attach job standards to public expenditures
have proven to be successful in improving the quality of jobs
for government contractors and in raising the floor of wages
and benefits for other companies in an industry sector or
other employees of the same company. For example, a service
contractor who is required to pay a living wage to workers who
perform work on a city contract is likely to pay that same wage
to other workers who may be working on both private and public
contracts.
Strategy 10 describes a range of policy tools available at the
local and regional scale. Examples of local ordinances that set
minimum standards include:
• Living wage ordinances (minimum wage ordinances limited
to government contractors, suppliers and leaseholders)
• Prevailing wage laws and area standard wage agreements
• Project labor agreements (PLAs)
• Community benefits agreements (CBAs)
• Self-sufficiency standards for Workforce Investment Act
(WIA) job placements
The difference between the policies in Strategy 10 and some of
the “raise the floor” strategies described in Strategy 8 (such as
a minimum wage increase) is the scope of impact. The policies
described in Strategy 10 only affect firms with a direct link to
public sector spending or approvals. The policies in Strategy 8
apply to all firms in a particular geographic area.

Partners
The key actors to implement this strategy include city and
county governments, community-based organizations, business
organizations, employers and labor unions.

Actions
10.1: Enact living wage ordinances.
Living wage ordinances are requirements that firms
with government contracts or other relationships with a local
jurisdiction pay their workers a minimum compensation standard.
Bear in mind, though, that living wage ordinances are a misnomer
because they rarely provide a wage floor high enough to support
a family in the Bay Area.
These ordinances can apply to firms with the following
relationships to a local government:
• Direct government contractors
• Suppliers of materials and equipment over a certain size 238
• All firms working on a government property (for example,
all of the businesses operating at an airport, on port
property or on land leased by the government entity) 239
• Businesses that are part of a land use or permitting process
for large retail or other businesses seeking to locate in a
particular jurisdiction 240
A subset of living wage ordinances, “business assistance” wage
standards set minimum wage standards or prevailing wage standards
for those businesses that are receiving government subsidies, loans
or other assistance (for example, real estate developers that buy or
lease government property for less than market rate). 241
Neumark, David, Matthew Thompson, and Leslie Koyle. “The Effects of
Living Wage Laws on Low-Wage Workers and Low-Income Families.” IZA
Journal of Labor Policy. Available at: www.izajolp.com/content/1/1/11
238

239 Reich, Michel, Peter Hall, and Ken Jacobs. “Living Wage Policies at the
San Francisco Airport: Impacts on Workers and Businesses.” Industrial
Relations. Available at: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/enhanced/
doi/10.1111/j.0019-8676.2004.00375.x
240 Jacobs, Ken, Dave Graham-Squire, and Stephanie Luce. Living Wage
Policies and Big Box Retail. Center for Labor Research and Education,
University of California, Berkeley. April 2011. Available at: http://laborcenter.
berkeley.edu/retail/bigbox_livingwage_policies11.pdf

Lester, Bill. “Labor Standards and Local Economic Development—
Do Living Wage Provisions Harm Economic Growth.” Working Paper.
Available at: http://planning.unc.edu/people/faculty/williamlester/
LaborStandardsandEconomicGrowthWorkingPaperVersion.pdf
241
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PITTSBURGH’S PREVAILING WAGE
ORDINANCE

In the spring of 2010, the City of Pittsburgh enacted the
Service Worker Prevailing Wage Ordinance to require
private projects subsidized by public monies to pay wage
levels that reflect the local wage scale. The controller’s
office monitors prevailing wage requirements for
contractors that provide building services and food services
to Pittsburgh. These contractors must pay prevailing wages
to workers employed under such contracts and must also
pay prevailing wages to any building service, food service,
grocery and hotel employees working on projects that
receive city subsidies.
Covered projects include:

development, as well as financial support for surrounding
organizations and services.
The goal of this strategy is to make the process of
establishing CBAs more streamlined and transparent in order to
avoid wasting time and money in a perpetual negotiating process.
Increasing certainty about what the menu of options is for a
standard component of a CBA will speed up the delivery of those
community benefits.
A first source hiring agreement is a type of CBA that sets
a protocol for the hiring of local construction workers on a
development project through a job training program or hiring hall.
These agreements create on-ramps to training or construction
job opportunities for workers from underserved communities.
The first source hiring agreement is generally linked to union
apprenticeship programs so that workers have an opportunity
to build a career ladder with training and wage increases as they
build job experience.
Notable CBAs include:

• Those receiving at least $100,000 in public subsidies

• The CBA for the Hunters Point Shipyard Development,
a project that allows 10,500 housing units, 635,000
square feet of retail, 2.65 million square feet of office and
retail space plus art studios and open space. Under the
agreement, the project will offer nearly 32 percent of all
housing below market-rate (at specific income levels), will
rebuild a public housing development, will invest over
$27 million in a housing fund for the community, will
contribute $8.5 million to a workforce development fund to
be matched by the mayor’s office, will follow a simplified
process for union recognition, will pay a living wage and will
adhere to first source hiring agreements.

• Commercial office buildings of at least 100,000 square
feet, or a commercial office complex totaling at least
100,000 square feet
• Residential buildings with at least 50 units
• Hotels or motels of at least 100,000 square feet
Wage determinations are based on studying local wage
conditions and three data sources of rate information.

• The CBAs negotiated as part of San Francisco’s Mid-Market
payroll tax reduction, such as the CBA for Zendesk. 243

Studies have consistently shown that living wage ordinances
improve conditions for lower-wage workers, raise productivity
and reduce turnover in affected firms and only have a small
impact on local government budgets. 242

• The CBA for the Oakland Army Base, which provides for
local hiring and job training for new hires and limits the
use of temporary agencies. 244 In collaboration with the
employers on the army base and local jurisdictions, the
nonprofit partner EBASE has established the West Oakland
Jobs Center to help facilitate training and placement. 245

10.2: Pursue common community benefits agreements.
Community benefits agreements (CBAs) are adopted during
major development projects throughout the Bay Area. A CBA
enumerates the public benefits a developer is responsible to
finance in return for beneficial terms related to the development.
In accordance with the CBA, a developer will provide public
benefits in addition to meeting the existing regulations (such
as funds for child care, transit, education, parks, housing, etc.).
The components of a CBA vary from community to community
based on market conditions and how many other requirements
the community has established for developers. Some of the
components of a CBA include affordable housing, job training
and opportunities in the construction and/or operation of a

242 Thompson, Jeff, and Jeff Chapman. The Economic Impact of Local Living
Wages. Economic Policy Institute Briefing Paper. February 2006. Available at:
http://s1.epi.org/files/page/-/old/briefingpapers/170/bp170.pdf
243

See: www.sfgsa.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=9685

Boyer, Mark Andrew. “At Oakland’s Abandoned Army
Base, a Jobs Plan Brings Hope to Locals.” Yes! October 22,

244
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• The first source hiring agreement between the City of San
Francisco and Recurrent Energy. 246
10.3: Pass prevailing wage ordinances.
Prevailing wage laws require contractors to pay the construction
wages that are “prevailing” in the industry in their location. The
Davis-Bacon Act (1932) and the parallel California Prevailing
Wage Law (referred to as Little Davis-Bacon) are now

2012. Available at: www.yesmagazine.org/new-economy/
at-oaklands-abandoned-army-base-a-jobs-plan-brings-hope-to-locals
East Bay Alliance for a Sustainable Economy. “Roadmap to a
Landmark Good Jobs Agreement.” Available at: www.workingeastbay.org/
goodjobsagreement
245

246

See: http://votesolar.org/linked-docs/Recurrent_first_source.pdf
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USE OF THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY
STANDARD IN SACRAMENTO.

established policy for all construction projects receiving federal
or California state funding. Recently, some local jurisdictions
have extended prevailing wages to other contractors that
are recipients of government funding either for the services
provided or as subsidies or grants to support a private project
with some public benefits. An example of this type of prevailing
wage policy was enacted in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 2010
(see sidebar).
Encouraging the broader use of the prevailing wage
standard would help ensure that employees in some occupations
are not paid markedly less than others in the same area.

The Sacramento Employment and Training Agency (SETA)
has been using the self-sufficiency standard for several
years in many different ways.
SETA has adopted income levels close to the selfsufficiency standard as its eligibility criteria for training
services; those who are making less than $10 an hour qualify.
It has also identified a special population of the “working
poor” who receive priority for services.
SETA uses the self-sufficiency standard in its financial
assessments of clients to determine whether clients can
support themselves through training. The agency defines
success by asking, “Did the training we provided help the
client get closer to self-sufficiency?” SETA looks at job
retention and career ladder movement to determine the
answer to that question.

10.4: Establish project labor agreements (PLAs).
A project labor agreement (PLA) is a contractual agreement
between a construction firm and a group of labor unions
representing construction workers. Although individual PLAs
vary considerably, they are typically collective bargaining
agreements signed before the project is started and workers
are hired. A local jurisdiction can require PLAs for projects
with public subsidies or public funds or simply for projects
that require local permits. But many major private sector
construction projects also have PLAs. In 2001, the California
State Library’s study of PLAs found that 72 percent of them
were for “private” projects. Only 28 percent of PLAs covered
projects paid for with public dollars. 247
Local jurisdictions like to require PLAs because agreeing to
wage rates and benefits in advance fixes the costs of the project
and eliminates the possibility of work stoppages by unions and
lockouts by contractors. PLAs also establish standards for local
or regional hiring for the project. The agreements usually cover
workers in multiple crafts and are generally signed by the local
building trades council and/or all local unions involved, as well as
by the prime contractors on the project.
California courts have consistently upheld PLAs since
they were first used in the 1930s. Independent research has
demonstrated that PLAs generally lower costs and shorten
timelines for projects while ensuring that the wages on the job do
not undermine local wage standards. 248
10.5: Encourage self-sufficiency standards for
workforce job placements.
Local Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) in California are
looking for ways to improve the outcomes for lower-wage
workers in training programs funded by the Workforce
Investment Act. Recently, some WIBs have been using a “selfsufficiency standard” (a standard for how much it costs to live
in a particular area). WIBs can use the standard to target their
training funding to workers at particular income levels (such as

247 Johnston-Dodds, Kimberly. Constructing California: A Review of Project
Labor Agreements. Prepared at the Request of Senator John L. Burton,
President pro Tempore. October 2001. Available at: www.library.ca.gov/
crb/01/10/01-010.pdf
248

those earning 75 percent of the standard and below), as well as to
determine the success of job placements based on the wages and
benefits of the job.
In California, the Insight Center for Community Economic
Development calculates the self-sufficiency standard on a
county-by-county basis using the basic costs required for
working parents to support their families. 249 It is calculated for
70 different family types, ranging from a single person with no
children to single-parent families to two-parent families with
one, two and three children of varying ages. The self-sufficiency
standard is a more accurate measure of need than the federal
poverty line, which is calculated by multiplying the cost of food
times three and does not vary according to where someone lives
or the ages of children in the household. The self-sufficiency
standard includes the costs not only of food but also of housing,
child care, health care, transportation, taxes and tax credits—all
of the basic expenses required for a family to enter and remain in
the workforce.
The Sacramento Employment and Training Agency (SETA) is
using the self-sufficiency standard, which may be a good model
for WIBs in the Bay Area. SETA staff has found that “the Standard
is a more reliable and valid measure of self-sufficiency than the
minimum requirements under the Workforce Investment Act,
poverty guidelines and LLSIL [Lower Living Standard Income
Level guidelines].”250

249

See: www.insightcced.org/communities/besa/besa-ca/ca-sss.html

Durfee, Amy. Using the California Self-Sufficiency Standard in Practice.
National Economic Development and Law Center. September 2004. Available at:
www.insightcced.org/uploads/publications/wd/UsingtheCASSSinPractice.pdf
250

Ibid.
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10.6: Explore using social and economic impact
assessments as part of major planning and
policy-making.
Now well established in Canada, Europe and Australia, a social
impact assessment allows policy-makers to consider social
impacts alongside environmental impacts when making policy
decisions related to public investments. In many instances, a
single integrated report includes environmental impacts along
with an analysis of:
• The employment and labor market
• Standards and rights related to job quality
• The social inclusion and protection of particular groups
• Whether there is equal treatment and opportunities for all
(i.e., non–discrimination)
• Access to, and effects on, social protection, health and
educational systems
• Public health and safety251
As noted earlier in this report, the City of San Francisco conducts
economic impact assessments of major legislative decisions.
Those reports assess the impact of tax policies, major zoning
changes or other decisions that make a material difference to the
city’s economy. Such reports help shape local policy decisions.
This strategy broadens the standard economic impact
assessment to consider how major policies impact job quality and
access to jobs. On the regional level, the type of analysis used
for Plan Bay Area could be expanded to include assumptions
about the quality of jobs by location. These assessments could be
integrated into (or offered alongside) the required environmental
impact report and its alternatives.
Similarly, the MTC could encourage local jurisdictions
that receive planning grants (through the One Bay Area Grant
program, for example) to include additional economic and social
impact analysis as part of a Specific Plan or a station area plan.
The Environmental Protection Agency and other federal
agencies have developed clear methodologies for conducting
social impact assessments. The Berger Inquiry252 included
a social impact assessment analyzing the job impacts of the
Alaskan Pipeline Project on the local community; it’s cited as a key
example of the policy implications of conducting a social impact
assessment in the United States. 253

Challenges
• Inconsistent policies among neighboring cities cause
confusion and create inefficiencies for employers that
do business across several jurisdictions. For example, a
restaurant chain with multiple locations could be faced with
a living wage requirement for workers at an airport location
but not in a different location, even though the same
employee might work in both settings. If these strategies
are to have a significant impact, they should be coordinated
among jurisdictions so that multiple Bay Area cities or
counties adopt the same wage and benefit floors. Model
ordinances should be considered best practices to avoid
tremendous variation across local jurisdictions.
• Strategies that require a process—such as a community
benefits agreement or project labor agreement—could
increase uncertainty for investors and therefore reduce
the potential investment in a community. One way to avoid
this outcome is to establish more uniform standards and
agreements across jurisdictions.
• Securing a CBA does not automatically result in
job opportunities. Once the CBA is in place and the
development is occurring, it is also necessary to identify the
individual workers who could benefit and to connect them
to the job program in order to realize the hiring targets that
were negotiated in the CBA.
• Some of these strategies increase direct costs to the public
sector. This means that pursuing them could mean there’s
less funding available for other public investments.
• Higher standards for government contractors can create
disproportionate impacts within the same industry, as well
as unintended consequences if a local living wage policy is
significantly different from a local minimum wage ordinance.
For example, in a city that has mandated a living wage for
businesses that work with the city, then a vendor, such as a
coffee cart, that’s awarded an exclusive franchise to operate
on city-owned property would have to pay a living wage,
even though the same vendor could open a store on the
next block and not pay it. This policy could result in higher
costs for businesses and make it more difficult for some
cities to activate their publicly owned land and property.
• The social impact assessment as a policy tool is still new to
the Bay Area, and consultants may not have the training
and expertise necessary to conduct these reports for
regional agencies or local jurisdictions.

251 Federal Public Service Social Security. The Horizontal Social Clause and
Social Mainstreaming in the EU. 2010. Available at: www.socialsecurity.fgov.be/
eu/docs/agenda/26-27_10_10_sia_en.pdf
252 Berger, Thomas R. Northern Frontier, Northern Homeland: The Report of the
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry. 1977. Available at: http://yukondigitallibrary.
ca/digitalbook/northernfrontiersocialimpactenvironmentalimpact/#/5/
zoomed
253 Galisteo Consulting Group. Social, Cultural, Economic Impact Assessments:
A Literature Review. Prepared for the EPA. October 2002. Available at: www.
epa.gov/superfund/policy/pdfs/SILitRevFinal.pdf
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FEDERAL AND STATE ACTIONS TO IMPROVE CONDITIONS FOR
LOWER-WAGE WORKERS

Many of the most effective policies to improve conditions for
lower-wage workers require significant federal and/or state
action. The following are a few of the key strategies that can be
changed at the federal or state level:
• Overall income support: Establishing funding and
regulations for many programs that support the income of
low- and moderate-wage workers and their families is the
primary responsibility of federal and state governments;
although counties are responsible for administering some
of these programs, they usually don’t control the rules and
funding. Federal and/or state governments set policies for
unemployment insurance benefits, for Medicaid eligibility
and benefits and for food and housing assistance, as well
as a broad range of workplace rules. Federal legislation
such as the Affordable Care Act can affect the health-care
coverage and costs for low- and moderate-wage workers.
• Earned income tax credit: Expanding the federal earned
income tax credit is one example of a “raise the floor”
strategy that would be difficult to implement locally. 254 In
addition to the federal credit, currently 26 states plus New
York City and Montgomery County, Maryland, offer some
form of an earned income tax credit. 255 California does not.
• Workplace hiring restrictions: Like the “ban the box”
strategy, legalizing work and education for unauthorized
immigrants is an attempt to exclude hiring restrictions
that are not based on skills. Approximately 1.5 million
unauthorized immigrants work in California. Even if the Bay
Area were only home to 20 percent of these workers (a
conservative estimate) 300,000 people would be affected
by the federal and state governments’ actions around hiring
restrictions.
• Immigration reform: The legal status of workers is a major
barrier affecting their potential for upward mobility.
Workers who lack legal status are less likely to demand
the wages they are entitled to. Some of these workers
can’t use their full skills because they have no legal right to
work. And some students can’t pursue the highest levels of
education and training for the same reason. Offering legal
status to these residents would increase their incomes and
help meet business needs for trained workers.
• Minimum wages: The state and federal governments
play a role in establishing minimum wages. Statewide or
nationwide minimum wages equal the playing field on a
large scale and ensure that wage standards do not lead to
competitive disadvantages between jurisdictions. Yet, while
setting higher minimum wages at the federal or state level
offers advantages, it does not preclude local jurisdictions
from establishing even higher minimums.
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• Employee benefits: Wages are only one element of an
employee’s compensation package; health, retirement and
other benefits are also critical components. For example, all
things being equal, a job paying $16 per hour with fully paid
family health coverage and a pension plan provides higher
compensation and greater economic security than a job
paying $18 per hour with no benefits. Significant innovations
by Bay Area jurisdictions have helped ensure access to
benefits (e.g., Healthy SF and SFO’s Quality Standards
Program), but most policies that determine employee
benefits are set at the state and federal levels. County
governments also play a major role in both health coverage
and health-care delivery. However, a detailed analysis of
health-care policy is beyond the scope of this report.

254 San Francisco created a city-level earned income tax credit in 2006, known
as the Working Families Credit; today, however, its primary function is not to
provide income support but to incentivize lower-income residents to file and
claim the federal EITC.
255 See “States and Local Governments with Earned Income
Tax Credit.” Available at: http://www.irs.gov/Individuals/
States-and-Local-Governments-with-Earned-Income-Tax-Credit
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

Lifting lower-wage workers into middle-wage jobs is a
matter of regional importance and concern. As outlined
in this report, workers earning lower wages live and
work in every community throughout the entire region.
And because they make up more than one-third of the
workforce, they are a critical linchpin to an economically
prosperous region.
Many local and regional leaders are already
working on strategies to connect lower-wage
workers to better employment. The Economic
Prosperity Strategy draws on these efforts and
proposes additional strategies to offer a more
comprehensive approach.
There is much to accomplish: Improved
training is necessary but insufficient; bolstering
experiential learning and improving social networks
are important steps but inadequate on their own;
the California economy overall may expand but
without targeted policies to expand the region’s
base of middle-wage jobs and raise the wage floor
the expansion will not improve prosperity for all
low-wage workers; effective programs and policies
exist in some communities or within individual firms,
but too often the lessons from these programs
are not broadly shared or replicated. Addressing
these challenges comprehensively requires greater
regional collaboration across diverse sectors and
organizational and jurisdictional boundaries. Issues
involving the workforce, housing, transportation,
economic development and labor standards need
regional solutions. Implementing key strategies
could help maintain the region’s economic
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competitiveness while also advancing the goal of
upward mobility and opportunity for all workers.
The strategies outlined in this report are
intended to encourage innovative ways to improve
economic opportunity in the Bay Area. They also
aim to inspire a broad range of private and public
organizations to take collective action. A major
goal of the Economic Prosperity Strategy effort is
to encourage collaboration across diverse sectors
and organizational and jurisdictional boundaries
to share best practices, successful approaches and
models.
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Noah Berger, courtesy of the Metropolitan Transportation Commission

Critical next steps
The strategies described in this report are meant to be
comprehensive. But they are not intended to be a requirement
for any one place. The collection of strategies in this report can
function as a toolkit, and each jurisdiction or other entity can
select the most suitable tools.
Key stakeholders should implement these strategies with the
following overarching considerations:
• There is no “silver bullet”—a wide range of strategies is
necessary to address challenges to upward mobility in the
Bay Area.
• Most strategies are not self-contained to a single policy
area and may involve economic development, workforce,
transportation, land use and other considerations.
Successful implementation will require planning across
separate policy-making bodies.
• Innovation and pilot approaches are important, and
expected, to test what works.
• The most effective programs or policies should be widely
shared and replicated. Emulating successful approaches will
benefit the entire region.
• Working across geographic boundaries is necessary.
Individual communities and cities cannot single-handedly
solve these broad-based issues.
• Many of the major solutions will require active investment
or policy change from the federal and state governments.
Speaking in a common regional voice and working across
traditional boundaries will allow the Bay Area to take needed
action to reshape the regional economy into one that provides
greater opportunity for lower-wage workers.

CONCLUSION
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APPENDIX A

Matrix of strategies
and actions

Strategy

Potential partners and implementers 256

GOAL A: PATHWAYS TO THE MIDDLE
Strengthen career pathways to middle-wage jobs.
Strategy 1: Expand job-focused basic skills training.
1.1: Increase English language acquisition

WIBs, NGOs, adult education, community colleges

1.2: Expand digital literacy training

NGOs, WIBs, educational institutions

1.3: Improve programs focused on soft skills and work readiness

NGOs, WIBs, K-12

Strategy 2: Establish industry-driven, sector-based regional training partnerships.
2.1: Identify an industry partner to develop curriculum and
provide financial support

Employers, WIBs, community colleges, unions

2.2: Coordinate training regionally

WIBs, educational institutions (including community colleges)

2.3: Include additional career pathways tools

Employers, WIBs, community colleges, unions

Strategy 3: Improve career navigation systems and support pathways, at the K-12 level and beyond.
3.1: Implement Linked Learning programs

WIBs, NGOs

3.2: Help workers navigate the new world of online job searches
and applications

WIBs, NGOs, one-stop centers

3.3: Create networking opportunities for low- and moderatewage workers

WIBs, NGOs

3.4: Encourage apprenticeship programs and paid internships

Employers, WIBs, NGOs

The following acronyms are used in the table: NGO is an acronym for
Non-Governmental Organization and can refer to a community organization or
another nonprofit organization. WIBs are Workforce Development Boards that
256
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are at the city or county level throughout the country. MTC is the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission. CMA is a Congestion Management Agency.
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Strategy

Potential partners and implementers

GOAL B: ECONOMIC GROWTH
Grow the economy with a focus on middle-wage work.
Strategy 4: Focus economic development resources on industries of opportunity, business
formation and expansion and policy coordination among jurisdictions.
4.1: Analyze and support the local and regional industries and
clusters of opportunity

NGOs, local governments, business organizations,
regional agencies

4.2: Strengthen evidence-based business retention and
expansion programs

Local/regional governments/agencies, business support
organizations

4.3: Expand entrepreneurship and ownership opportunities

NGOs, local governments

4.4: Develop consistent permitting and regulatory processes
among jurisdictions in the region

Local and regional governments, business support
organizations

Strategy 5: Develop land use plans that support transit-oriented jobs, industrial uses and housing.
5.1: Develop strategies to promote a sufficient amount and
variety of housing

Local/regional agencies

5.2: Encourage major employers and institutions to locate jobs
in transit-accessible centers

Local/regional agencies

5.3: Develop a regional strategy to preserve and invest in
industrial land

Local/regional agencies

5.4: Establish new regional programs with a focus on employment
in the Priority Development Areas planning processes

MTC

Strategy 6: Rebuild and expand infrastructure in a way that supports economic development and job growth.
6.1: Encourage communities to produce long-range capital plans

Local/regional agencies

6.2: Pursue a range of funding sources and taxes to pay for
infrastructure

Local/regional agencies

6.3: Expand user fees such as road pricing to finance both
infrastructure and related operations

MTC and CMAs

6.4: Leverage private capital for public infrastructure projects
that create jobs

Local/regional agencies

Strategy 7: Manage the region’s transportation as an integrated system that is easy to navigate.
7.1: Make the experience of transit in the Bay Area look and feel
like a more unified system

MTC, transit operators

7.2: Expand first- and last-mile programs, such as shuttles

MTC, transit operators, private employers, ride-sharing
companies

7.3: Invest in additional transit where and when it’s most needed

MTC, transit operators, CMAs

MATRIX OF STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
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Strategy

Potential partners and implementers
GOAL C: ECONOMIC SECURITY
Upgrade conditions in lower-wage jobs

Strategy 8: Raise the floor by increasing minimum standards for equal opportunity,
working conditions and compensation.
8.1: Adopt local and/or subregional minimum wage ordinances

Local governments, NGOs, business organizations

8.2: Enact earned sick days ordinances or other paid time off

Local governments, NGOs, business organizations

8.3: Establish “ban the box”/fair chance hiring policies

Local governments, NGOs, business organizations

8.4: Strengthen local enforcement of wage and hours laws

Local governments, NGOs, business organizations

Strategy 9: Organize and professionalize industries to improve wages, benefits and career ladders.
9.1: Support worker centers and industry guilds that help
establish minimum wage rates and job standards
for industries

NGOs, employers

9.2: Establish multi-employer joint labor-management training
partnerships to raise skills in an industry

NGOs, employers, unions

9.3: Remove barriers to unionization

Local governments, labor unions

9.4: Create licensing requirements and enforce labor and
employment laws to professionalize workers across an
entire industry

Local and regional governments

Strategy 10: Establish standards to ensure that the investment of public dollars
is aligned with the goal of economic opportunity.
10.1: Enact living wage ordinances

Local governments, NGOs

10.2: Pursue common community benefits agreements

Local governments, employers, developers, NGOs

10.3: Pass prevailing wage ordinances

Local governments, labor unions

10.4: Establish project labor agreements (PLAs)

NGOs, local governments, labor unions, developers

10.5: Encourage self-sufficiency standards for workforce job
placements

WIBs, NGOs

10.6: Explore using social and economic impact assessments as
part of major planning and policy-making

Local governments, NGOs
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